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n progressive political circles,to speak of

love is to guarantee that one will be dismissed or considered naive,"
writes bell hooks in an essay called "Love as the Practice of Freedom," published in Outlaw Culture.
The conservative right has been less faint-hearted. They openly lobby to
keep the dangerous forces of love and passion safely enshrined in the traditional
marriage. Cleverly marketing themselves as the keeper of "family values," the
right promises to restore those mythic good old days when men were men and
women their unprotesting helpmates.
For the most part, progressive forces have ceded serious consideration of love
and family values to the right, ignoring the fundamental human importance of
domestic partnerships and pair-bonding—of the small city-states that exist in
the home. The state or "the system" (be it capitalist or socialist) is seen as the
only source of (and solution to) the social problems that grow out of our individual failures to sufficiently love, treasure, and care for each other.
Feminist thinkers have long analyzed the political aspects of personal life. But
the tocus has often been on the negative aspects of pair bonding (marriage as
legal prostitution; "second shift" exploitation of working mothers; incest, rape,
battering, and murder in the home). This approach has focused the public spotlight on many ignored problems. But it has also distanced many family-centered women and men from a movement that seems to eschew the possibility
of the positive love relationships which most of us crave.
For the most part, feminists have not articulated an image of a positive future.
Celebrating the caring couple—straight and gay—and the functional family as a
starting point for a continuum of love radiating outward to the community and
larger society has been a missing piece in the feminist vision for the future.
Well, at O N THE ISSUES we believe in going where few women have gone
before. Our special section on "The Future of Love" takes a sometimes
humorous, often bittersweet view of today's beleagured couple relationships.
This issue offers some other boundary-pushing pieces, including a feminist
analysis of Prozac by psychiatrist Mahin Hassibi, and a telling decade-bydecade account of feminist battles with the mental health establishment by
Phyllis Chesler. For a walk on the dark side, don't miss "Pimping: The World's
Oldest Profession" by Kathleen Barry, and Diana Russell's (page 32) and Mark
Hussey's provocative deconstructions of Nadine Strossen's controversial book
Defending Pornography (page 48).

Welcome to our many new subscribers. Remember, we love to hear from
one and all—see the masthead for how to reach us by mail, fax, or our new email address on the World Wide Web. •
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Abortion Providers:
The New
"Communists"?

I

knew that things had changed when I was handed
a button that read "I'm Pro-Choice and I shoot back"
at a recent abortion-providers conference in

Washington, D.C. I also learned that a physician in Nevada had built a
million-dollar clinic outfitted with strategic military defense protection
and six .357 magnums. He calls it Fort Abortion.
Six years ago, when the danger involved only
invasions, harassment, and bombings, the buttons
and bumper stickers read "I'm Pro-Choice and I
vote." Now, looking at this button, I knew for
certain that armed self-defense in the pro-choice
movement was far more than a political or
philosophical discussion. Theory had moved full
force into reality. And the current reality was
hard—very hard.
I was out of town when I learned about the
murders of two clinic workers in Brookline,
Massachusetts—Shannon Lowny at Planned Parenthood and Leanne Nichols at Pre-Term. How
does one measure a living sacrifice? Insurance
companies have tables of worth—a leg, so much,
an arm, so much more. But how do you measure
these deaths?
I thought of my clinic staff and the heroism of
their everyday lives. I own Choices. My commitment is a quarter of a century old. They
"only work there."
But that hardly describes their commitment.
Waves of protectiveness and responsibility
washed over me, a bitter sadness mixed with fury
and grief. I stayed on the telephone for hours to
share their horror and rage and to listen to their
silence, which told me so much more. Now they
knew in their guts what they had heard in their
ON THE ISSUES SUMMER 1995

minds—that none of us are safe, that there is no
impregnable protection, that all of us are potential targets.
I went to Brookline two weeks after the murders. On a cold Sunday afternoon in February I
followed the steps of John Salvi. I looked for the
spontaneous memorials I had seen on television,
the flowers and poems left on the streets in front
of the clinics, but the spaces were empty. The
sidewalks had returned to their usual functions.
Only a lone police car in front of Planned Parenthood and metal-detector newly installed
behind the clinic's glass doors gave hints of the
recent violence.
I've struggled over how I feel about violence
in the service of a "just" cause—violence as a
strategy of terror and violence in self-defense.
"I'm pro-choice and I shoot back." When my
anger threatened to overwhelm me, when it
stuck in my throat and constricted my breathing,
I indulged in fantasies—armed ones. Mainly my
mind would fast-forward to the courtroom
scene. Defense strategy: female rage. "I just
couldn't take it anymore, your honor. The constant assaults by the system on my sensibilities—
the little slights; the sexist remarks; the porno
billboards; reading every day about another
woman raped, slashed, murdered, burned; now

Leanne and Shannon. All of it, a sort of threatened invasion by Operation Res- violent abortion industry should itself
drip, drip, drip. I just had to invade that cue. Holding a coat hanger to symbol- reap a portion of what it has so flaChurch, shoot that Cardinal, bomb the ize the reality of illegal abortion, I grantly and callously sown?" And
stood with members of the clergy and Patrick Buchanan, one of the RepubRight to Life headquarters...."
What I did in reality was work representatives of NOW, the Center for lican candidates for President, wants to
closely and deeply with my staff-—vali- Constitutional Rights, and NARAL. outlaw abortion once the work on the
date their anxiety, address the reality, Planned Parenthood, however, refused Contract with America is finished.
speak to the fears of their families and to participate. Drawing attention to "The empire we are fighting is every
work with myself to accept and under- ourselves preemptively and publicly bit the evil empire the Soviet Union
stand that each of them must make could escalate the danger, they said. was," he recently told 400 people at a
their own decision about what consti- And the hanger is "too negative" as a New Jersey Right to Life convention.
Abortion providers now become the
tutes an acceptable level of risk.
symbol of choice.
new enemy, the new
And then, followcommunists.
ing Emma Goldman's
Meanwhile, Harvard
famed exhortation to
professor Mary Ann
"not mourn but orgaGlendon, writing in
nize," I called a meetthe New York Times
ing of New York aborafter the murders, critition providers and
cized an anti-haterepresentatives of the
rhetoric
Planned
city's political estabParenthood ad that
lishment to strategize
proclaimed
"Words
about how to deal
Kill." "In seeking to
with the escalating
violence to clinic
suppress speech, what
patients and staff. And
Planned Parenthood
yes, I hired armed
really wants to suppress
guards and upgraded
is the 'pro-life movemy alarm and security
ment's insistence—so
systems.
hurtful to the clinic
business—that aborThe stakes have
Coat hanger reminders of our not-so-distant past:
tion destroys developcontinued to get highMerle
Hoffman
at the mike in 1989 with (from left) Wilbert Tatum,
ing life.'" She quotes
er. After the murders,
publisher of the Amsterdam News; Ellen Carton, of NARAL;
we had an increased
physician and novelist
Kelli Conlin of NOW, N.Y.; Councilwoman Carol Creitzer.
number
of death
Walker Percy, who
But this "negativity" is a powerful deplored the "chronic misuse of'words
threats to the doctors and bomb threats
to the clinics. And with the ever-pre- reminder of what is at stake for women to disguise what takes place during an
sent "sidewalk counselors" shoving and if they lose this battle. If you followed abortion."
screaming "God's words" at patients, the story at all, you could have predictThis mythological notion that
our clinic escorts increased their num- ed Brookline. Doctors were, according women really don't know what aborbers and efforts. Not one of my staff to the anti-choice canon, "baby killers," tion is (and wouldn't ever do it if they
left, and we received many phone calls the ones whose instruments were the did), that they make their decisions in
from women expressing support and methods of destruction, who carried ignorance, that they couldn't possibly
offering to volunteer. Rage and grief out their evil work in "abortoriums" own the power of that act, only reinhad grown into deeper commitment. and committed "holocausts" on inno- forces traditional views of women as
Personal psychological response trans- cent children. It followed with a horrid passive recipients of life rather than
logic that clinic workers, young women active moral agents. Seeing women as
lated into deeper political analysis.
Many roads led to Brookline: Med- just doing their jobs—answering victims of money-hungry abortionists
icaid cutoffs, parental consent, waiting phones, copying charts, counseling, is so much more palatable to the conperiods, fire bombs, death threats, kid- teaching, being there for patients— servative mind.
napping, clinic invasions—all fed by were collaborators. And as such, they
The politicians and professors are
the escalating theological hate rhetoric, were part of what had to be snuffed not there to hear the women talk
all preludes to the real stuff. The war out, their lives shattered in moments of about the need to end their pregnanon women—the reality that lay behind madness.
cies, witness their reactions to the
all the talk of the abortion "issue," fetal
Operation Rescue's Randall Terry, sonogram pictures, share their knowlrights, the sanctity of "innocent human writing in the New York Post shortly edge of the level of sacrifice and neceslife," abortion as the "second civil after the murders made it clear sity. You hear a lot about "family valwar"—has come home.
enough. "A society cannot expect to ues" in those counseling rooms.
And it's been coming for a long tear 35 million innocent babies from
Back in 1982 when ketchup was a
time. Six years ago, I held a press con- their mothers' wombs without reaping vegetable, I published the results of a
ference in a real back alley to demand horrifying consequences," he said. survey I had done about the main reaincreased police protection from a "Was it perhaps inevitable that the sons my patients gave for having abor1
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for Leanne • lor Shannon • for Leanne • for Shannon • for Leanne. • for Shannon • for Leanne •

tions. Fifty-three percent said financial
reasons were the most important factor—up 13 percentage points from a
similar study done the previous year. I
called my study '"abortionomics," accusing Ronald Reagan of increasing the
abortion rate through Reaganomics.
Women were sacrificing their desire for
children, and they knew just what they
were doing and why. Abortion is ultimately a survival decision.
A repeat of'82 is what many people
fear will be the result if Republican
Presidential candidate Phil Gramm and
others get their way and cut welfare
benefits to mothers with more than one
child. This has given rise to this year's
interesting alliance between pro-choice
groups like NOW and Planned Parenthood, and the anti-choice Catholic
Conference of Bishops and National
Right to Life Committee. The bishops
fear that denying needed benefits to
poor, young, unmarried women with
children may pressure mothers towards
more abortions and sterilization, while
pro-choice forces oppose any type of
government intrusion or coercion in
reproductive decisions.
As the politicians debate, the street
struggle escalates. "Extremism in the
face of evil is never a crime" was cited
again and again by many of the speakers at the annual January 22nd Right
to Life March on Washington. Since
Brookline, three more clinics have
been firebombed in California, and
anti-choice leaders have predicted
more violence and killing if abortion is
not stopped. And lacking an external
enemy, conservative forces inside the
U.S. government are joining with fundamentalist religious groups to paint
abortion providers as the new Soviet
threat or Satanic Cult.
And the women still come for services, as they always have and always
will. And the stories are all different
but oddly the same. "I really thought
about keeping this pregnancy but...."
It's in the "but" that the reality of
abortion resides. It's there in the vast
expanse of a lived life—the sum of
experience, the pull of attachment, the
pain of ambivalence. Every day we
bear witness to each woman's knowledge of holding the profound power to
decide whether or not to allow the life
within her to come to term. It's the
sharing of those moments that makes
the work sacred.
I'm pro-choice and I
. •
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For two women shot to death in
Brookline,
BY MARGE PIERCY
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How dare a woman choose?
Choose to be pregnant,
choose to be childless,
choose to be lesbian,
choose to have two lovers or none,
choose to abort
choose to live alone
choose to walk alone
at night,
choose to come and to go
without permission
without leave
without a man.
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Consider a woman's blood
spilled on a desk,
pooled on an office floor,
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an ordinary morning at work,
an ordinary morning of helping
other women choose
to be or not to be
pregnant
means she has fallen
into death.

§ A woman young and smiling
r
~2 sitting at a desk
~f trying to put other women at ease
|
now bleeds from five
|
large wounds, bleeding
'-£ from her organs
^
bleeding out her life.
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A young man is angry at women
women who say no
women who say maybe and mean no
women who won't
women who do and they shouldn't
If they are pregnant they are bad
because that proves
they did it with someone
they did it
and should die.
A man gets angry with a woman
who decides to leave him
who decides to walk off
who decides to walk

Women are not real to such men
they should behave as meat
such men drag them into the woods
and stab them
climb in their windows and rape the
such men shoot them in kitchens
such men strangle them in bed
such men lie in wait
and ambush them in parking lots
such men walk into a clinic
and kill the first women they see.
In harm's way:
meaning in the way of a man
who is tasting his anger
like rare steak.
A daily ordinary courage
doing what has to be done
every morning, every afternoon
doing it over and over
because it is needed
put them in harm's way.
Two women dying
because a man chose that they die.
Two women dying
because they did their job
helping other women survive
Two women dead
from the stupidity of an ex altar boy
who saw himself
as a fetus
who pumped his sullen fury
automatically
into the woman in front of him
twice, and intended more.
Stand up now and say No More.
Stand up now and say We
Stand up and say We will not be ruled
by crazies and killers,
by shotguns and bombs and acid.
We will not dwell in the caves of fear.
We will make each other strong.
We will make each other safe.
There is no other monument.

who decides
>j
Marge Piercy is the author of 12 novels including her latest, The Longings of Women,
£
J
as well as 11 books of poetry, and a play with Ira Wood, The Last White Class.
^
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On Auqust 26th—llic 15th anniversary oj
women winning the i>ot(—celebration
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TALKING BACK TO THE NEWS
Women
are muttering
about:
•Angry

white

males:

because—unlike men—women
aren't "biologically driven to
hunt giraffes." Can't wait for
him and Phil Gramm to go off
on safari together.
•The latest scare tactics in
the abortion wars: Intimidated after protesters declared
his property "a war zone" and
threatened "injury or death" to
anyone caught there, a Long

enough." Unless you're Marcia
Clark, of course. Then it's
Mom's-so-tough-she-shouldn't
have custody.
• Germaine Creer's answer
to
recidivism
among
rapists: In disclosing her own
rape at age 19, Greer advocated
posting rapists' names on the
Internet. And you thought your
computer crashes a lot now?

guys who really tongue-kiss
their way to the top.
• Newt's poll ratings: The
good news for Newt is that
there is one politician with even
higher negatives than he. The
bad news is it's Jesse Jackson.
• Purging cyberspace of
porn: Politicians want to keep
kids from using computers to
access images of women

years still left on its lease.
Maybe the Feds should hire
The Dream Team to finally
prove there's a conspiracy
behind all the violence.
•Marcia Clark's child-custody battle: Her estranged
husband claims her grueling
workload makes her an unfit
mother for their two young
sons. Better that she be
employed like Rosa Lopez.
•The Class Ceiling: A new
study found women make up
less than 5 percent of industry's
senior management, and the
white males perceive them as
"unable or unwilling to relocate" and "not being tough

firms that married men have
better health, sex lives, and
lower depression and alcoholism rates than divorced
men...but married women lose
income, do more housework,
and have no more sexual satisfaction than single, cohabitating, or divorced women.
Maybe men should just marry
each other.
•Bob
Packwood:
The
Republicans didn't let a little
thing like an ongoing ethics
committee investigation into
charges of sexual harassment
prevent his being named chairman of the Senate Finance
Committee. Proves it's the

azines that come wrapped in
plain brown paper have always
worked just fine for them.
•Hillary Clinton: She finally
resurfaced—wearing a traditional Muslim scarf on her head
during a tour of third-world
countries. I don't think that's
what she meant by "redefining" the role of First Lady.
•Newtism #111: He thinks
poverty can be eliminated by
giving poor people tax credits
to buy laptop computers. Yep,
it's so much easier whipping
out resumes that way while
standing in line waiting to get
into a homeless shelter.

They're pissed that everyone
seems to be making out like
bandits but them. Poor babies
must be reading the same economic statistics as Alan
Greenspan.
• Newtism #1: He
says "the only way" to
keep people like South
Carolina's Susan Smith
from drowning their
kids is to vote Republican. Of course, the
stepdad who admitted having molested
Smith when she was
16 turned out to be a
G.O.P. bigwig and a
From Mercy, It's The Revolution and I'm In My Bathrobe, by Nicole Hollander. Copyright © 1982 by Nicole Hollander, St. Martin's Press, Inc. New York, NY.
member of the Christian Coalition—but, hey, he
Island landlord is trying to evict
•Health benefits of marengaging in such acts as bestialnever killed her,
an abortion clinic with eight
riage: Another new study conity. They're old-fashioned: mag•The end of affirmative
action: Bumbling members of
minorities would learn the
meaning of the word "merit."
Fine, but who's gonna tell Warren Christopher he's out as Secretary of State and Madeleine
Albright is in?
•Semantics at the O.J.
trial: The defense has been
euphemistically calling what
went on during his marriage to
Nicole "domestic discord."
Right, and the 911 call was just
Nicole's way of "reaching out
and touching" the local cops.
• Newtism #11: Gingrich says
the whole idea of female combat troops is blasphemous

- S H A R O N ROSENTHAL
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Why God Will Never Receive
Tenure At Any University
He had only one major publication.
It was in Hebrew.
It had no references.
It wasn't published in a refereed journal.
Some doubt He wrote it Himself.
He may have created the world, but what has
He done since?
The scientific community can't replicate His results.
He never got permission from the ethics board
to use human subjects.
He expelled his first two students.
When one experiment went awry, He tried to cover it up
by drowning the subjects.
He rarely came to class and just told students,
"Read the Book."
Some say He had His son teach the class.
His office hours were irregular and sometimes held
on a mountaintop.
Although there were only 10 requirements,
most students failed.
—ANONYMOUS

A call for white ribbons, of any size, with
interport. net / TKasherman /
win.html. To reach WLN the
old-fashioned way, call 1-800WOMAN96.

An exhibit of
sculptures and
paintings by Audrey
Flack, "A Survey: 20
Years," opened at
the Louis K. Meisel
Gallery in New York
City. Shown above,
Sophia (Ecorche), a
27" patinated
bronze with jewels
and objects.

Rallying Points
Internetworking '96
Declaring that the first 100
days of the 104th Congress has
been a "war on women and
families," the nonpartisan
Women's Leadership Network is
turning to the Internet to fight
conservative policies.
The new service, offered on
World Wide Web, includes an
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Protect Female Minors
On March 21, Governor Ed
Schaefer of North Dakota
signed into law a bill prohibiting and providing a penalty for
genital mutilation of female
minors. The bill, endorsed by
the American Medical Association and the North Dakota
Medical Association, reads, in
part, that "any belief that the
operation is required as a matter of custom, ritual, or standard practice may not be taken
into consideration" when
applying this law.
electronic Hotline with updates
about legislation concerning
women and children. Voting
and biographical information
on 1996 electoral candidates
will be included soon.
To join the Women's Leadership Network and receive the
Hotline, send an e-mail to: polwoman@ aol.com with the subject "Interested." To reach the
Web page, go to http://www.

Send A Sister to Beijing
Women's groups around the
world are gearing up for the
Fourth World Conference on
Women, to be held in the People's Republic of China in September. Over 20,000 people
are expected to attend.
The Vatican has been lobbying heavily to keep Catholics
for Choice and other reproduc-

tive rights groups from attending. The Chinese have been
concerned about preventing
any human rights demonstrations. And there's discontent
that the meeting of nongovernmental organizations
(NGOs), which will hold an
overlapping conference, may
be held 30 miles from Beijing.
Conference organizers are
hopeful the problems will be
ironed out in time to make
this once-in-a-decade international focus on women positive
and productive. To contribute
to the NGO forum's Send-A-Sister-to-Beijing travel scholarship
fund, or find out more about
the September conference,
write: NGO Forum of Women,
211 E. 43rd St., Suite 1500,
New York, NY 10016.
- T R U D Y L. MASON

News fromn the J student movement against sexual violence

agenda x

from fraternity affairs, the
women's center, the provost's
office, and STAAR. (For fairness,
the men of STAAR weren't eligible.) Fourteen winning Real Men
were then pictured on a fullcolor poster, together with a
quote from each against sexual
violence. Distributed free (with
student-activity funding), the
posters were also permanently
displayed around campus in
places like admissions, public
safety, and residential life.

MTV MAY NOT BE quite
ready for it yet, but across the
United States there's been a
breakout of students organizing
against sexual violence. "It's the
next civil rights movement," says
organizer jodi Cold. "The most
progressive, most aware campuses have some type of peer-education groups. That's the trend."
Now there's a national link, a
new organization called Speak
Out: the National Student Coalition Against Sexual Violence.
This brave new student body got
launched during spring break
last March, when reps from over
80 schools attended twin national student conferences on both
coasts. "Our vision," says Speak
Out, "is to build a community
intolerant of sexual violence."
Attendance averaged onethird men, and among them was
Nate Barnett. Three years ago,
an engineering student at the
State University of New York at
Buffalo, he volunteered in an escort service offered by an antirape task force. Then he attended the first National Student
Conference Against Sexual Violence, coordinated by Cold at
Penn. "That conference made
me realize I was part of an entire
movement," Barnett says. Last
year at Buffalo, he coordinated
the fourth annual conference.
"This movement is very inclusive of men," says Gold, "and all
types get involved. Some identify as survivors, feminists, people
working on social-justice issues,
COT A NEWS ITEM ABOUT
ACTIVISM ON YOUR
CAMPUS? Send it to
Agenda X c/o OTI (or e-mail:
74013.352@compuserve.com).
For each item used, OTI will
give a two-year subscription.

VA COMMONWEALTH U.:
Student leaders Jodi Cold, Nate Barnett, and Kristen
Cremmell (I. to r.) kick off Speak Out at fourth national
student conference on campus sexual violence
(coordinated by Cremmell) at the U. of California, Davis.
and others are from groups traditionally uninvolved in activism.
We have lots of fraternity men
and athletes. Maybe they or
their friends have been hurt by
violence, they've realized it
shouldn't be tolerated, and
they've recognized the power
they have as role models."
Cold is compiling an anthology, Sex, Violence, and Student Ac-

tivism (with Susan Villari. University of Pennsylvania health-ed
director), based on contacts at
1,200 campuses. Many she has
talked to do not consider themselves "activist" or "feminist,"
yet these students have become,
Cold believes, key players in a
movement for radical social
change. "There's a lot of energy
and idealism out there," says
Cold. Here's just a sample:

RUTGERS (NJ): Combining
the seasonal zeal of spring with
the equivalent of pulling an allnighter, sexual-assault peer educators produced 24 Hour
Truce. This marathon program
—speakers, workshops, theater
performances, a Creek panel,

coffeehouse, movie screenings
(and complete with its own Tshirt)—ran from noon Friday to
noon Saturday in the Student
Center Atrium, hub of fast food
and hanging out. Students conceived the event after reading a
speech by Andrea Dworkin ("I
Want a 24-Hour Truce During
Which There Is No Rape") in
Transforming a Rape Culture. Invited to address the gathering
Friday night, Dworkin added her
name to a personal pledge
against sexual violence being
signed by hundreds.
U. OF PA: Students Together
Against Acquaintance Rape
(STAAR) sparked campus-wide
dialog about men's role in stopping sexual violence with Real
Men of Penn. Adapting an idea
that originated at Rutgers, the
project solicited nominations
(and got them) from every
racial, ethnic, religious, athletic,
and academic group on campus.
With over 50 responses to essay
questions like "What can you do
to prevent sexual violence?," the
competition was judged by reps

Two women and two men
toured and performed Drawing
the Shades, an original multimedia theater production. Author-director April Elliot based its
graphic script on interviews with
students whose sexual orientations are diverse and who each
survived a sexual assault.

GRINNELL

(IA): When a

classmate, driving home, was
abducted and murdered after
her car broke down, a group of
students decided to take action.
They founded Fearless, a team
that tours the state reaching
high school, college, church,
and community groups. Once
they get in the door (by offering
pragmatic workshops on "highway safety"), they pose the leading question "Why do we have
to do all this?" Discussions then
delve into the grist of their message, "gender-based violence."
This savvy community-education
program has earned the respect
of state politicians and a humanitarian award to founder Nyasha
Spears from Campus Compact.
—|OHN STOLTENBERC

Speak Out membership is free (donations are welcome) c/o Sexual
Assault Support Services, Duke
University, Box 90920, Durham,
NC 27708-0920; 919-684-3897.
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cism isn't my point. What is really disturbing is that somehow
they've come up with this attempt to overwhelm us with
their view of sexuality as a sacred element within the JudeoChristian tradition, when the entire history of that movement
traces exactly the opposite—the
suppression of the goddess as
she is represented incarnate by
every woman.

Feedback
Send letters to the editor to: ON THE ISSUES Choices Women's Medical
Center, Inc., 97-77 Queens Boulevard, Flushing, NY 11374-3317
NATURAL JUSTICE
his is my first issue
(Spring 1995) and I am
glad that you finally
found me! In regards to the interview with Carol Adams, I was
surprised to read her opine that
"the most frequent way we interact with nature is by eating
animals." I am convinced that
the most frequent way we interact with nature is through the
use of plants, not through the
consumption of animals. Not
only do plants comprise most of
our clothing, our daily food intake, and many of our cosmetics
and medicine, but also comprise
our building materials, paper
products, recreational system,
and even is extended to the personal manipulations of gardeners
and owners of houseplants. Our
unconscious support of the industries that produce these usable, everyday materials, endorses the devastation to the land,
the air, the water systems, and
even the genetic makeup of the
organisms themselves! To pursue
just animal rights is limited; to
confine the role of evolved feminists to conscious vegans is
blind. Our dominance of nature
as a whole, from the slaughterhouses to the agricultural wastelands, is the essential focus in the
work for "justice and (to) challenge the oppression of nature."
Katherine Osgood
Dover, NH

pect this attitude from right
wingers like Rush Limbaugh but
feel leftists should know better.
Please do more consciousness
raising articles on vegetarianism
or vivisection. You are one of the
few progressive magazines that
worry about animals.
Don Hinkle
Oklahoma City, OK

T

MALE VIRGINS
was particularly struck by
the male "me-ism" of the latest in the fundamentalist
fight to sustain dominance,
"Male Virgins, Blood, Covenants
& Family Values," Spring 1995
issue. Reading the piece was a
liberal education, as is most ON

I

THE ISSUES material.

Blanche M. Buchanan
Pinkerton
Kirkland, AZ

I
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s a fan of author Carol).
Adams, I was extremely
pleased to read Ms.
Hoffman's interview with her.
I'm always shocked when feminists and other progressive people show their complete disregard for the suffering and
exploitation of animal life. I ex-
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am still emotionally aroused
having read "Male Virgins,
Blood Covenants, & Family
Values" (Spring 1995) by John
Stoltenberg. I am a bom again
Christian woman/feminist. And
I'm not about to fall for the new
wrapping on an old package.
This male movement is not
about sexual responsibility, but
about male control, power, and
domination.
The males of this movement
favor a parent/child relationship
between husband and wife. The
male wants us to believe he
shares a parent/child relationship with Cod and as such, the
human male is then qualified to
establish the same type of relationship with his wife.
Get real. The day I believe
Cod wants my marriage to be a
parent/child arrangement is the
day I stop serving Cod.
My husband and I share a re-

lationship which does not diminish either of us. And in case
there is any question, my husband was a virgin when we married. But he does not think this
''virtue'' guarantees he has received a mandate from Cod to
"take the reins" and establish
me as being a submissive wife.
Too bad there are not many
more like him who truly understand love between a man and a
woman precludes the need for
male
domination,
control,
and/or power over the female.
Sandra Thompson
Skiatook, OK

Y

Similar things have happened
within the very patriarchal Mormon community. At the height
of the ERA struggle, the Mormon church issued hundreds of
thousands of bright green Tshirts to its women membership
that read "Celebrate Womanhood." The green was PMS 347,
the color of the green movement, the women's movement,
and the environmental movement. That's called coopting. It's
deadly to the uninformed.
Sandra Barnhouse
St. Cloud, MN

I

our magazine is a
"keeper"—I keep it in
my Goddess' Reading
Room. I would like to comment
on the article about the
"Promise
Keepers"
(Spring
1995) from the perspective of
one who has devoured the writings of the great feminist spirituality scholars such as Harrison,
Daly, Cimbutas, Stone, Reuther,
Walker, Eisler, Christ, et al. After
spending years poring over the
writings of these and other less
well-known women, I've come
to the realization that our Western religious foundations come
from the incompatible doctrines
of blood sacrifice versus the sacred act of sexual union.

The Promise Keepers have
learned from feminist scholars
very well, just as the author
noted. What they've attempted
to do is to coopt the women's
spirituality teachings of sacred
sexuality and frame them within
the tradition of the old patriarchy. I find the description of
their gatherings very disturbing—similar to images of the
mass gatherings of Nazi zealots
in the early 1930s—but anti-fas-

feel tremendous ambivalence about Promise Keepers, the all-male religious
movement. At first glance, it
seems to promise what women
have been asking of men for
centuries—that men give up
their predatorial ways, stop
defining their masculinity on the
measure of how many women
they have "conquered" sexually,
and forego their perpetual need
to violently compete against
each other to prove their manhood. Indeed, the movement
could possibly bring such
changes, could even presage a
reversal of the trend toward increased violence worldwide. This
would be wonderful. Except for
one troubling aspect. God.
According to this fundamentalist Christian cult, Cod is men's
exclusive source of power. God
gives these men a uniquely privileged right to "lead" (read
"own," "possess," "rule over")
wives and children. And God is
absolutely, entirely, arrogantly
Male. Females are given no
voice in this privileged cult.
This appears to be an extremely literal reclamation of virulent

Down the road when these
male supremacist dogma. Repeatedly, in periods of history like young men do marry, what will
be their attitude toward sexual
the Church's Inquisition of meintimacy with their wives? I'd
dieval times and the WW II Holobet the movement will never
caust, men become threatened
recognize or acknowledge an inby a potential empowerment of
crease in the already prevalent
women and minorities within the
incidence of marital rape. I must
exclusive male domain. Today
cry, Mother, save us from the
again, they seem to be arming
for another war against us, and barbarians once again!
this time the weapons they're
Karin E. Weiss
training with are stolen from the
Annandale, MN
very hearts of their perceived enemies. This movement uses
FEMINIST ETHICS
words of love and peace and cohyllis Chesler's brave
operative relating to refuel the
essay ("Rape in High
ages-old machines of male domiPlaces") in the Spring
nance and repression of women
1995 ON THE ISSUES, startled me.
and minorities.
Chesler's analytical, public report of her harrowing personal
Another dilemma rears itself
experience is a first and should
upon further consideration of
be honored as such with our
this new men's movement. They
maximum level of support.
advocate sexual abstinence. On
Arlene Raven
the face of it, that sounds simNew York, NY
ple. But evidence from sexual re-

Rapping, Spring 1995). Too bad
we can't say the same about the
child whose death she collaborated in.
Helga Eaddy
Shelbyville, TN

in order to be victorious in the
battle for womens' rights.
Marilyn Fitterman
Immediate Past President
NOW-NYS
East Hampton, NY
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search points to strong neurochemically-driven male impulses
toward sexual expression of
some kind, especially in the adolescent years. I highly doubt that
this religiously inspired movement would condone self-stimulation as an acceptable sexual
outlet for their followers. So, if
restricted from natural forms of
outlet for their sexual urges such
as masturbation, where will all
that ego-laden hormonal and
electrochemical energy go? (The
movement also suggests a mitigation of men's urge to compete in vigorous contact sports.)

O

nce
again
Phyllis
Chesler has dissected—
with aplomb and clarity—the sensitive and very serious
problem of "silence", "truth"
and "loyalty" in our movement.
Chesler has initiated a discussion
of some women's collaboration
with the patriarchy for what are
purported to be "good reasons."
The agony caused to our sisters
for these "good reasons'' is
never, ever justified. We should
all be there when any of our sisters are stomped upon by the
patriarchy. We need each other
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'm not at all surprised by the
behavior Phyllis Chesler describes. The feminist movement has not yet developed a
code of ethics acceptable even
to a small fraction of our community. Over the years, I've seen
"feminist" entrepreneurs pay
less than minimum wage for 60hour weeks, while convincing
their employees that sacrifices
were necessary in order to
"build the revolution." Meanwhile, the profits from these
businesses went to purchase real
estate for the owners. A cabal of
such women took over a feminist credit union, making huge
illegal loans to themselves to
purchase a building, and denying credit to members who'd invested their life savings in the
union. The local community was
enraged. The situation was resolved when one of the cabal,
who'd been jilted by another,
blew the whistle to the federal
regulatory agency.
These disputes took place in
lesbian communities which were
fairly homogeneous, and not
pulled apart by loyalties to husbands, boyfriends, or male bosses. The major issue was always
money, with sex a complicating
factor. When racial problems
arose, they generally revolved
around access to money. It
seems to me, then, that we can't
even begin to develop a feminist
ethic, let alone a separate court
system, until we take a hard look
at the bottom line, in a very
honest and personal way. Once
we can stop betraying each
other for a few shekels, we
might be able to tackle the patriarchy.

HAIR DAZE
hile Olivia James'
article on women's
body hair ("Hair
Daze," Spring 1995) was O.K.
as far as it went, it is a mistake
to assume that a woman cannot
work in business without shaving her legs. I work as a systems
analyst at a large Midwest bank,
do not shave my very hairy legs,
and cover them with dancer's
tights. I coordinate the colors to
match my blouses (I wear skirted suits). While this obviously
may not work for every business
environment, it does work for
some.

W

Many women I know have
the theory that the reason men
like women to shave off our
body hair is that it makes us look
less like adult strong women and
more like adolescents or even
children—more vulnerable. This
political analysis certainly makes
sense to me—I rarely see patriarchal imperatives as "neutral" or
just "taste." As Sonia Johnson
says, "who benefits?"
Thanks for putting out an excellent publication. The level of
analysis is quite wonderful, and
whenever O N THE ISSUES arrives
it's the first thing I read of that
day's mail.
Janet Miller
Chicago, ILL
SAFE PORT
felt compelled to let you
know, after reading your latest issue (Spring 1995) from
cover to cover, that I've never
been more informed, entertained, or connected, as I was
with that issue. This was the first
time in my life I ever read every
single article in a mag—and I
enjoyed every word. Reading O N
THE ISSUES is like finding a "safe
port in the storm." Now I know
why I resubscribed.
L. Cuthrie
Chicago, ILL

I

Martha Shelley
Oakland, CA
NUSSBAUM LEGACY
'm certainly glad that Hedda
Nussbaum is appearing
"whole and feisty" (Elayne

I

COLUMNIST

ELAYME RAPPING

Power Babes &
Victim Feminists
ictims and victors, winners and
losers, crybabies and powerhouses.
Who are these media-constructed
cartoon characters we're supposed to
be these days? When the media hubbub

Do
the
media
know
anyone
we
know?

began about the so-called feminist debate
between "victim feminism" and "power feminism"—about whether we should view ourselves
as "victims" of sexist oppression or as strivers and
achievers of "power"—I thought I knew what it
all meant and •where I stood. But the more I
thought about it, the more confused I became.
Of course, I don't agree with the many recent
pronouncements by women who should know
better, telling us how much power females have
in these post-feminist days, how sexual violence
is no longer a problem, how women today can
just buy or shout their way into high places, how
those beaten down by gender oppression can
simply pick themselves up by their Bruno Magli
bootstraps—easily charged on their Gold
Cards—and get a hot new "power" life, as advertised in Elk.
So I guess I belong on the other team, with all
the victims and losers and terminally good girls
who are stuck behind the economic and emotional eight ball, suffering helplessly the slings
and arrows of male aggression and injustice, and
responding either with self-destructive addictions
or—in moments of sheer desperation and "temporary insanity"—with hysteria and violence.
Neither of these team uniforms—the Dolce
and Gabbana or the sack cloth and ashes—suits
me. Neither description has much to do with
the world I actually live in and the women I
actually know. So what gives? Ain't I a feminist?
Brain amuddle, desk piled high with either/or
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books and articles, I turned in desperation to a
videotape of a TV movie I hadn't yet had the
courage to 'watch—Tonya and Nancy: The Inside
Story. I hoped that the media, which, after all, has
been fueling the whole debate, would know
what it all meant. But like me (though with far
less taste and intelligence), NBC was confused.
The writers, producers, and actors were clueless
about who was supposed to be the victim and
who the powerbabe. Of course, they understood
that Nancy—well-groomed and polite, from a
loving All-American family—was the victim.
She was, after all, the one who was kneecapped.
That made her—according to the guidelines set
down by Camille Paglia, Katie Roiphe, Naomi
Wolf, and the rest—the "good girl" to Tonya's
"bad girl," the smoking, cussing, truck-driving
sexpot from the wrong side of the tracks.
Except that by the movie's end, Nancy was
clearly the "powerhouse," "Go for it!," endorsement-rich multimillionaire winner. And Tonya,
the darling of many feminists who want to see
women represented as powerful and aggressive,
had somehow devolved into a textbook version
of the female "victim": Physically, sexually, emotionally abused and dominated by her mother,
her stepbrother, and her bullying, manipulating
thug of a husband.
As dumb and tacky as this movie was, I had to
admit that its confusion about victim/power
gender issues was not all that different from my
own. And the reason, I finally realized, was that
the terms of the debate had very little to do with
feminist goals or values as I understand them.
My own feelings about Tonya and Nancy were
confused because I both liked and disliked, rooted for and abhorred, both of them. Both were
strong, accomplished fighters for "power" and
status. And both were exploited "victims" of the
crass, money-and-power-driven male world
which pitted them against each other in a public
battle for a fantasy "victory." Was this—either
version—the Cinderella story I would wish
young girls to be guided by in their quest for
success and happiness in these post-feminist
times? Would I want my daughter, or my students, to be obsessively dreaming and elbowing
their way toward such out-of-reach, politically
suspect goals? No way.
Both options—if we can call them that—make
assumptions that we Second Wave feminists never
made in the early days when we began our
struggle to free ourselves from and then transform sexist culture. First, that the system itself, in
which power is defined in terms of mercenary,
individualistic values, can be taken as a given.
And second, that those who still, for whatever
reasons, have not overcome the emotional and
political barriers keeping them down can now be
considered losers, victims, hopeless zeroes. These
assumptions implicitly fuel the current destructive debate.
11

The problem, it seems to me, is in
the overly simplistic, ahistorical context
in which the debate is posed. We are—
according to media labels—either winners or losers, terminally imprisoned or
miraculously "free at last!" But this
short-term, individualistic version of
things hides an important truth which
we who are in it for the long haul and
the real battle cannot afford to forget—
that political struggle is long, contradictory, and uneven. We win some battles and lose others. Some of us do
better in some spheres than others. But
the struggle is hardly over. It's just
beginning, really, though it's hard to see
that through the distorting prism of
media mystification, in •which all struggles are individual, and every battle is
seen as a zero/sum game in which the
woman is crowned "Winner" and
handed the prize, or sent back to
Square One with the word "Loser"
embroidered on her breast.
As a media critic, someone who regularly comments publicly on the state
of gender representation in popular
culture, I am aware of the ease with
•which one can fall into this either/or
mindset. On the one hand, it is possible, the easiest thing in the world actually, to view the media's portrayal of
women as wholly reactionary, a monolith of misogyny. Even the best of
mainstream Hollywood movies—Thelma and Louise or The Accused—has its

masculinist flaws and insults. And
most—have you seen Disclosure?—are
far worse. But it is also possible to read
the media—if one tries—as a reflection
of what's changed and improved for
women. From Donna Reed to Mary
Richards to Murphy Brown is, after all,
more than a few steps in a feminist
direction. So is the road from Patsy
Cline to Janis Joplin to k.d. lang and
Melissa Etheridge.
But neither of these ploys—while
they make for neat little Sunday Arts
and Leisure columns—is an accurate
assessment of how we are doing, over
all, in the struggle to change gender
representation and discourse. The truth
is muddier. Our progress, our small
grabs at power and authority, are always
in the context of the original victimization we are trying to overcome. And
the victimization—now that feminism
has so politicized and called attention
to it—is always in the context of a
now-taken-for-granted struggle to
empower women, a struggle whose
12

existence itself is a triumph, given
where we started from.
Lorena Bobbitt, to take a dramatically telling example, was most certainly a
victim. But because of feminism's success in politicizing that victimization,
her act of desperation was made part of
the struggle for women's liberation. In
this case, as in many others, victimization and empowerment are symbiotically intertwined because feminism as a
historic force exists and thrives.
Roseanne Barr, Arnold, Connor—
whatever—a woman whose relationship to the media is nothing if not
complex, provides an even more interesting example of how impossible it is
to separate victimization from empowerment today. On the one hand, she is
undoubtedly one of the ones who've
"made it," a "powerbabe" if ever there
was one. She's one of the most powerful women in the media, the creator
and controller of a show that has gone
farther toward overturning the sexist
conventions of pop culture than any
other I can think of. But she is also a
victim of many things, not only in the
past, but now, at the height of her success, as she herself is only too willing to

tell the world. H e r success

hasn't kept her from
being endlessly exploited
and humiliated by the very
media through which she has gained so
much "power."
And so it goes as we feminists argue
among ourselves, and with the powers
that be, over how we are doing and
what labels we can safely wear in public. "What about Madonna?" we continue to wonder, in academic journals,
conferences, and Op-Ed pages, "Is she
a feminist heroine or a throwback to
the worst, most dangerous female
images?" She certainly places herself in
the "power"' camp. But though I am a
fan (I have a soft spot for bad girls simply because they transgress), I can
understand why many are troubled by
her glib self-presentation, her sexualized appearance and behavior. As her
critics point out, the many young girls
who imitate her dress and style are
likely to be met, in the real world, with
a male public very much in the dark
about the liberatory intent of Madonna's work. Many men still think she—
and her wannabes—look and act a lot

like the pornographic images of
women in Playboy and Hustler who
seem to be "asking for it."
In fact, the flip side of Madonna's
radical twisting of the terms and conventions of sexist culture is probably
Amy Fisher, a young girl whose own
life may well have been modeled on
her impression of what female
celebrities like Madonna seem to get
away with, even prosper and thrive
upon. And yet Fisher herself, in acting
the powerful, sexy, Madonnaesque bad
girl, became one of the most pathetic
victims of male misogyny in recent
history. While her grotesque seducer
basked in the lucrative limelight of
celebrity, she herself, a mere child
after all, was chewed up and spit out
by the sexist media and criminal justice system.
This kind of thing does not happen
to Madonna, at least not in public. Nor
does it happen—we hear—to Katie
Roiphe, Camille Paglia, or Naomi
Wolf. They're too "powerful," they'd
have us believe. But it happens to others without their resources and safeguards. It happened to Fisher,
onscreen, in print, and in life. Just as it
happens every day to many other
nameless, faceless, book-contractless
other women.
In the big picture of gender battles
in public life, there aren't clear winners
and losers. Not yet, and not—as the
recent "Newtonian" revolution makes
painfully clear—in the foreseeable
future. Madonna and Amy Fisher,
Anita Hill and Lani Guinier—they're
all in the same game. So, too, are
Tonya and Nancy. And Lorena Bobbitt
and Thelma and Louise. And even Zoe
Baird and her au pair girl. And none
of them, from Zoe to Anita, has totally
escaped the bonds of sexism. The
truth is that there are no individual
winners. If we've come to think otherwise, to forget the political truth
that we're all in this together, it's
because we've allowed our dreams and
our debates to be fashioned by packagers, handlers, and image-makers
who don't share our agenda, "feel our
pain,'' or walk in our shoes—which,
with few exceptions, are from Payless,
not Bruno Magli. •
Elayne Rapping is professor of communications at Adelphi University and author,

most recently, o/Mediations: Forays Into
the Culture and Gender Wars.
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PHYLLIS CHESLER

Telling It
Like It Was
t is time, and Second Wave* feminists are
beginning to document their salad days.
In the late 1960s/early 1970s, feminists
literally felt ten thousand years of patriarchy begin to give way by at least an inch

* Nineteenthcentury feminists
are known as
the "First Wave."

embarked on a four-part documentary series
about The Second Wave for television—a feminist Eyes On The Prize; no wonder, too, that a
growing number of scholars, journalists and Second Wave activists have also embarked on retrospectives, biographies and autobiographies of
those days of glory.
Is this because my generation's days of action
are over? Or because now, our most important
"action" may consist of remembering exactly
what happened, gathering up the lessons of our
lives so tar, passing them along, our legacy, to the
coming generations?
I think both explanations apply.
A few years ago, I was approached by Drs.
Ellen Cole and Esther Rothblum to co-edit with
them a special volume on Feminist Foremothers
for the Journal of Women andTherapy. 1 agreed. We

now have a great treasure in our possession: nearly 50 first-person accounts by Second Wave
Foremothers and Foredaughters, psychologist Dr.
Laura S. Brown's felicitous phrase. For those who
still think "We've come a long way, baby," psychologist Dr. Ellyn Kashyk was informed by her
computer that "foremother" is not a word;
spellcheck changed "foremother" to "forefather."
Kashyk eloquently writes: "Again, there is no
word for us and again we will prove them
wrong, for here we are, still inventing the words
to speak of ourselves and to ourselves."
The contributors range in age from their midforties to their eighties. In their words, this is
what it was like to be a woman in college or
graduate school before and after a strong feminist
movement existed.

or two, before the so-called "backlash" and intramovement strife hit, hard. Butfirst,we'd changed
the world.
Suddenly, it was no longer the world of our
mothers, or even of our own childhoods. We
met, we marched, we sat in, we spoke out, we
sued. Almost overnight, (or so it seemed),
The 1940s:
women's studies programs and women's centers,
In the early 1940s, Ruby Rohrlich, worked three
abortion clinics, rape crisis hotlines, shelters tor jobs to support herself while she was in college.
battered women, lesbian and
Offered a fellowship to attend
gay centers, opened their
Columbia's Graduate Anthro"Optimism is a
doors to the women of this
pology Program, she was
country.
struggle, far more than ectastic. "But my husband
was aghast at my delirium.
We analyzed, theorized,
it once was. Pessimism He said, 'How can you think
sculpted, painted, and perof going away to do fieldformed. We stood up, coast to
is unbearable."
work for possibly two years,
coast, and spoke truth to
when we've been married for
power, almost every day. We
-LOUISE ARMSTRONG
such a short time?,...' Sorleft abusive relationships,
rowfully, bitterly, I turned down this golden
found joy in celibacy, and in non-procreative sex
opportunity." Rohrlich stayed home for 8 years
or in each other's arms. We realized we didn't
as a full-time mother. She finally returned to
have to marry, (or stay married), have children,
graduate school and received her doctorate 29
(or not have children), i.e., make choices based
years after she'd received her B.A.
on our absolute terror of being alone. Female
friends and colleagues, (male friends, too), began
to matter in new ways. We began to value bond- The 1950s:
ing with each other, not only in traditional,
Although psychologist Dr. Bernice Lott won
womanly, ways (to help each other preserve the
honors and medals and had a straight "A" record
status quo), but in radical feminist ways: to sup- in high school, she writes: "I was never counselled
port each other as we collectively attempted to
to apply for a scholarship at a private college nor
transform the status quo.
was I encouraged to pursue a particular curriculum." In 1951, Lott entered the graduate program
No wonder that Women Make Movies has
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of my research with women and basically ridiculed my abortion decision
study, getting his class to vote that
abortion was not a moral problem and
telling my research seminar that I had
The 1970s:
confused gossip with research. At the
In the late 1960s and
same time, he was also very collegial
early 1970s, the famed
and personally friendly, so it was a
Menninger clinic in
complicated double message.... I knew
Topeka, Kansas, would
not prescribe birth the research which Kohlberg was
control for their defending had included no women...
troubled female ado- as long as they (Kohlberg and Erik
lescent patients. As Erickson) could incorporate my work
psychiatrist Dr. Teresa into their theories or regard it, as Larry
Bernardez became in- used to say, as a kind of interesting
creasingly and singu- cross-cultural research, a study of this
The 1960s:
larly successful with other culture called women, then
Artist Judy Chicago
her teenaged female everything was fine. But when listenremembers her gradupatients,
her male col- ing implied changing their theories,
ate school days at
-NANCYJ. CHODOROW
leagues and supervi- then there was a problem.''
UCLA this way: all
Surprised? So were we all.
sors
saw
her
as
engaging
in a "mascuher teachers were men, and the most
Feminist work, if it's bold enough,
line
protest,"
and
of
"wanting
to
be
a
ambitious art-students, besides herself,
were also men. "Eager to fit in with man." She writes: "The blindness and serious enough, just has a way of slipthe distinctly macho art crowd of L.A., impermeability of men was so intense ping through our collective fingers and
(I) adopted an exaggerated masculine that I began to think there was an down into living deaths. For about 10
costume and demeanor, and took to unconscious reason for the necessity to years, a number of radical feminists
smoking cigars and attending motorcy- want to see women as deprived and were very much in demand on campus,
cle races"... (I) even "joined in with lacking...Men were noticeably un- on television, in publishing, on legislathe men putting other 'women down, comfortable if I became angry or even tive panels, but mainly as "dancing
passionately involved in a discussion. dog" sensations. The pioneer whistlecalling them chicks and cunts."
When psychologist Dr. Pauline There was what amounted to dread of blowers didn't get to inherit the ships
of state and industry, the jobs went to
Rose Clance was applying to graduate the anger of women."
In the early 1970s, psychologist Dr. ever-younger white men, and in token
schools, she was "told by one graduate
school, directly, 'We'll only look at your Paula Caplan, was a graduate student in numbers to anti-feminist women, and
application if you're twice as good as Clinical Psychology at Duke Universi- lastly, to a few, token feminists.
any male candidate. Women drop out.' ty. Caplan mildly critiqued Freud in
Most institutions, including universiOther women were told,'If you aren't one of her term papers. She writes: ties, treated Second Wave feminists
married and you want to enter gradu- "When (my) professor, Marty Lakin, badly because we were women, and
ate school, we don't want you because returned (the paper) to me, he had because everything we believed in, and
you will get married and drop out,' or, scrawled on the front, 'How many did, both within and outside our pro'If you are married, we don't want you times in this century is Freud to be fessions, threatened everything they
because you'll have children and drop attacked for his views on women?' Sev- believed in and did.
out.'You couldn't say you were a les- eral pages into the paper, you can still
The patriarchal academic world is
bian because psychologists still thought see his pen's indentation from what not set up to appreciate or nourish crethat lesbians were ill, so essentially was apparently the intensity of feeling ativity, only to crush it. After nearly 30
with -which he wrote that comment." years of struggle, I and most other radithere "was no way out."
During this same time period, psy- And then, Caplan was "kicked out of cal feminists, still have no institutional
chiatrist, Dr. Jean Shinoda Bolen, the clinical program in Psychology for power. What we know, dies with us.
writes: "I was being taught that all having weak ego boundaries." Caplan Without institutional power, we can't
women suffered from penis envy and writes: "I came to understand that my pass our knowledge on to the next
were inherently inferior, castrated advisor John Coie's remark about my generation.
humans, with a lesser superego, and if allegedly weak ego boundaries reflectFor example, between 1975-1995,
we protested, it was evidence of having ed the all-male faculty's discomfort sociologist Dr. Diana Russell published
with a woman who was expressive
a masculinity complex."
eleven major books, and coordinated
Surely, such blatant woman-hatred rather than detached and formal, as countless speakouts and campaigns, in
softened, slightly, in public, professional they thought therapists should be."
the United States, in Europe, and in
places with the advent of Second Wave
In the mid-70s at Harvard, psycholo- South Africa, her native country. Rusfeminism, didn't it? Not so. Feminists gist Dr. Carol Gilligan began to "con- sell writes: "Despite these accomplishwere ostracized and diagnosed as nect her work and her life" in the ments, the price I have paid for my
much, even more, for daring to "fight research that would lead to In A Differ- radical feminism has been high.... I
back," if only with words. The so- ent Voice. Gilligan writes that: "Initially, did not receive a single academic job
called "backlash" was upon us from the Lawrence Kohlberg was very dismissive offer during my 22 (continued on page 58)

ill
psychology
at
UCLA. The chair,
Roy Dorcas, shook her
hand and said: "I'm
sorry to see you in this
program. Your credentials are excellent but
getting a Ph.D. will be
a waste of everyone's
time and energy since
you will undoubtedly
have children and
never work as a professional psychologist."
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"I believe that
psychoanalysis,
read not as Freud
gave it to us but as
revised by both
psychoanalytic and
feminist theorists,
remains the most
powerful account
we have of the
psyche."

very moment we drew
our first Second Wave
breath.
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EYEWITNESS
REPORT

WHEN
WORLDS
COLLIDE,
WILL
WOMEN
LOSE?

Palestine at
the Crossroads

As Daniela Khalaf sits in the air-conditioned studio of the
nascent Palestine Broadcast Corp. where she anchors the firstever Palestinian news broadcast, she speaks of the awakening
Palestinian women went through during the intifada, the sevenyear uprising against Israeli occupation. One of several women
working with the television and radio station set up in the
sleepy desert oasis of Jericho several months ago—but the only
TV newswoman—25-year-old Khalaf is fast becoming a prominent personality.
Although she casually dismisses the notion with a flick of
her hand, she partly attributes her celebrity to women's role in
the uprising. The social upheaval that accompanied the intifada,
the breakdown of a patriarchal society, the hardship women endured while their husbands and sons were in prison, and the
shock of being imprisoned themselves, made women realize
their own strength and ability, says Khalaf. It allowed women—
sometimes forced them—to break the constraints of age-old traditions, constraints they are not keen to come
under again.
Two views of
Khalaf is not the only woman who landPalestine's
ed a choice spot in the early stages of Palesnew women:
tinian self-rule, which began in Gaza and the
TV anchor
Daniela Khalaf West Bank town of Jericho in May 1994, and
(top), students at press time, was tentatively set to spread to
most of the remaining West Bank region in
at Al-Azhar
July. Palestinian women are in the newly
Islamic
University,
Gaza (left).

by Deborah

Ho r a n

founded police force, sprinkled throughout Former
the judiciary, in the Palestinian Authority negotiator
(the interim government), and involved in Hanan
the factions that make up Palestinian politi- Ashrawi kept
cal life. "Women worked to make the women in the
dream of an independent state a reality," Palestinian
says Khalaf, "so it is natural that women judiciary—
for now.
would want to reap the benefits, too."
Whether they will or not—and how
those benefits will be construed—is very much up in the air.
Women themselves are deeply divided as Palestinian society
experiences the revival of religious fundamentalism that is
sweeping through the Arab world. As in Egypt, where the
miniskirts of the early '80s are being replaced by long coats
and head scarves, religious traditions are increasingly in
vogue in Palestinian society. The religious revival has led to
increased debate—and sometimes open animosity—between
women in various political factions over the role women
should play in shaping their society. Discussions otten focus
on the role the new state will take in such areas as marriage,
divorce and family planning. Shortly after the September
1993 Oslo peace agreement came to light, about 20 of the
many grass-roots women's organizations in the West Bank
and Gaza formed the Federation of Women's Actions Committees. The coalition, as they call it, coordinates their fight
for women's rights under the new Palestinian government.
Two hours south ofJericho, in the teeming Gaza Strip, the
hub of Palestinian self-rule, Munawar Nijim, 20, sits in the
women's wing of Al-Azhar Islamic University covered from
head to toe in the traditional Islamic hijab. She is speaking
excitedly about the Utopian future she envisions through the
rise of the Islamic Resistance Movement, Hamas, an organization outlawed by Israel because of its ties to terrorist actions, is watched closely by the new Palestinian Authority
(the name given to the pre-election Palestinian government)
because of its opposition to the peace accord the Palestinian
Liberation Organization (PLO) signed with Israel. If Hamas
comes to power, says Nijim, it would "make all the rights for
all the people. All the people will be treated the same."
But the egalitarian vision Nijim sees Hamas ushering in
comes with a price: Like all Hamas women, Nijim believes
women should wear traditional Islamic dress and live by the
Islamic law, called Sharia, which outlaws the sale of alcohol,
forbids abortion and divorce except under certain circumstances, allows men to marry four wives and encourages
women to veil. While many women in Hamas are well-educated, the movement's ideology puts a premium on marriage, often at a young age. Girls are frequently wed and
starting a family at 15 or 16. And though they preach freedom of choice or voluntary compliance, fundamentalists
have often used force to maintain Islamic law. During the
intifada, women in Gaza who didn't veil found themselves
the targets of stones thrown by young men in the street, and
gangs of Hamas members are suspected of murdering
women accused of sexual impropriety, especially when the
group first gained prominence in 1988.

Two Worlds, Two Agendas
The starkly different worlds in which Khalaf and Nijim
move highlight a widening schism between the secular and
religious realms of Palestinian society. The social freedom
16

and equality that Palestinian women who see themselves as
progressive are striving for, are often at odds with the traditional values women from the Islamic movement want to
maintain. The new Palestinian government is trying to find
a way to satisfy both groups.
That challenge may prove difficult. "The Palestinian government and the Hamas have two different social, legal
agendas," says Hanan Ashrawi, 48, the internationally famous
spokeswoman for the Palestinian negotiating team in the
peace talks with Israel who resigned to head an independent
citizens' rights commission. "We know, and we said this earlier on, that if there is political dealing between the Hamas
and the Palestinian Authority, the price that will be paid is
women's rights. The men will lose nothing."
Women of Hamas tend to focus on the positive aspects of
the organization, which has a reputation for honesty in matters
of money and provides funds for social welfare organizations,
such as orphanages and women's clinics. They argue that
putting on a long coat and head scarf liberates women because
men look at their minds, not their bodies. They say that
women would find freedom in the Koran if it were followed
exactly as written instead of abused or neglected. They point
to Islamic teachings that allow women to initiate divorce, to
agree (or disagree) to their husbands marrying additional
wives, and to the condition that the husband must prove he is
able to treat all his wives financially equally before additional
marriages are approved—a condition so unlikely as to preclude
most further marriages. Hamas women often join women's dialogues preaching the benefits of following the Koran and trying to persuade other women to join their ranks.
While most other women say their participation is welON THE ISSUES SUMMER 1995
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Islamic Jihad—find support among as much as 25 percent of
the Palestinian population in Gaza, with backing dropping
slightly if the West Bank is included, analysts here estimate.
But that figure is elusive and fluctuating, depending on the
state of relations between Israel and the Palestinians, and on
the progress the PLO is making in furthering Palestinian
T Te c;
self-rule in the West Bank and Gaza. The number is small
enough to be relegated to the ranks of a constant opposition
in the Palestinian government, but large enough to have
some clout and to pose a threat, especially if some sort of
Parliamentary system is eventually established.
If Hamas does come to power, or wins a significant role in
the Palestinian government in the coming elections, the social agenda of progressive women may be challenged. Much
m a r r i a g e s . . .IntuarAl-Wazir, Minuter of Social of their work now is intended to safeguard the rights PalesAffaim, Palestinian Authority
tinian women currently have under the laws of Gaza and
Jericho. For instance, while wearing a head scarf is a cultural
come, Hamas' portrayal of the future Palestinian society is not norm most take for granted, it is not required. With a population that is five percent Christian, 15 to 20 percent Socialwhat high-profile women like Ashrawi and Khalaf say they anticipate. "Palestinian people, I believe, as a whole are not fun- ist and at least 40 percent followers of PLO chief Yasser
Arafat's secular Fatah party, it is common to see women in
damentalists," said Ashrawi, who is married with two teenaged
jeans without a head scarf in the street, especially in
daughters. "They do not want to see an Islamic state."
Jerusalem and parts of the West Bank.
While the Islamic factor plays heavily in the way PalestiniWomen drive (unlike in Saudi Arabia), birth control is
ans view themselves and structure their communities, Khaavailable—although not socially acceptable for unmarried
laf, too, paints a picture of a tolerant and diverse society developing as Palestinians take the reins of government for the women—and families can choose the type of education they
want for their children. Interfaith marriages, while not comfirst time in their history. "I'm sure Hamas won't impose
mon, are recognized by the courts, and almost half the stutheir values," says Khalaf, who is single. "I'm Christian, and I
dents at the prestigious Birzeit University are women, many
don't feel Muslims would do that to me. Maybe it's because
of them studying in traditionally male-dominated fields.
we were all part of the struggle, but there are all kinds of
Women can seek divorce and abortion is available in PalesPalestinians—from all walks of life—and they can pursue
tinian hospitals, although finding a willing doctor can prove
their interests without being bothered."
difficult.
The Hamas organization—and the smaller, more radical
Women's organizations also work in small ways to empower women—opening frozen food factories, setting up
sewing and crafts companies, running day-care centers. But
they say there is still a long way to go.

"e cannot say we are

against men marrying

four women, but we can put

obstacles in front of additional

Early Warning Signs
Crises have already arisen, even without Islamic fundamentalists directly involved in the government. Last August,
Ashrawi succeeded in squelching an attempt to fire a female
judge and two female prosecutors. "There was one person in
a position of responsibility who...said women have no jurisdiction in the judiciary," she recalled. Her citizens' rights
commission dealt with the problem immediately. "I called
the Minister of Justice and told him, 'You really have a problem on your hands. This is discrimination and women will
not accept it.'"
But that problem was solved behind the scenes without
pressure from Islamic parties, who have no influence at this
stage except as a vocal—and sometimes
Compromise
violent—opposition. Once elections are
is possible,
held, that influence may grow. While
says Intisar
those overtly promoting violence may be
Al-Wazir, here prevented from running for office or castwith Arafat at ing ballots, their exclusion would rule out
the funeral of participation of only the most militant elher husband,
ements—a small minority—in the fundaArafat's top
mentalist movement. It would be virtualaide,
ly
impossible
to
exclude
all
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fundamentalists while maintaining that Palestinian elections
are free and democratic.
And while Hamas may not be able to muster the power to
directly challenge Arafat's government, they may work to
gain influence in certain sectors of government—like health,
education and religion—where their agenda would be
anathema to the progressive women's aspirations.
In a much-publicized episode Arafat largely ignored the
Principles of Women's Rights, a document drafted by the
newly formed women's coalition, that aimed at ensuring
equality between men and women before the law in such
areas as property ownership and domestic violence. The document had been approved by the General Women's Union, a
huge PLO-associated umbrella organization established in
1964. While the Union encompasses most of the fractious
Palestinian political spectrum, it does not include the Islamic
parties who refuse to join the PLO, and thus the women
from Islamic parties have not put their stamp of approval on
the document. That, say progressive women, is what is making the Palestinian government hesitate to accept it.
"We were told that the document's proposals could only
be adopted within the framework of Sharia law because they
want the Hamas...to be in the government," says Ahlman
Samhan, 32, who works with the Women's Federation, a
coalition group affiliated with the socialist Democratic Front
for the Liberation of Palestine that sets up grass-roots projects to empower women economically.
The document incident was just one sign of attempts by
the Palestinian Authority to woo the fundamentalist opposition into the government, possibly at the expense of the
women's agenda. In November Yasser Arafat appointed two
judges belonging to Hamas to the religious courts that govern marriage and divorce. What's more, the mere fact that at
least one-fifth of the population favors Islamic fundamentalist social ideas has made the government hesitant to pass
laws that would cause direct confrontation.
That reality, and the prospect of facing Hamas legally in
the battle for social equality, elicits different responses from
different women. The coalition women say they are afraid
that the freedoms in these realms of life enjoyed now will be
lost, while other rights they are striving for will never be obtained. "If the Hamas is going to be in the government, then
18

we will have a big problem," said Many Palestinian
the Federation's Samhan. "Things women broke free
like education for children, school of old roles during
choice, birth control, divorce— the intifada.
you won't have a choice."
These women remember only too well that Arab women
in Algeria and Iran took part in the revolutions there, only
to find themselves cloistered and veiled once fundamentalist
regimes that promised reform (but were in reality extreme
and regressive) came to power. While these women say
Palestinian society differs from many other Arab countries in
how they apply Islam in daily life, that possibility is taken seriously. We've discussed this threat," said Naimeh SheikhAli, 31, who works for one of the women's groups aligned
with Arafat's mainstream Fatah party.

The Future: Common Ground—or
Losing Ground?
Most women, including Sheikh-Ali, take a more holistic approach, however. They argue that a conservative society like
the Palestinians would not countenance extreme liberal reforms anyway. In a society in which the honor of the family
is based in the chastity of its women, you cannot, for instance, easily provide birth control to unmarried women or
make abortion openly available on demand without incurring the wrath of the population. Instead, they say they favor
finding common ground between opposing ideas that might
make a basis for compromise, such as proposing laws that
prosecute men for "honor killings"—for killing a woman in
their family (usually a sister or daughter) because she has
brought shame to the family. Radical changes would only
alienate mainstream women who otherwise might be receptive to working for social change such as postponing marriage for women, sending more women to universities and
opening up career opportunities to them. Especially in villages, this requires convincing families that high education
for women will bring them the same social status and respect as marriage does. It also means convincing young
women that they can find self-worth and social position
through means other than marriage and children.
"I support making some balance between us and them,"
says Sheikh-Ali, who, like most women (continued on page 55)
ON THE ISSUES SUMMER 1995
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has long been a source of
power for women — at times
our sole means of influence.
"A woman's power lies only in
the degree of unhappiness
with which she can punish her
lover," wrote Stendhal (178318-42). Clearly, power imbal| ances —in which a woman is
(economically dependent and can
I exert her will only through emoB tional scenes — can poison love relationships. But what happens to love in modern relationships that strive
for an equal sharing of power?
Reports from the new mating frontier make up our special section on The Future of Love. "The State of the Couple" takes a look at
young and mid-life mating today, and at the possibilities for widening the circle of love from the particular (mate, family members) to
the more general, transcendent love of friends and neighbors that
can generate the social changes we all long to see. In "Deep Tapioca" Jill Johnston gives a stream-of-consciousness account of her
legal-at-last lesbian marriage celebration in Denmark. And "Paying
His Way" is Laurel Touby's honest and entertaining account of the
heady freedom of picking up the check.

C
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"I'm definitely not ready for marriage."
Claire Vignerie, 28, who used to work for MTV news, is
now in graduate school at Sarah Lawrence College. Though
she remains very close to two men with whom she lived for
a year each, she treasures her independence: "I want to do
things on my own while I'm still young."
"I'm not ready"—a male prerogative in the days when
women were more worried about being asked than being
ripe—is now the mantra of many young women at a stage
of life when their own mothers were already married and
suckling infants. They believe they'll find love—someday—
but meanwhile they're relieved at not having to cope too
soon with the demands of adjusting to another person, combining family life and career, and worrying that they'll end
up single again, but this time, with kids.
Despite the tremendous pressureformonogamous pairing
generated by the fear of contracting AIDS, young marriage
has not made the expected comeback. Today's young
women are marrying significantly later than their mothers:
at 24.5 years on average, compared to 21.0 in 1973. People
continue to wed—90 percent of women are married by age
29—but getting there is more problematic.
While many younger women dawdle at the gate, their
supposed role models, the older women who have been
through the social upheavals of the last few decades are
wondering: is this all? On the other side of the relationship
tunnel—post-kids, post-divorce, post-coming out, and past
their first career triumphs and the initial glow of maturely
chosen domestic partnerships—the generation
that brought feminist thought to the masses is
finding it hard to continue to extract real satisfaction out of dyadic relationships.
"Am I happy in my marriage? Depends on
what day you ask me," says anthropologist Barbara Joans, 60, married for twenty years to a
man twelve years her junior. "We've found it
very hard to stay together. If you don't find ways
to go beyond your initial attraction and build
some commonalities—it gets boring."

For Barbara, "going beyond" has meant learning to ride a
Harley and giving up vegetarianism so she could join her
husband on long road trips with "Mom and Pop" type motorcycle clubs. "Unlike the general culture, the clubs are
supportive of relationships. Kin is what keeps you alive. The
people we ride with don't put down family life."
Joans and her husband have chosen an unusual solution to
a common problem—the fact that isolation, alienation, overwork, and dearth of community life have made couple relationships the only significant source of love and support for
many Americans. This puts intense pressure on the dyad to
be all things to each other and raises expectations of the joys
of home life that few couples have the energy to meet.
A whole relationships industry—complete with schools,
courses, TV segments, and mountains of self-help books—
has grown up to address the quandaries of young and middle-aged pair bonding. The basic theme is that good ole
American "know-how," or "technique" will solve everything: Learn to communicate, fight fair, share sacred hours,
and buy your husband How To Satisfy a Woman Every Time
and Have Her Beg for More forValentine's Day. "Couples today
really understand that relationships don't run on automatic;
they take effort," notes New York City public opinion pollster Ethel Klein. "Oprah and company have taught Americans a whole vocabulary for dealing with one another."
The subtext of relationship fixers, however, is that with a
little savvy the traditional twosome can work and satisfy all
our emotional needs. Write off any residue of dissatisfaction

Pat Lasch, 1992 "My work has always bad
an autobiographical urgency, " the artist
says of these life-size self-portraits. The
sculptures are made of hydrocal and sculpy.
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as irreconcilable differences between alien species (Men Arc
From Mars, Women Arc From Venus). This view conveniently
ignores the significance of the changing roles of women
and men, the high divorce rate, and the pervasive feeling of
emotional alienation among those in couples—and those
feminist thinkers question the primacy of the couple itself.
who are not.
In Fierce Tenderness, theologian Mary Hunt wonders if the
Fortunately, some deeper insights are now emerging from
couple is an "unmitigated good" and urges lesbian women
thinkers mining the feminist experience of the last thirty
to "take the opportunity of their marginality to rethink the
years for ideas and models for better loving. In Peer Marriage: basic paradigm of defining 'significant others' only in terms
How Love Between Equals Really Works, sociologist Pepper of couples." And in Sisters of the Yam: Black Women and SelfSchwartz studied couples in which each person assumed
Recovery and other writings, activist bell hooks takes the "beroughly equal responsibility for emotional, economic, and yond couples" concept even further by urging us to broaden
household duties. She found that the level of equality was
our emotional scope and allow the transformative power of
highly related to the couples' satisfaction with their relationlove to radiate from our families to our communities.
ship. Although these peer marriages have some built-in
None of these authors give more than an inkling of how the
problems of their own, the mutual respect generated by
human—and especially female—power of love can be wielded
sharing both emotional and provider roles made the relato transform personal relationships, institutions, government,
tionships less vulnerable to the failures of empathy and inand culture. "The alternatives are not yet worked out," Mary
terest, and the depersonalization of the female, which threatHunt told O N THE ISSUES. "At this point, they're imaginative,
en many traditional and "near peer" relationships.
a subtle movement in new directions, a dimly seen horizon."
What follows is an attempt to sketch the horizon.
While Schwartz focuses on marriages that work, other
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I want to know what love is

LIKE 10 SEE
* Respect for starter
relationships
While living together was not unheard of in the 1960s and 1970s, it
usually quickly led to marriage.
Today, the majority of couples live
together for at least a year before
they marry—and many break up
and try again with someone else.
These passionate collaborations provide joy and basic training for people in their late teens and 20s who
face the developmental task of
breaking away from their families of
origin and recovering from both its
neuroses and its addicting security.
Current acceptance of these often
temporary "living together"
arrangements is a helpful trend. We
may need to move toward a true
"no fault/no guilt" divorce for young
couples without children in what
one writer called "starter marriages."

* Sanctifying childrearing
The marriage ceremony tries to secure two basic social purposes with
one ritual: the need to publicly acknowledge a joining together of a
couple, and the need to secure the
future of any children issued from
the union. However, given the 50
percent divorce rate for first marriages, it might be useful to separate
the two parts of the ritual.
At the very least couples—married
or not—need to "pause" before accepting responsibility for creating or
adopting a child. A solemnly committed public vow to collectively rear
and support the child—even if the
couple themselves split up—could
help set a moral, legal, and ceremonial commitment to a child.
Sanctifying childrearing could
reach beyond the dyad and engage
godparents, relatives and friends in a
commitment to the child, and encourage sharing of childrearing
arrangements. Rituals to sanctify and
define the social role of stepparenting are also sorely needed.
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* Better endings
Many of us live 80 or 90 years these
days, and although lifelong mating
remains an unquestioned ideal for
many, it may be inappropriate for a
people who find themselves changing drastically at different stages of
their lives.
One of the forces that keeps us
locked in obsolete and unproductive
relationships is the knowledge that
breaking up is usually highly painful
for at least one member of the dyad.
Is there a way to do it that is not
soul-destroying?
Some people consider the divorce
rituals, now performed by progressive ministers and rabbis, as a way to
commemorate the passage, forgive
each other for the pain, and acknowledge the good years. Staying
in touch (and even forming an extended family) with ex-lovers and
ex-spouses is an underground trend.
One woman in her 40s, found her
boyfriend's continued connections
with old lovers an impressive trait.
"It means his life is all of a piece."

* Celebrating friendship
Some of today's elderly people are
quietly practicing alternative relationships that can serve as a model.
Once past the issues of reproduction, sexual jealousy, and achievement needs, equality between the
sexes becomes easier to practice. Elderly couples, platonic or not, move
in together, and people in retirement communities often form
neighborly circles of mutual support.
Commune models—from the past
and the few that survive today—deserve a new evaluation in the light of
our need for circles of friendship and
support that supplement or replace
the couple. The idea of old age communes is raised frequently when
middle-aged women gather and
think ahead, meeting at what Kay
Mills called the "porch of the old
feminist home."

"Desire, extended over time," is the literal meaning of the ancient Egyptian glyph for love. Desire refers to sexual yearning, but there are other
yearnings too—to be held close, to be safe, to be
known and understood, and, as love matures, to
care for, comfort, and delight the beloved.
In the not so distant past, if the flames of desire were strong, they usually led directly to marriage. Today, they often lead instead to sharing
living space and a hurried, or leisurely, attempt
to see if lasting love can be developed. Once
marriage is committed, we hope it will prove
more stable than the thoughtless, breathless
unions of earlier times.
But while today's social values still support the
"act" of marriage, they also conspire against the
couple's ability to achieve a satisfying relationship. Lip service is given to the need for intimacy and family life, but the weight of our corporate, legal, and tax systems really fuels a
workaholic lifestyle and breakneck consumer
consumption.
The feeling that there's "no time for love" is
apparent even among the young and single.
Many young people, in a desperate hurry to find
a partner in the few hours left over from work,
focus on "bottom line dating," trying to quickly
rule out the unsuitable, looking for settings in
which romance can be instantly dispensed, as if
from ATM machines. This is the view of Sharyn
Wolf, author of Guerrilla Dating Tactics, who has

given seminars on the subject for 12 years.
Slowing down long enough to really perceive—no less grow intimate with—another person is a problem for many. The antidote—according to Wolf, Mary Hunt and Pepper Schwartz, is
to "find a friend, not a date." Learning to preserve times of "unbusyness" in daily life to tend a
budding friendship is good preparation for a caring couple relationship. Schwartz finds that
friendship is both the basis for—and the reward
of—peer relationships. "As more demanding
standards for intimacy have emerged...achieving
friendship has become a critical element for lasting marriage," she writes. "Friends choose each
other repeatedly during the lifetime of a relationship." Peer couples are together because they
want to be, not primarily out of need for financial support or home services.
Couples who devote time to each other must
often do so without social support. Anne Benefield, minister at the Marble Collegiate Church
in New York City, counsels couples about to
get married to reserve a "date night" each
week for catching up, solidifying the relationship, and generating some romance. "I tell
them not to let anyone know about this,"
Benefield said, "Because if you say I can't work
late or I can't make that meeting because I have
to see my spouse, everyone assumes that that's a
ON THE ISSUES SUMMER 1995

PatLajcb, 1992
The dculpturej on thu page, and
paged 20 and 21, are part of a j
called, "Controlling Women, Abo
Known Oil True Love."
Peer marriages almost always require a diminished emphasis on career and earnings potential, a voluntary acceptance of
less than full-tilt accomplishment from
both partners. In Schwartz' study couples
who achieved peer relationships often did
it by economic mutiny against the capitalist career-and-income first ideal. "An
unfettered commitment to the world of
work doesn't usually allow a peer marriage to flourish. Ultimately, there is no
room for a partner-spouse—in truth, no
room for anyone or anything else, except
insofar as they fit into the spaces left
over."
Even for childless couples, maintaining a satisfactory relationship today puts
the individuals in direct conflict with
the demands of the American marketplace, with its heavy emphasis on long
work weeks and the fast paced, overbooked life.

Beyond the dyad

date you can easily break."
The years of basic training in how to live with another
person, and the delay of permanent commitment, may bode
well for producing more equal relationships between the
sexes. Roughly a third of Schwartz' rare peer couples were
on their second marriage, as compared to about a fifth of
traditional couples. Living through the discontents of unequal relationships, in which the man's role as primary
provider tended to create major power disparities, apparently
prepares some individuals for breaking the mold and risking
equality.
For make no mistake, equal relationships are risky in American society, especially if the couple chooses to have children.
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In a social scene so unfriendly to love,
couples who do manage to meet and stay
together are apt to weave an insulating
cocoon around themselves to protect the
relationship and keep it warm. The problem is that over time, the cocoon may go
from snug to suffocating, with the intense companionship snuffing out dim
romance and passion. The peer couples
Pepper Schwartz describe grow so similar and rely so much on each other for
total human support, that sexuality can
become a problem, subjected to a kind of
sister/brother incest taboo.
The same can happen in very close lesbian relationships.
Mary Hunt acknowledges the specter of "lesbian bed
death," in which a couple's intimacy and friendship has a
cooling effect on their sexual ardor, but Hunt feels the problem may be one of definition—viewing genital sexuality as
the only significant form of physical closeness.
When the dyad is the exclusive form of emotional support, it places limits on the human spirit as well as sexuality.
Young and middle-aged women alike fear that being in a
couple constrains individual freedom and growth, and cuts
them off from other great loves and loyalties or even the
luxury of extensive solitude. In long relationships, creativity
is needed to ignite and re-ignite the
(continued on page 56)

LOVE
\ v w \ \ 11 J o h n s t o n
In May 1989 the Danish Parliament granted lesbians and
gay men the right to civil marriage—the result of a 40-year
campaign by gay-rights advocates. I was eligible to take
advantage of this new law because my partner, Ingrid Nycboe,
is a Danish citizen. Since 1980 we have lived together in the
United States, creating a family that includes my son,
daughter, and grandchildren. On June 26, 1993, Ingrid and I
were joined legally in Odense, a city on the island ofFyn.
Coincidentally an old friend of mine, Geoff Hendricks—an
American artist in the Fhixus tradition—had been due to
have his first retrospective exhibition in Odense at the
Kunsthallen Brandts Klcvdefabrik. He plotted to incorporate
our wedding celebration into his exhibition. Thus, in honor of
our City Hall ceremony—attended by members of Ingrid's
Danish family—a festive "Fhixprocession" took place through
Odense's main street,followed by a number of events in the
Kunsthallen.
Four months later, Ingrid and I commemorated the occasion
with a party for family, friends, and colleagues back home in
NewYork. "Deep Tapioca" is the text I performed that night,
accompanied by three women playing drums, while a montage
of slides from our family album flashed on the wall behind me.

I I enjoyed it after it was all over. I had in my

mind an image of a faucet with fire coming out of it.
Ingrid says in Denmark I can't spit on the street. I ask her
what Tivoli means; she says it's a town in Italy. For lunch I
had smoked herring with raw egg yolk. I would go to DK
only for that. Or the computerized displays over the seats in
the trains that tell you where you got on and where you're
getting off. The Danish Queen must be a little like the
Japanese Emperor—a man with no family name and no
passport who can't vote or run for office. The people in these
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places have all the privileges. As a Danish spouse I canflyto
DK with my family name and passport and I don't want to
run for office. Call me anything as long as you spell it right.
I'm married now and if I get sick I canflyover for medical
services and smoked herring with raw egg yolk. Then I
could drive by mustard and poppy fields and see deer in
them and listen to Ingrid's Aunt Else tell me once again that
their English is much better than my Danish. Jeg elsker dig,
selv tak to her. And fridkadeller for good measure. The morning of the wedding Else came into our room and asked if
she could do anything. I said I needed something around
my neck and she said, "Like a rope?" Imagine a fire with a
faucet coming out of it.

n

l enjoyed it after it was all over.

A day that will live in infamy. The weather report:
cold and windy, so don't let that sunshine fool you. I told
Geoff I didn't want anybody naked at this thing. He thought
we would like a naked woman covered with whipped cream
which all the guests would eat off her. What if the Queen
came? Would the whole town like to be provided with
whipped cream? The town was figuring into our wedding
because we were taking over its main street for Geoff's Fluxprocession. At a family dinner in Aunt Else's house, Hans
Henrik said when they all got the invitations they looked up
Fluxprocession in the dictionary and didn't find it. The name
of the town is Odense to us, 0-o-o(d)ens-s to them (inhale
the d, hiss the s a little bit), where Hans Christian Andersen
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GETTING urn III.n: The author (holding marriage
lice/we) and IngridNyeboe, her intended. Below, among
revelers, a wood chair iiawn in half L) symbolically tied
back together again.

music. Ingrid's family came from near and far, the chorus for
whom we do everything. The rest of the chorus was on the
streets, one of whom was overheard saying, "It's a crazy wedding." There are always important strangers. One lady with
white hair on a bike wreathed in smiles finally actually
joined us and even got into a family photograph. One older
man kissed us at the Town Hall then got into Eric's 30-person dress with Ingrid's teenage cousins. A Great Dane led
the whole chorus and the principals. Behind the Great
Dane, Ben was pulling a cart with his music in it—two
boom boxes serenading Odense 0-o-o(d)ens-s with the
overture to Lohengrin and the story of Bambi in Danish. I
never knew Bambi in English. Why are we following Bambi?
Why are Bambi and Lohengrin and chrysanthemums in the
cart together? Are Geoff's pants going to fall down from the
weight of branches and flowers he tied around his waist?
This is why I'm not here now. Pas pa mig! Create a disaster
l enjoyed it after it was all over. so you can be a tourist spot. People are smiling and letting
Imagine being here now. A truly dated idea. Geoff the students give them chrysanthemums. I'm telling Geoff
came as a wood nymph painted sky. We came all in white as what happened last night, that when I told Ingrid I wasn't
virgo intactos. Eric came with his 30-person dress, Kirsten going to go through with it, she said I had to because her
whole family was pulling together behind it. The Fluxprowith our double bouquet, Lise with her baby Ingrid,
cession lasted much longer than the previous lifetime. I love
Francesco with his cameras, Laurie with Geoff's baby red
the way the family turns out in Denmark to meet you at the
chair he called a wedding chair, Sheindi representing all my
airport
waving their Danish flags.
friends in America. Ben came from Wiesbaden with the
grew up in a tiny
room. Ingrid says she doesn't care
about Hans Andersen and they don't tell the truth about
him, that he was gay. In the USA there's an 800 number you
can call to find out The Secrets of Past Lives Revealed. His
mother is her aunt. So what are they? Them's the conditions
that pervail. I have to say that so that later on I can say I said
that. It's part of the enjoyment of what's over. It's fires mustard faucets poppy deer fields smoked egg yolk 1066 and all
that. It's a statue of a woman in Copenhagen whose nipples
spout water at the top of a fountain.
The actual ceremony lasted only a minute. It don't take
long for a lifetime to pass. All we had to do was look happy
and follow instructions. We want to be surprised but only by
the familiar. The kartqffels in June were great. All the Danes
love them.

m
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SOMETHING
NEW (AND
SOME THINGS

BLUE): Jill and\
Ingrid'j weddinA
traffic in
Odeiue. Below, \
Geoff He ndrick,
fawiu.

T l 7 1 enjoyed it after it was all over.
II V Whose event was this? I had in my mind an image
of a faucet with fire coming out of it. Ingrid says I can't put
my feet up on the seats of the trains. A computerized map
blinks red lights to tell you where you are and there are
overhead outlets for headsets and your PCs. I went to some
castles and passed by the crown jewels. A branch gored my
forearm while we went running in the King's park. Aunt
Else drove us into the castle of the baron to whom her
daughter Plimmer pays rent. I said, "Now I know someone
who pays rent to a baron." But I offended Else by saying
they could turn the castle into a school, an old-age home, a
halfway house or something. She said, "This is our history."
Now she can tell me that not only is their English much
better than my Danish, but I'm insensitive to their history as
well. The next day I raved over a castle called Egeskov
which was built on 12,000 oak piles. A whole oak forest was
used for its foundation. I got very sensitive. Anyhow I was
impressed. At a restaurant called Guldfisken which means
goldfish I was staring at a party of three. Ingrid passed me a
note saying not to stare at them because they were a count
and his wife and son who own a castle on the island where
Else used to live. I didn't know counts ate with the people,
or at places called Goldfish. So could the Queen join us at
the Kunsthallen Brandts Klsdefabrik where we ended up
with Bambi and Lohengrin and all? Didn't she approve of
the law that made all this possible? Am I talking whipped
cream? Is this proper speech for a new subject? Why are
350,000 people here unemployed? Whose event is this?

I enjoyed it after it was all over.
The familiar Fluxprocession turned into a great surprise. At last I forgot I was there, and was constrained to be
in that old-fashioned state—here now. Geoff had warned us
there would be surprises. It was his event after all. We were
just the players in his show. Now we entered the
Kunsthallen where Geoff planned to marry us himself surrounded by his sky paintings, as if we had not been married
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already at Town Hall. That was clear because of
the bridal march accompanying us as we were climbing up
the stairs to his show, and Bambi was gone. But if we were
approaching the quote altar unquote to the bridal march we
were at the same time leaving the quote church unquote to
the confetti raining down on us. The altar was a platform
with a mike in front of a big sky painting. Is originality only
a failure of memory? Are we in deep tapioca here? Do ministers saw little red chairs in half? Do married couples lash
them back together again in knots? Are we speeding off on
our honeymoon in a museum in an old sky-painted VW?
Weren't we supposed to throw these bouquets outside the
Town Hall? Why are we hurling them from a car stationed
in a museum? But I might as well ask why the Queen or the
Japanese Emperor has no family name and no passport. The
world, alas, is real; I, alas, am Johnston. I am somebody else's
weird friend. I don't know what's going to happen until the
next thing happens. Now we are standing beside two musicians in tuxedos or tails playing classical Danish folk music.
Now we are dancing for exactly ten seconds. Now we are
staring at a table full of something called Fluxfood which is
erotically shaped. A watermelon cut in half, one half with a
heart cut out of it filled with maybe whipped cream, the
other half a cunt. Now we are posing for pictures with the
family and I'm being crushed; I can't get my body into it,
only my head peering through shoulders and between other
heads. I've turned into smoked raw egg yolk. Now Ingrid is
opening gifts from her family and I'm folding up the wrapping paper like ceremonial flags. Now the event belongs to
us. Much later she remembered that when I went to the island of Femo in 1974 all I wrote about was the jellyfish. I've
advanced to fires and faucets. The Danes legalized me. I can
say anything.
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SOMETHING BOARD-RED: Geoff cu) cutup with token of affection.

It

was a

U over and I could enjoy it

n o w . Now we concentrate on collecting relics.
I'm partial to the scar on my right forearm from being gored
by that branch in the King's park. If our knees bent the other
way what would a chair look like? I feel political. I don't
mind straight people as long as they act gay in public. Soitenly. Or let's say until at least they tell the truth about Hans
Christian Andersen. A good sign is that all the cars here drive
now with their lights on in daytime—by law. We were on a
bus passing those mustard and poppy fields with deer in
them. I said Americans like to inconvenience themselves and
Ingrid said no they just don't know any better. In America
she doesn't feel so charitable. In Odense she goes into another patisserie to buy the little cake that her mother always ate,
saying, "This was my mother's favorite." That's what she said
in Copenhagen. Aunt Else, her mother's sister, doesn't eat
lunch. I tell her she has cigarettes for lunch. She
says, "Yes cigarettes and
coffee all day long—that's
why I'm so healthy. Then
we tour all of Ingrid's
childhood
places. In
Nakskov on Lolland we are
entertained by Leo and his
wife. Leo succeeded Ingrid's
father to a college presidency there back in 1970something. I begin to feel inau
thentic as he and his wiff
rave about their son's gran
wedding in the Philippines.
Neither Ingrid nor myself
mention our own wedding.
Back in America Ingrid had a
letter from Leo saying he had
seen a write-up in the paper
about our wedding since we
had been there and he wondered if we thought he and his
wife were too "square" to hear the news, and that their
grandchildren said to them, "Didn't you see their rings?"—
and he warmly congratulated us. You see what the law will
do? Isn't this civilized? Can't I say now, "This is our history"?

L-1A' OLD
VsAW'TOO:
"Marriage
L< made in
heaven."
Andjiut to
make jure,
Jill and
Ingrid'd
merry
friends do
a neo-Dada
jhwaree.

~\7"T]r Enjoy all over and may the road
V JLJL come up to meet you. The principle of
a good plot is to get your protagonists up a tree, throw
stones at them, then get them down again. On the ferry
Danish youth were wearing T-shirts saying A BLOW JOB IS
BETTER THAN NO JOB. And Sheindi thought we should've

worn wedding gowns. Neque enim sexum in imperils discernunt
means they make no distinction of sex in their appointment
of commanders. The new future wasn't happening there because we had to return. I feel sorry for Ingrid in the airport.
She says she'd like to stay in DK and be taken care of. I ask
her, "As a little girl?" and she says no. But also she says she
feels American now. Before, she was afraid of being disloyal
to DK, or something. When Else and Ruth say good-bye I
have this strange sense of her becoming mute—losing her
mother language. And I forget so kvickly all the words I
learned to better my Danish. Jeg elsker dig. Selv tak. I
love you. You're welcome. •
Ufill Johnston is author of six books including Lesbian
BNation, Mother Bound (Knopf), and Paper DaughHter (Knopf). Her most recent is Secret Lives in Art
| (Chicago Review Press), a collection of criticism from
1984 to 1994. Her critical biography ofJasper Johns
will be published by Thames and Hudson in 1996.
Also forthcoming is The Making of Autobiography,
from Houghton Mifflin in 1991.
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La ure Touby

or the entire year we had been dating, my
boyfriend Derek had been talking about how he would do
"anything" to get to Turkey. Anything short of earning
money, that is. Derek, a gig-a-year jazz musician with a
heart of silver (and a wallet empty of it) couldn't seem to
amass forty dollars for new Nikes, much less the $800 or so
for intercontinental airfare.
He'd work all right, at odd jobs paying starvation wages,
but with a halfheartedness that rarely afforded him luxuries.
"Money is a necessity, like toilet paper," Derek always says,
"What's the point of accumulating it?" "If you have wads of
it, you can use it to wipe yourself on your trips to foreign
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countries where toilet paper is in short supply—like in
Turkey," I say. This leads into a long rant session about how
there once were patrons of the arts who would duel at the
chance to support the next Mozart or Beethoven. "But,
today," gripes Derek, "Big Business buys arts sponsorships
and the individual gets off the hook with free Shakespeare
in the Park."
So, last June while he was reading the fortune at the bottom of his espresso cup, I was surprised to hear myself say,
"Let's spend August on the Bosphorus. My treat." We were
at our favorite Italian restaurant and the look on his face was
so beatific, I had to assure the waiters that he hadn't joined
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the Papacy. It was a Hallmark moment that -would have
touched even the most jaded greeting card illustrator and it
panicked me. Yet, I didn't have the nerve to back down.
Besides, I figured, his birthday was coming up and I needed to recuperate from a high-pressure (high-paying) job I
had just quit. We both needed the trip. And I still had a
bankbook full of emergency cash to blow before I joined
the ranks of the pseudo-employed (as a freelance editor).
The very next day, we were enrolling in Turkish language
classes, trekking to the library to pore over travel guides,
buying sunblock, white baseball caps, lead-testing kits (for
ceramicware), and having serious second thoughts (at least I
was). Was I the most generous woman on Earth, I wondered? Offering to pay for a trip out of state suddenly
seemed bizarre. I mean, what woman (who wasn't desperate
for company) would go this far for a man? Actually, I had
one friend, Stella, who went pretty far for her man—and he
bankrupted her. Not an encouraging precedent. For years,
she had felt too ashamed to admit to anyone that she had
been taken. That's how it goes though. Men keep mistresses
(and their fortunes) while women lose control and then
can't even talk about it.
After telling a few of my friends about my intentions, I
knew why Stella had clammed up. They became very protective of my interests, these women who had stood by
complacently during the assaults on the ozone layer, the
green box turtle, and the Turkish Kurds. My best friend
Susan said, "I always knew he had an angle. Why don't you
dump him at the airport?" "You're setting a bad precedent
for womanhood," exclaimed Tiffany, a femnie fatale who
prefers women, but lets men take her out on lavish dates for
the sole purpose of "equalizing the gender wage gap."
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aybe Susan was right. If he really cared
about me, he would have turned down such largesse. Tiffany
had a point, too. A gift of this magnitude was bound to alter
our fiscal interactions (and, who knows, maybe foment a
revolution among all men). But, perhaps that's what Derek
had in mind: being kept. He had always complained about
certain financial hardships.... I envisioned a new, suntanned
post-Turkey Derek holding his hand over his groin Michael
Jackson-style and granting me sexual favors in return for
rent money.
I became snappish and secretive. Minor disagreements had
me rising in the middle of the night to calculate the costbenefit of love: just how much did he appreciate me—$800worth, $l,500-worth, $5,000-worth? For $800, shouldn't he
treat me better than anyone had ever treated me? (What
would it cost in Turkish lira to be treated like a queen?) Finally, during one fight, I suggested that maybe one of my
girlfriends would like to go on a trip with me to Turkey—
using his ticket.
How do men take women out for dinner even without
expecting them to lay down their lives in gratitude?
Well, that question got me thinking. If I were a man,
would there be any raised eyebrows over my paying her
way? I began testing out this theory by casually telling people in the grocery store, on bank lines, at the unemployment
office (for a demographic cross-section), about how my
boyfriend planned to take me on a trip to Turkey. No one
blinked an eye at his generosity, even after I explained his
dire financial situation (to rule out any economic inequality
bias). I told one unflinching Citibank patron the trip would
cost "somewhere in the range of $16,000." "You must mean
a lot to him," said the man. "He's mortgaging his house," I
told another. Somehow, the more Derek sacrificed for me,
the higher my value soared in their view. And he gained
something as well, some kind of power that went along with
being a good "provider." But the more I spent on him, the
more foolish and pathetic I seemed, a sucker.
I could never tell my mother. She, who thinks feminism is
some kind of reproductive disorder, considers the phrase "go
dutch" to be an inscrutable non-Romance language. By
Mother's calculus, the amount a man spends on gifts, dinners
out, etc., sums up a woman's worth on the marriage market.
These telling tokens are, in effect, advances on a young
woman's dowry. My dates all through high school could have
been serial killers (one actually did end up in jail for murder),
but if they sported the right attitude (and the right leather)
she'd overlook such cosmetic problems. "Why doesn't Mr.
Ostrich Loafers ever call you any more?" she'd ask.
She meant well, but the bottom-line message was "Bring
a rich man into the family." Dating-for-dollars, I called it.
On the flip side, buying anything for a man (even on legiti29

mate holiday occasions, she preferred that I cooked him
kugel rather than buy a gift) was not only verboten, but was
seen as laughable. A woman paying for a man was like a cow
buying feed for a farmer.
After a few conversations with Derek, and much ruminating, I decided I wasn't going to be hemmed in by a sexist
society's dictates any longer. I was going to be the sow, cow,
she-goat, that broke free of the tribal pen. By taking Derek
to Turkey, I could begin to equalize all those he-pays
evenings out that I had sheepishly accepted since my teens.
I'd show Derek and men across the Mediterranean how
generous a woman can be with her money. Forget Turkey.
We were on our way to Mecca!

s soon as we hit Istanbul, I
began to enjoy this new mantle of proprietress that I had
donned. He was the most handsome, most intelligent, most
genial man I had ever dated. Who more worthy to spoil?
And now there was this new vulnerability to savor. Fair
Derek was my charge in a foreign land, powerless. (One
wrong move and his next home would be Stamboul by the
sea.) I took control over everything, from where we slept
("Let's get twin beds, hon.") to what we ate ("No seafood
tonight, dear. The smell of it gives me a headache.").
To his credit, Derek was able to get into his role as well. At
first, I'd ask, "Are you sure you're not hungry? It's been 10
hours since your last meal?" But, by the third day, he was less
diffident: "I'm starved. Can you take me there for lunch?" Of
course, the more forthcoming he became about his desires,
the more I enjoyed thwarting them. "Get down on your
knees and beg for it, slave," became an erotic passkey for us.
On the third day, I took Derek to the city's crown jewel,
Turkey's version of The Mall, the Grand Bazaar or Kapali
Carsi. It was awesome, better than any of the swap-meets I
had seen back home in Florida. This was indoors, and it
sprawled over acres of dirt-packed avenues lined with youname-it. There were more than 4,000 shops selling silk carpets, ancient jewel-encrusted swords (good luck exporting
one of these babies), modern leather handbags, Byzantine
pottery, pre-Christian coins, mother-of-pearl inlaid mirrors—all at amazingly low prices. Who needed muggy old
mosques and museums when you could have this? Macy's
and the Met—on sale.
Even Derek seemed mildly interested in what the Bazaar
had to offer, especially after I handed him my credit card and
said "Get yourself something nice." It was so fun seeing him
run from shop to shop deciding what he wanted, looking
back at me for approval on each purchase. He spent half an
hour trying on leather jackets, his face shining like a kid
playing with kitchen matches, till he had found just the right
one, with ample pockets and a matte finish ($165). Then, he
bought a lovely silver bracelet ($50) that resembled a serpent, his first article of jewelry ever. And on to the carpet
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shop, where he picked out a brightly-colored woven saddle
blanket ($65) to be made into a shoulder bag. The shopkeeper had it tailored for him on-the-spot, as we sat crosslegged on a pile of ancient Turkish carpets sipping chai (turkish tea). Inspired by his example, I went off to do a bit of
shopping myself, a glutted Turkish Sultana.
Over the next week, the lira flew fast and furious for endless rounds of meals, hotels, transportation and Turkish trinkets, and the novelty of paying began to wear off. ("I've got
lira-whip," I told Derek, my own version of Carpal Tunnel
Syndrome, or whiplash of the wallet-bearing wrist.)
We were down in the southern part of Turkey, now, in
Side, where it was hotter and the water was that artificial
blue of peppermint mouthwash. It was in this idyllic setting
that my promises to myself evaporated, and amidst the crags
of my resentment, a daisy chain began to form: I love him/I
love him not/I love him/I love him not. These were not
silent musings.
I began taking small, indirect jabs at Derek. Did he have
to comment on that Turkish girl's dress? Why didn't he let
me choose the tour we were going on that day?
Everything finally came to a head one sultry evening over
the real issue—fish, er, rather, money. As Derek was about to
order an expensive fish dinner: "You could at least try to be
a little bit of a conservationist, the tiniest little bit, after all
the money I've spent," I said in earshot of the waiter. Derek
flushed red. After a very silent meal, we were walking back
toward our hotel when he replied: "I've been thinking
maybe I should go home now. This isn't worth the price either of us has paid."

e was right to a certain degree.
I was playing a role I didn't much enjoy and I was taking it
out on him. I had tried to be the Cary Grant of Big
Spenders, Homus Providus Maximus, a man that, not coincidentally, my mother would swoon over. But was this being
generous at all? While some men give freely, others must
exact a toll from their partners. Like such a man, I expected
deference and the fawning gratitude of my beloved in return—the traditional fruits of financial power. But in the
end, this charade of power made me uncomfortable. It felt
too much like love in exchange for money, buying a gigolo,
keeping a man. For his part, Derek played right into that. By
accepting my largesse unquestioningly, he was not being
sensitive enough to me or my limitations.
After talking these things over, Derek and I began to cautiously negotiate a detente. And we decided that I shouldn't
try any more Kamikaze missions with my wallet. To this day,
though, we still have squabbles over who pays the bill when
we eat out. The old models just don't fit. Going dutch isn't
really equitable. After all, how can we split things 50/50
when the ratio between my earnings and Derek's is more
like 80/20? He suggests that we prorate the bill based on our
ON THE ISSUES SUMMER 1995
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individual balance sheets. Or that we should take turns paying, he, at cheap restaurants, I, at the more expensive ones.
Maybe I should just count my blessings. With sexual harassment and the glass ceiling to contend with, our dinner
table power plays are the kind that any 1990s career woman
would welcome having. •
Laurel Touby is job strategies editor at Glamour magazine, small
business editor at Executive Female, and a freelance writer who
still finds time to travel.
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Stephanie Brody Lederman, 1994
"We each rebuild the moment of love in
our own way. "271/2" x 20". Acrylic and
paJtel on paper.
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TALKING FEMINIST

NADINE
STROSSEN
The Pornography
Industry's
Wet Dream
NADINE STROSSEN'S OBJECTIVE
in Defending Pornography is to destroy the

How many
ACLU lawyers
does it take to
screw over women
harmed by porn?
Try this one.

reputation and achievements of the feminist movement against pornography. To
this end, she dishes up the same tired old
caricature of us as anti-sex prudes, procensorship, and in collusion with the
right wing.
Not until the very last chapter does
Strossen address the scientific evidence on
the harmful effects of pornography, and
her discussion of that evidence is a sham.
Most of the key researchers on the relationship between
pornography and violence against women (Neil Malamuth,
James Check, Dolf Zillman, Bryant Jennings, myself) do not
rate a single mention in her book.
I confronted Strossen on National Public Radio in February about the gaping holes in her review of the scientific literature. Her disingenuous defense was that she had relied on
a short book—which she described as the best source on the
subject—by her nonacademic pal, anti-censorship advocate
Marcia Pally, founder and president of Feminists for Free
Expression and a columnist for Penthouse. Pally concluded
that (surprise! surprise!) "no credible evidence substantiates a
clear causal connection between any type of sexually explicit
material and any sexist or violent behavior."
Strossen's book was enthusiastically feted by the media not
because it's so brilliant but because she's president of the
American Civil Liberties Union (an organization that has
increasingly become a watchdog for the interests of pornographers). The fact that Strossen professes to be a feminist
gives her a lot more clout than a man would have doing the
same dirty work for a dirty industry. Men can sit back and

B Y
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applaud the cat fight. Pornographers can breathe a sigh of
relief and get on with their lucrative business of exploiting
•women to facilitate men's ejaculations.
Strossen makes no distinction between erotica and
pornography. Her failure makes it so much easier to identify
anti-porn feminists (who have no objection to nondegrading images that turn people on—unless the woman in the
image was abused in its production) with the right wing
(many of whom do oppose all sexually explicit images).

VER THE LAST 20 YEARS I have been en-

Oi

| gaged in considerable research and writing on
pornography—which I define as material that com-

bines sex and/or genital exposure with abuse or degradation in a
manner that appears to endorse, condone, or encourage such behavior. My most recent works include Making Violence Sexy:
Feminist Views on Pornography (Teachers College Press, 1993)
and Against Pornography: The Evidence of Harm (Russell Publi-

cations, 1994). I have been an anti-porn activist for the same
length of time. The high point in my activist career was discovering the thrill in tearing up porn magazines. Doing this

H .
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drea Dworkin. Assuming that all the rest of us
agree with everything MacKinnon or Dworkin
has ever said, done, or written, Strossen both
scapegoats those two and makes invisible many
other prominent feminists who have also opposed pornography. Besides me, for instance, she
does not mention Gloria Steinem, Alice Walker,
Susan Brownmiller, Susan Griffin, Nikki Craft,
Kathleen Barry, Florence Rush, Ann Simonton,
Melissa Farley, Jane Caputi, Catherine Itzin—all
of whose commitment to this issue is public
knowledge.
SPENDS MOST of the
Q; TROSSEN
book arguing against censorship, claiming
that MacKinnon and Dworkin and the
rest of us unmentionable clones are virulent advocates of it. Although censorship appears to be
Strossen's favorite word, she never even attempts
to define it. From the examples she cites,
though, her definition appears indistinguishable
from what most people would consider the exercise of their free speech and civil rights.
Strossen accuses Dworkin, for example, of censorship for organizing a protest campaign against
A Woman's Book of Choices. A particular passage

in private is no fun. It has to be a public act executed with
other women, preferably in front of the porn store owner
and his male customers. The catharsis I felt was definitely
worth the night I spent in jail.
In Against Pornography I reprinted over 100 examples of
pornography because I was bored to death by talking about
its effects with people who haven't seen it, or whose exposure to it has been so minimal that they equate it with pictures of nude people in sexual encounters. I had also repeatedly found that many women are more convinced of the
harmful effects of pornography by seeing examples of it than
by reading about the scientific evidence.
Some critics of Against Pornography accused me of including more negative images than they believe is typical of
pornography. Similarly, Strossen charges anti-porn feminists
with selecting "overtly violent, sexist samples" of porn for
our educational slide presentations. This is analogous to a
neo-Nazi arguing that the horror and devastation of antiSemitism in Nazi Germany cannot be judged from photographs of the concentration camps, because a lot of Jews
weren't incarcerated in them.
Strossen devotes a helfy chunk of her book to a vehement
and demonizing attack on Catharine MacKinnon and AnON THE ISSUES SUMMER 1995

included advice on how women could qualify to
get an abortion by falsely claiming to have been
raped. The passage explained how women could
increase the credibility of such a false rape claim
"by wearing torn clothes and borrowing semen
from a friend or lover to spread on their clothes
or bodies." When the publisher and the authors
claimed it was impossible to revise this passage,
Dworkin organized a successful campaign to get
them to change their minds.
This incident inspired Strossen to criticize
"the censorial impact of such coercive tactics as
boycotts." To call any protest censorship is utter
nonsense. In the context of the First Amendment, censorship involves state-based action to prohibit the publication of literature before it reaches the stands. There is a vital distinction be-

tween state action and acts of individuals. Dworkin's
campaign involved individuals, myself included, exercising
our First Amendment rights to exert pressure on the authors
and publisher to change an appallingly misogynist paragraph.
Strossen insists that anti-porn feminists are the darlings of
the media. Nothing could be further from the truth.
Strossen, like other female feminist-bashers (Camille Paglia,
Christina Hoff Sommers, and Katie Roiphe, for example)
had the media falling over themselves to publicize her proporn views.
And Strossen doesn't just defend pornography; she enthusiastically celebrates it. In her chapter on "positive aspects of
pornographic imagery," she includes testimonials by other
women. One is Sally Tisdale (author of Talk Dirty to Me):
"Pornography tells me...that anything goes." Another is Ann
Snitow (an editor of Powers of Desire):
Think, for example, of all the pornography about
servants fucking mistresses, old men fucking young girls,
guardians fucking wards. Class, age, custom—all are
deliciously sacrificed, dissolved by sex.
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Whether some women get off on what Strossen approvingly calls "rape scenes and scenes dramatizing the so-called
rape myth," that does not mitigate the fact that many other
women feel violated by such images, that some are violated
by acts inspired by those images, and that some who were
used to make those images are exploited or abused in the
process. In her myopic individualism, Strossen repeatedly
fails to address the consequences of pornography for women
or for male consumers in general.

work on pornography as a causal factor in rape. I believe
there are many different causes of rape, and the significance
of pornography varies depending on its availability, its content, and the degree of its acceptability in a particular country. In nations saturated with porn, as the United States is,
scientific evidence shows

H

For example, research has shown that porn combining sex
and violence against women teaches some male viewers to
be turned on by such violence.

ERE IS ANOTHER STROSSEN GEM to delight pornographers: "The more unconventional
the sexual expression is, the more revolutionary its
social and political implications become." I suppose rape
doesn't qualify as unconventional sexual expression anymore—but would child porn qualify as revolutionary? Or images of sexual mutilation
and woman-killing?
I know what would be revolutionary:
Strossen keeps telling us how much women
love pornography, so why not pictures of
gangs of women raping men, sticking
broomsticks up their asses as they smile and
ejaculate and say, "Encore," snipping their
balls off with pliers, sticking wire up their
penile openings? Why haven't pornographers saturated the market with these kinds
of images to match what they've done to
women? Isn't this evidence that porn is discriminatory?
But Strossen denies there is any inequality in pornography. She even contests that
"women have historically and consistently
been subjugated in the realm of sexuality."
She thinks the conditions for women in the
porn industry are just dandy, and that there
is no reason "to believe that force or violence are endemic in the sex industry, or
more prevalent there than in other sectors of our society." In
the event that the odd problem emerges, says Strossen, there
are a "panoply of criminal and civil remedies for women
who have been physically or psychologically abused in the
production of sexual materials." What a bunch of fatuous
Pollyanaisms.
Many anti-porn feminists today reject the concepts of obscenity and censorship as appropriate frameworks for judging
pornography. Dworkin and MacKinnon have proposed a law
enabling women who have been damaged by pornography
to sue the pornographer(s) responsible. The trial court would
decide whether or not the evidence is convincing. The rationale for this law is similar to the rationale for laws against
sexual harassment: it can cause harm, and it is disproportionately harmful to women, and therefore discriminatory. People who support the laws against sexual harassment would, if
consistent, approve similar laws against pornography.
But Strossen complains sexual harassment laws are having
a chilling effect on the joys of rinding sexual affirmation in
the workplace. She calls sexual harassment (a concept referring to unwanted sexual advances, not those that are welcome) a "stigmatizing epithet." She can't seem to get the
difference between sex and sexual abuse.
No wonder Strossen fails to reckons with my theoretical

1. Pornography predisposes some men to want to rape
women, and intensifies the predisposition in some other
men already so predisposed.

2. Pornography undermines some men's internal inhibitions
against acting out their desire to rape.

he can't

seem to get

the difference
between
sex and

Research shows that by promoting rape
myths, beliefs in interpersonal violence, and
callous attitudes toward women, porn undermines the internal inhibitions that restrain many men from raping. The more
convinced men who would like to rape a
woman are that women enjoy rape, the
more likely they are to do it. And a very
high proportion of men would like to rape
women. Neil Malamuth and colleagues
have shown that 30 to 60 percent of male
college students report some likelihood that
they would rape or force sex acts on a
woman if they could get away with it.
3. Pornography undermines some men's
social inhibitions against acting out their
desire to rape.

By rewarding men in porn for objectifying,
dominating, violating, and raping women,
the social message conveyed to consumers is
just as Tisdale said: "Anything goes." Moreover, "It's easy to get away with."

sexual abuse.
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ANY PEOPLE SHARE Strossen's opinion that
men who consume porn but who have never
raped a woman disprove the theory that porn can
cause rape. This is comparable to arguing that because some
cigarette smokers don't die of lung disease, there cannot be a
causal relationship between smoking and lung cancer. Only
members of the tobacco industry and some seriously addicted smokers consider this a valid argument today.
Although the scientific evidence that porn can cause rape
is at least as strong as the evidence that smoking can cause
lung cancer, many people are so ideologically committed to
the view that porn is harmless that they find a multitude of
excuses to disregard it. Strossen and the ACLU's strategy
seems to be to ignore information, arguments, and theories
that they find too difficult to tackle, no matter how much
dishonesty and misrepresentation it takes. •
Diana E. H. Russell, Ph.D., is a prominent researcher on sexual
violence, Emerita Professor of sociology at Mills College, and author,
editor, or co-author of 13 books. Against Pornography is available
from bookstores or by mail from Russell Publications, 2018 Shattuck Avenue, Berkeley, CA 94704 ($14.95 plus tax).
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First Chinese,
First Woman
Will
Anson Chan
be Hong Kong's
first elected
governor
"I don't regard Mrs. Chan as a woman. She's far too
forceful and inflexible in her ways," said one member of
Hong Kong's Legislative Council, reacting to the governing style of Anson Chan Fang On-sang, the colony's
first female and first Chinese chief secretary. Mrs. Chan
could have stayed home as ato'tai (housewife), enjoying
the perks—chauffeured car, private schools, private
clubs, fancy house, unbeatable shopping and restaurants—that keep a top executive's wife amused in Hong
Kong. She is married to Archibald Chan, an executive at
Caltex, a joint venture of Chevron and Texaco, and the
largest Western oil company in Asia. Instead, with two
young children, she fiercely launched herself a career.
Described variously by colleagues, rivals, and underlings as "aggressive, forthright, cold, and tough," she
beat back all rivals in a mercilessly competitive "old
boy" organization, the Hong Kong Civil Service. Compared to the position's former incumbent, the genial Sir
David Ford, whose term ended in 1993, Chan marches
through 14-hour workdays like an invading army.
The 54-year-old grandmother with perfectly coiffed
hair, deep dimples, impeccable suits with color-coordinated lipstick and nail polish, archly answered her critics: "Not that it bothers me, but I think that some men,
not all men, feel that certain attributes that they find attractive in a man are very unattractive and sometimes
unacceptable in a woman. Qualities like being aggressive and ambitious seem
to be negative qualities
in a woman. However,
I'm not being paid to
win a popularity con-

test. I don't flinch from making difficult decisions."
Andrea King, a New York-based video producer
who accompanied Chan on a whirlwind Washington
lobbying campaign in May 1994 to protect China's
most-favored-nation trading status, describes her as
"extremely intelligent and absolutely comfortable with
power. She took charge of situations in a businesslike
yet diplomatic way."
Now second in command to Chris Patten, probably
the colony's last British governor, Chan has a chance to
be the first Chinese governor in 1997, when Hong
Kong reverts to Chinese sovereignty. That would be the
ultimate "first" to add to Chan's staggering list of
"firsts." During a relentless 32-year climb to the top, she
was the first women assistant finance secretary, the first
female department head (Social Welfare), the first female
policy secretary (Economic Services), the first woman
secretary of the Civil Service, and now, the first female
and first Chinese chief secretary after 150 years of
British predecessors.
Chan's climb through the Civil Service ranks was
not easy. Joining the Service as an administrative assistant in 1962, she chucked her intended social work career in favor of greater opportunities in the Hong
Kong government. Discrimination against women was
overt when Chan started working. "Women's pay was
75 percent of men's pay and there were no fringe benefits," she explains.
"They assumed that all
women were earning
pin money and that it
was the man's responsi-

An exclusive ON THE ISSUES
interview by Marlene C. Piturro
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bility to keep a roof over the family's head. That could
not go unchallenged."
To combat the blatant bigotry, Chan joined the Association of Female Senior Government Officers, chaired
the group for three years, and campaigned ceaselessly
for equal pay for equal work. In 1980, the Civil Service
knuckled under; women achieved pay parity and won
fringe benefits. As chief secretary and head of the
80,000-member Civil Service, Chan's current perks are
impressive: a $4,100 monthly entertainment budget, a
Hong Kong mansion, household servants, and a chauffeured Lexus.

A

S IN AMERICA, a woman who has gone as
far as Anson Chan is ripe for feminist criticism
that she hasn't done enough to promote
women's rights. Some see her as a token, angry that she
has not lobbied to repeal ancient laws that prevent
women in the New Territories from inheriting property, or given a proper speech highlighting women's issues. Chan's pat answer is this: "My getting to the top
of the Civil Service should encourage all women."
Dr. Geraldine Forbes, a history professor at State
University of New York, Oswego, and editor of a book
series on prominent women in Asia, Africa, and Latin
America, positions Chan culturally: "China is highly patriarchal. There's no way an ordinary woman could
come to power on her own... . The patriarch has to
want this to happen, and to see the power his offspring
can wield as gender-neutral. It's understandable that

Anson Chan and famous Asian women don't identify
themselves as feminists. That would weaken their identification with their prominent families. Corazon
Aquino in the Philippines, and Pakistan's Benazir Bhutto both inherited power and have been big disappointments to Western feminists. But their failures are not
surprising, in their cultural context.... Chan's route,
through the Civil Service, was actually a brave one. Although she faced discrimination and corruption, at least
she had a chance to succeed through merit."
A member of a prominent clan, Chan nonetheless
faced daunting obstacles. She and an identical twin,
Ming-son, who now runs a travel agency and a dance
academy, were born in 1940 in an achingly poor village
of mud brick houses in China's Anhui province. Her father, a textile industrialist, moved the family to Shanghai, China's most westernized city, where their fortunes
improved. In 1948, sensing the impending Communist
juggernaut, the Fangs, who now had eight children, fled
to Hong Kong. In 1950, complaining of a headache,
Chan's father checked into a local hospital, where a
botched injection killed him.
Deciding the fate of the Fang brood fell to Chan's
mother, a contemporary Chinese painter. She took her
two sons to England, leaving the six girls in their grandmother's and uncle's care. Chan's caregivers were strict
disciplinarians. Children with less than ideal report cards
knelt with the offending document over their heads
until told to rise. Later, Chan graduated from the University of Hong Kong with a degree in English litera-
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ture, decided to become a social worker, then answered the auspicious newspaper ad for an entry-level position in
the Civil Service that began her career.

W

HILE CHAN'S RISE
may seem like a Horatio
Alger story to Western readers, the realities of Asian culture intrude. Although Chan's family fortunes
waxed and waned, the clan is prominent. Chan's paternal grandfather, General Fang Zhenwu, helped revolutionize China by wresting control from the
oppressive Manchu-controlled Qings.
During World War I he spoke out
against the Germans and Japanese, and
led Chinese troops against the Japanese
occupation in 1923. Her uncle, Dr.
Harry Fang, is a prominent Hong Kong
rehabilitation doctor. Her mother is now regarded as
one of Hong Kong's premier contemporary artists. Although the Fangs fell out of favor during Mao's Cultural
Revolution—their tombs were ransacked—the family
honor was restored by the Chinese government in 1991.
Professor Forbes interprets Chan's public pronouncements about her housewife role and her husband
"wearing the pants in the family" as publicly reinforcing a culturally defined archetype of herself as a latterday goddess of mercy, Kwan Yin. Chan's underlying
message is: "I still shop for groceries, but I'm tough."
Nonetheless, Chan's grip on power is legitimate. Forbes
contrasts her with Hillary Clinton, who is "now figuratively chained up in the White House basement since
the health care fiasco. Hillary lacks the legitimate power
that Chan possesses."
However, some Hong Kong insiders raise questions
about how Chan rose to power and how she has handled
it. They see a calculating mind putting Chan in the right
place at the right time, then making her ascent appear
lucky to disarm critics. Certainly Chan is wary of the
media, talking only grudgingly to reporters in sessions in
which there's little chance of the real Anson Chan showing through. She may still be chaffing from the intense
media-generated hostility that arose from an incident in
1984, when she was head of the Social Welfare Department. Chan forcibly removed afive-year-oldchild from
a mentally unstable mother. The media branded her a
"heartless bureaucrat" and the ensuing public outcry almost ended her career. Chan fought back: "I believe we
did the right thing in terms of the child's welfare, but this
is an experience I will never forget."
All of Chan's accomplishments pale before what lies
ahead. Although she is slated to retire in 2000, three
ygars after Hong Kong's return to Chinese rule, if she
plays her cards right she could be appointed Hong
Kong's first Chinese governor. However, Machiavelli
himself would be hard pressed to emerge victorious
from this tricultural power struggle. Economics professor

Laurence Moss of Babson College in
Massachusetts, is bearish: "Chinese leaders have historically been against strong
women, from powerful empresses
through Mao's wife. They do not celebrate women for high achievement
For Chan, it's all or nothing." Moss suggests that how she uses guanxi (connections) with People's Republic of China
politicians, both honest and corrupt,
will determine the outcome. She had
such a test recently, with mixed results.
Chan's office publicized a private dinner with Zhou Nan, a Beijing politician, before it happened. The Chinese
accused Chan of using the meeting as a
propaganda vehicle rather than working
quietly with them.
Another example of Chan's subtle
moves took place during a May 1994
U.S. lobbying effort with Vice President Gore and
members of Congress for renewal of China's most-favored-nation status. Chan abandoned her Chanel suits
in favor of one with a Mandarin coat and slitted skirt.
It's not clear whether the chief secretary felt she was
making a fashion statement or was catering to Western
men's notions of Oriental femininity to promote her
agenda. SUNY's Forbes is optimistic that Chan's prestigious lineage will ensure her future electability. "Since
women didn't put her where she is or keep her there,
men will determine her fate. If her dealings with the
Chinese are okay and the status of her kin stay high, she
has a chance to be Governor," Forbes concludes.

han's clim

to the top

through Civil
Service was

a brave one.
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ENSING THAT HER PROFESSIONAL
fate hangs on her ability to manage Hong Kong
through its transition from British to Chinese
rule, Chan says, "My main tasks as chief secretary are
handling the many transitional issues that arise, including major issues such as the new airport, maintaining
morale in the Civil Service, stamping out corruption,
being a liaison to the United States and China, and ensuring press and personal freedoms."
To succeed, Chan will need every ounce of fortitude
she possesses in abundance. She says she looks to two
role models, Margaret Thatcher and John Fitzgerald
Kennedy, for inspiration. Professor Moss ponders Chan's
choice for a female model: "Thatcher's priorities puzzle
me. She fought in a war in the Falklands, then played
dead on Hong Kong. When Chan deals with China she
faces politicians and bureaucrats, each with complex
and conflicting needs. Chan's skill at managing those
needs in the aggregate will seal the fate of one of Asia's
most powerful women." •
Miirlcne C. Piturro, who lives in Hastings-on-Hudson,
NY,
covers Asia for American and Asian publications. She is a special correspondent tor a Hong Kong magazine, and traveled to
Vietnam as a journalist before the trade embargo was lifted.
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...WhyC
ike many psychiatrists, I greet
the introduction of
new psycho-active
medications with
cautious optimism.
I'm hopeful that the new drug will benefit
some patients, but my clinical experience
dictates caution. Historically, practitioners
have been warned to hurry to treat their
patients with a new drug before it loses its
effectiveness—an ironic admission of the
fact that it is often the high expectations of
results that help patients achieve them.
For the last few years, I have prescribed
Prozac and other members of the selective
serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SSRIs) family. Some of my patients have found the
drugs very effective and easy to use. Others
are bothered with unwanted effects, such as
sexual dysfunction, and are unimpressed
with the anti-depressant property of the
drug. None have noted any changes in
their personality or in their customary ways
of reacting to the world. While SSRIs do
represent a modest advance in the treatment of depression in certain types of patients—they have not revolutionized psychiatric care.
One would never know this, of course,
from the astounding rapidity with which
the Prozac miracle has entered our cultural
vocabulary. This is due, in part, to huge
drug company expenditures on marketing
and to the outspoken support of practicing
psychiatrists such as Peter D. Kramer, M.D.,
author of Listening to Prozac.

An enthusiastic supporter of better living
through chemistry, Kramer recommends
that women take advantage of the fruits of
"cosmetic pharmacology" to change their
personalities to betterfitthe requirements
of society. He believes that some women
are too timid or withdrawn to make the
most of themselves in a "society [that] de\ ^
mands a kind of muscular assertiveness."
But with the help of a "designer drug" to
fine-tune the underlying biological factors
which cause fear and introversion in some, a woman can
look forward to "remaking the self" and becoming "socially
attractive." This will help her find a spouse or the courage to
ask her boss for a raise.
Interestingly, the legitimacy of social demands for assertive
individuals with no doubt and ambivalence is taken for
granted even in the anti-utopian best seller, Acceptable Risk,
by Robin Cook, in which a Prozac-like drug is shown to
have many disastrous consequences for those who hope to
38
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gain by it. "There is an eerie confluence between what
Prozac does and what society demands," Kramer told an interviewer in Psychology Today. No need for revolution from
within or in the outside world. In Kramer's view, this is already the best of all conceivable worlds, so we need to adjust
to it. If this is a problem, solve it by taking Prozac.
Considering the harsh reality of depression in women and
the fact that the newer anti-depressants are only a modest
advance over previously available drugs, this romanticization
ON THE ISSUES SUMMER 1995

hange the
voice of scientific objectivity, self-serving
conservatives are using the I.Q. explanation
to justify maintaining the status quo of social and racial inequality. Similarly, they justify economic injustices by insisting that genetic imperatives drive us to compete,
dominate, and exploit one another. With
innate factors, or the so-called "hardwiring" explanations, gaining exclusive explanatory power, experts feel justified counseling inaction in the face of inequality and
injustice.
This re-assertion of entitlement from established power is an intellectual backlash
against the continuous demands of the disenfranchised in this society. Women have
experienced this backlash on an overt level
in recent months in the efforts to dismantle
affirmative action programs.
In another arena, the medicalization of
psychiatry has gained strength way beyond
what is empirically justified from scientific
study. Psychotherapy, with its emphasis on
individual perception and its tolerance, and
even encouragement, of doubts and questions about social imperatives, is being rationed and controlled by the managed care
organizations that now control a good portion of American medical insurance benefits. The unique experiential history of the
individual or the dynamic of differential
power within the family are deemed of little consequence. Psychiatrists no longer
need to listen with the third ear and without preconception and prejudice. Drugs
have come to be enshrined not only as
treatment for emotional illnesses, but as a
panacea to cure the unease that women
may experience from the threat of the
resurgence of the reactionary ideology.

12TJ ITBf) Tl°
and oversell of Prozac by a practicing psychiatrist seems
most puzzling. That is, until one notices that an emphasis on
biological factors and a devaluation of the role of experience
in explaining human behavior has become the new vogue
among the intellectual elite and opinion makers.
The social purpose of this trend is most obvious when we
consider how intellectuals are once again mapping the proper place of each group in society on the bell curve of that
mythical entity called intelligence. Masquerading as the
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Depression:
A Woman's Disease?

Like other anti-depressants, Prozac is consumed by a significant number of women.
This is due to the fact that depression, regardless of what other name it has been
called or how it has been described, has always been known
to afflict women more than men. In any given year, about
5.4 percent of the U.S. population or about 9.9 million people suffer from a general state of misery and discontent or
what in the official nomenclature of the American Psychiatric Association (DSM IV) is called dysthymia, according to
studies by the National Institutes of Mental Health
(NIMH). Another 5 percent or 9.2 million are sick with the
most severe form of illness called major depression. More
39

than two-third of these 19 million are women.
Causes of depression, whether in the major or the minor
form, and the reasons for the differential rate between men
and women, are not known. Studies have shown that from
early adolescence onward, there is a steady increase in the
number of women with complaints of depressive symptoms.
Some experts believe that, at least in part, the gender differences in depression are due to the characteristic expression
of the sense of unwellness by women. Others consider the
manner in which these complaints are perceived and interpreted by professionals as partially responsible for the large
number of depression diagnoses in women. Women are described as more inhibited, less assertive, and more pessimistic
about their lives than their male counterparts in the professional literature of psychology, psychiatry and the related
fields, regardless of time and place
or the authors' professional background. These same characteristics
are also usually associated with depression in men.
Depression is usually viewed in a
social vacuum. Exploring of the
effects of the established social
order on the emotional health of
the individual has never been encouraged in psychiatry or psychology. Indeed, adjustment to and acceptance of the social hierarchy is
an implicit dimension of the definition of mental and emotional
health of the individual. So mental
health professionals are taught to
ignore the very salient fact that
women's survival in social and interpersonal realms require that
they frankly accept a subordinate
social position and voluntarily engage in appeasement strategies in
order to escape male aggression
themselves and/or protect their
children. The self-sacrifice and
self-betrayal required from women,
and the powerlessness and insecurity associated with these
postures, are major causes of women's dissatisfaction with
their lives. That a relationship exists between the chronic
state of frustration and non-fulfillment of women and the
female preponderance in prevalence of dysthymia seems
compelling.
One reason that the relationship between women's social
role and psychological states has been ignored is that historically women have been underrepresented in all decisionmaking positions within the psychiatric establishment. Over
25 percent of psychiatrists and more than 40 percent of residency positions in psychiatry are now filled by women. But
only three of the psychiatry departments of the 126 U.S.
medical schools are chaired by women, and the NIMH has
only two female section chiefs. Over the past 40 years, the
American Psychiatric Association has published four versions of the standard classification of mental illnesses and
several intermediate revisions—classifications which become
the bible for describing and diagnosing psychiatric disease
and the basis for research. The committees that create these

classifications have never had more than a few women
among their members. Thus, naming and defining the standards by which normal and pathological behavior are differentiated has remained overwhelmingly dominated and determined by men.
The results of this exclusion of the female professional
perspective is not limited to the blindness to women s social
role. Labels such as postpartum psychosis, involutional
melancholia, and premenstrual syndrome have been liberally coined and used to name and explain women's behaviors
and feelings related to their biology. However, research into
the actual relationship of women's biology and the menstrual cycle has been grossly neglected until quite recently. Now
Dianne Schectcr of Columbia University and her group
have found evidence indicating that the menstrual cycle may
play a part in the differential susceptibility of women to some psychiatric illnesses. And other researchers have shown that the
menstrual cycle also affects how
women respond to psychotropic
drugs at different times during the
cycle.

Dosages Fit for Men
Seventy percent of all psychotropic
drugs are consumed by women.
But very little is known about the
interaction between anti-depressant and anti-anxiety medications
and the changing hormonal levels
in women's bodies due to menstruation and menopause, or contraceptive and replacement hormonal therapy. The Food and
Drug Administration (FDA) considers women of childbearing age,
between 15 and 55, unsuitable subjects for phase one and two drug
trials. During phase one trials,
drugs are given to healthy volunteers to judge the toxicity and the metabolism of medications at different dosages and over short periods of time. In
phase two studies, the effectiveness and safety of the drug in
the target population is evaluated. The FDA has not required
that the specific effects of medications and their dosage on
women, and the interaction between the drugs and the fluctuating hormonal states be known before drugs are allowed
to enter the marketplace. Pharmaceutical companies have
found this situation to their advantage, since additional testing and trials on women would increase the cost of drug
development.
So for the purposes of pharmaceutical companies and the
FDA, women are honorary men. Only a cautionary note
about the inadvisability of prescribing medications for pregnant women and nursing mothers is required to make drugs
tested on men equally acceptable for women. A good example of the dangers of this policy is the prescription of
neuroleptics: the anti-psychotic drugs used to treat schizophrenia and depressive psychosis. In both schizophrenia and
depressive psychosis, patients may be on (continued on page 57)
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women are on trial, judges apply traditional self-defense law. But these
women usually have a much longer
and greater history with the deceased
[than men in self-defense cases]. In
my opinion, every defense ought to
bring in all that contextual evidence."
Other commentators agree. Because Richard Pyne had a history of
assaulting his two wives, the time
lapse is "less important," said Joan
Zorza, senior attorney at the National
Self-defense law was designed to protect men who kill
Center on Women and Family Law
during surprise attacks or consensual brawls. Does the law
in Manhattan. "I think the judge
should have allowed it with a limiting
need amending to offer equal protection to women?
instruction, that [the conviction] may
By LEAH ROSE
be related not to the immediate day
the courts traditionally admit only
but to [Iris Pyne's] view of what was
evidence of a recent nature believed
going on."
Was it murder or self-defense?
to have affected the defendant's state
Some legal experts and activists in
of mind and sense of "immediate" or
Mrs. Pyne's knowledge of the inciUlster County, N.Y. say the jurors
"imminent" danger at the time of the
dents with his former wife could have
couldn't fairly decide because they
killing.
affected her state of mind at the time
didn't get to hear all the relevant eviIn today's cases involving battered
of the killing, and the incidents prodence.
women, the fear of
vided
independent
In February 1995, Iris Pyne, 54,
death is real but not
corroboration
of
was convicted of second degree muralways "immediate"
Richard Pyne's violent
der and later sentenced to 15 years to
or "imminent." Batnature, said defense atlife in state prison for the shooting
tered women sometorney William Tendy.
death of her husband, Richard. Mrs.
times kill their batter"The most critical
Pyne claims that when she fired 10
ers when they are
issue you can have in a
rounds at her husband in their home,
sleeping for fear of
battered woman's case
she was protecting herself and that
being killed themis independent corRichard had physically abused her for
selves in the near furoboration."
14 years. The incident took place
ture. To ensure fairer
Because Richard
hours after Mrs. Pyne, then a candiprotection for these
Pyne's prior convicdate for the New Paltz town board,
women under self-detions were not admitlearned that others in the community
fense laws, Lutz and
ted into evidence,
Did Iris Pyne kill to save
knew of an extramarital affair her
Justice Project DirecTendy did not present
her life?
husband was having.
tor Michael Dowd are
his defense. The jury
In a case which kept jurors sepushing for a language change in the never got to hear about the four orders of protection that Iris had obquestered for two nights, a rare event
law that would add a clause about
tained against Richard, nor expert
in the upstate N.Y. County Court,
danger that is "reasonably certain to
psychological testimony about Mrs.
Judge Michael Bruhn refused to
happen."
Pyne's state of mind as a battered
admit evidence of Richard Pyne's viIn Pyne's case, Lutz agrees with the
olence against his previous wife.
judge's decision not to admit evidence woman. Neither did Mrs. Pyne testify on her own behalf, because, acof Richard Pyne's three, 10-year-old
Now under appeal, the case of Iris
convictions, which included a misde- cording to Tendy, "to subject her to
Pyne and other recent homicides incross-examination without corrobomeanor for attacking his previous
volving battered women who killed
ration, I thought, would make the
wife: "Most judges wouldn't allow
their alleged abusers, is causing excase worse."
perts and activists alike to ask: "Do minor incidents of assault to show
anything about the defendant's state
Tendy has forged an appeal based
these women have equal protection
of mind 10 years later." Indeed, Judge
on "improper or prejudicial rulings."
under self-defense law, or does the
Bruhn told O N THE ISSUES that he
These include Judge Bruhn's instruclaw need changing?"
made
the
ruling
because
the
evidence
tion to jurors that Mrs. Pyne was obSelf-defense laws were written to
ligated to attempt to flee in order to
protect men who found themselves in was "too remote in time and it involved a third party."
qualify for consideration under selftwo typical situations that resulted in
defense law. According to Lutz, the
This may only demonstrate that
killings—surprise attacks and "coninstruction was improper because the
our legal precedents need amending.
sensual brawls," according to Vicki
incident took place in Mrs. Pyne's
According to Sue Ostoff, an attorney
Lutz, a staff attorney with the Pace
home. This use of an archaic clause
at the National Clearing House for
School of Law, Battered Women's Jusrelated to public situations in which
the Defense of Battered Women
tice Project in White Plains, New
in Pennsylvania, "When battered
York. With these scenarios in mind,
m e n Could retreat (continued on page 59)

LAW WATCH

Unclear and
Present Danger
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pimping
the world's^
oldest prq/ession
Across nation-states, pimping, "living off the earnings of a prostitute," is illegal.
But proprostitution movements in the West now propose to decriminalize
pimping so that pimps can be treated as lovers or husbands, not enslavers of
prostitute women. But it is a fact of prostitution that once a woman "tricks" for
a man, she is never again not his "whore." He thinks of her as such, whether or
not he is otherwise known to her as husband, lover, brother or father.

THE VIOLENCE
OF PIMPS
CRIMES AGAINST WOMEN IN
PROSTITUTION
It is a myth that pimps provide prostitutes with "protection." A survey of 55
survivors of prostitution found these
women had been victims of an enormous range of sex crimes and at a
huge annual rate. The perpetrators of
these hate crimes were pimps and
Johns alike, and rarely prosecuted.
Since women in prostitution deal
with many hundreds more Johns than
pimps each year, the data from this
survey point to a shocking level of
violence by pimps.
COMMITTED BY

COMMITTED BY

PIMPS

JOHNS

R A P E 78% had been victims;
on average, each woman was raped:
16 times by pimps
+33 times by Johns

49 times a year
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In all the world regions, estimates from
organizations addressing the exploitation of
1
women in prostitution, including some
prostitution groups, show that 80 to 95 percent of all prostitution is pimp-controlled. To analyze pimping in prostitution from a feminist perspective, it is necessary to determine whether or not women in prostitution are in situations they
can leave. As I found, pimping is a condition of female sexual slavery.
Female sexual slavery is present in ALL situations where women and girls
cannot change the immediate conditions of their existence; where regardless of
how they got into those conditions they cannot get out; and where they are subject to sexual violence and exploitation.
Some women who willingly try out prostitution do not realize until later that
they cannot leave. When they try to leave they learn that they must escape their
pimps. Rape, kidnapping, and other forms of physical abuse and torture are often
systematically practiced as forms of control over women in prostitution. The
Council for Prostitution Alternatives in Portland, Oregon, reported that almost
half of the 234 women who sought help from them in 1990 reported being raped
by pimps, on an average of 16 times per year. Likewise, 49 percent of the women
had been kidnapped by pimps. Of 55 women in their program in 1990-91, 63
percent "were horribly beaten by pimps an average of 58 times per year."
Female sexual slavery includes not only women in prostitution who are controlled by pimps, but wives in marriages who are controlled by husbands and
daughters who are incestuously assaulted by fathers. My definition of female sexual slavery breaks away from traditional distinctions between "forced" and "free"
prostitution and between wives and whores. When women and/or girls are held
over time, for sexual use, they are in conditions of slavery. Specifically, female sexual
slavery is not an illusive condition; the word "slavery" is not merely rhetorical.
Slavery is an objective social condition that requires escape in order for the victim
to get out of it. Slavery is one aspect of the violation of women and children in
prostitution, in marriage, and in families.
However, prostitution that is not pimp-controlled is not slavery. It is another
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form of sexual exploitation. Sexual exploitation and female sexual slavery are
each different aspects or dimensions of the sexual relations of power in the patriarchal oppression of women.

Love, Loyalty, and Obedience
According to Melinda, a former San Francisco prostitute,
Once a woman starts hoing [whoring] for a man, there's no way out—unless
she runs. Once I started, my man wasn't going to let it stop.
Pimps have two ways of holding on to women. One is verbal abuse, psychological beatings where they make you feel like you are worthless, like you're trash.
Beatings are the other way he'll keep her because by having so much fear in her
heart she is afraid to leave him. Yet by that time I was so much in love with him
it really didn't matter as long as he was there. When he put his arms around me

COI\'MMITTED BY

COMMIT
IITTED BY

PII M P S
P

JOHNS

AGGRAVATED
ASSAULT*

84% had been

victims; on average, each woman was
assaulted:
58 times by pimps
+45 times by Johns

103 times a year
'Beatings, often requiring emergency room
attention and hospitalization.

nothing could hurt me.

Melinda recounted some of the "escape" valves she devised to relieve the
pressure temporarily. She considered long evening dinners and drinks with her
girlfriends before they would start working the streets together to be an "escape,"
a time when she was away from it all. Prison was also an escape. But these escapes
were temporary as long as she was emotionally dependent on him.
According to anthropologists Christina and Richard Milner, "A pimp wants
his woman's mind more than her body. It is love, loyalty, and obedience he requires as well as a capacity for self-discipline." Brock, a pimp, put it to the Milners
this way: "You create a different environment. It's a brainwashing process; the
whole thing is creativity."
Some pimps will allow a woman to buy back her freedom for an arbitrary
amount of money that she must raise and pay him. In some cases women have
been able to walk out of the life after paying the required fine. But most often the
"fine" is just like the sweet talk; it is part of the game the pimp has been running,
another fraudulent means of holding on with no intention of letting go. Some
women manage to elude their pimps and escape into another town or state, taking on a new identity and the enormous task of putting their lives back together.
Others, overwhelmed emotionally as well as physically, escape through suicide.

Hollywood Glamour
Regardless of their race, and regardless of whether they operate on the streets,
from a house, or in higher levels of organized gangs, all pimps have a clear rundown on the pimping rules. They see themselves as players running a game.
A favored pimp philosophy likens the game to movies. The pimp is the producer and director and he runs everything according to his own will, notorious
pimp Iceberg Slim explains. This movie-set analogy appears in a contract confiscated from a pimp in a Washington, D.C. raid in 1977. The terms of the contract read,
You are reading this because you have passed one of the requirements to become a member of the illustrious family of

. This life is just like a

large-scale movie production with me as the producer and you as the star. The
world is your audience for the entire universe is your stage.

Usually the pimp's approach fulfills all the star-studded romantic images that
popular magazines, television, and movies have promoted. Pimps exploit girls'
boredom that results from traditional female socialization, which leaves many
young girls looking for excitement and glamour in their lives. When Officer
Mary Christenson went undercover for the San Francisco Police Department to
arrest pimps for pandering, some of the opening lines she heard were, "You are
going to be my star lady," or "I'm going to make you my foxy lady," or "my
sportin' lady," or, as one pimp put it, "you are going to be my hope-to-die
woman... 'cause that's how long we going to be together."
Pimps look for and target young girls or women who appear to be naive, lonely, and bitter and rebellious. Such women are often runaways from sexual abuse in
their homes or from violent marriages. On the street, they are likely to be broke
and without job skills.
The following pimp procuring scenario is typical: suddenly he appears, he is
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K I D N A P P I N G 490/0 had
been victims; on average, each
woman was kidnapped:
5 times by pimps
+5 times by Johns

10 times a year

SEXUAL ABUSE
THROUGH TORTURE
53% had been victims; on average,
each woman was tortured:
49 times by pimps
+5 times by Johns

54 times a year
'Being slapped, burned, gagged, hung,
bound; having nipples, mouth, iabia pinched,
damped, stapled; penetrated by objects or
animals; sometimes being filmed during the
torture.

MUTILATION AS A
RESULT OF TORTURE
27% had been victims; on average,
each woman was mutilated:
3 times by pimps
+4 times by Johns

7 times a year
"Having pieces of pubic hair shaved or
having skin cut or carved.
Source: Victim Survivor Testimony Data collected by Council
lor Prostitution Alternatives (1990-1991 and 1991-1992) in
Portland, Oregon, as reported in Susan Kay Hunter, 'Prostitution Is Cruelty and Abuse to Women and Children," Michigan
Journal ol Gender & Law, Vol. 1,1993, pp 91-104
Chait by John Stollenberg

Reprinted by permission of the author and
NewYork University Press from
The Prostitution of Sexuality by
Kathleen Barry, £1995 by Kathleen Barry.

friendly, he offers to buy her a meal and later, he gives her a
place to spend the night. She hears compliments for the first
time in ages, as well as promises that he will buy her new
clothes and have her hair done. This romantic-movie scenario is played out. But it may be days, weeks, or even
months before she figures out what has happened to her.
After his initial come-on, a pimp follows the strategy that
most likely will win her over. For many girls it is attention
and apparent affection that draws them in. Ultimately the
appeal is to glamour: lots of money, new cars, travel, the best
clothes, and flash are the promises. Some pimps explain that
tricking would only be necessary until he got a big settlement from an insurance company on an accident. This, according to vice officers, is a frequent procuring line used by
street pimps, who often represent themselves as about to
come into some big money.
When a pimp hits on a woman or teenager who is resistant, "prudish," or scared, he usually does not introduce
prostitution immediately. He'll just be a nice guy who buys
her a meal and offers her a place to stay. Then he makes his
play for her as a lover. When a sexual relationship between
them is established and he is sure she loves him, his next
move is to set her up to prostitute herself as a condition of
her love for him, with lines like, "If you love me, you'll do
anything for me." If she resists or refuses, he will likely pout,
create a scene, and insist that she does not truly love him. To
restore his affection, she finally agrees to do what he asks,
telling herself that "one time won't hurt," or "what does it
matter." This rationale, used by women faced with unwanted
sex from husbands, fathers, lovers, and rapists alike, is an
entry into prostitution too. When she concedes to it, he has
her hooked. When she turns one trick, he starts pimping
her. He gives her nightly quotas, takes the money she earns,
and begins to treat her as the slut he intends to make her
think she is. He tells her, "You are nothing but a goddamn
whore," and makes her believe that only out of the goodness
of his heart will he have anything to do with such a despicable creature. She knows that is what society thinks of her.
She knows she is a criminal. And most likely, she has
nowhere else to turn.
All the promises made in the first meeting—glamour,
travel, money, affection, protection, even child care if she is
on her own with a small child—turn out to be means of enslavement. When the pimp controls his woman's body and
soul, then she is set up to bring other women to him. And
the cycle of loving her, seasoning her, and pimping her starts
all over again.
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controlled by pimps. "Denying you have a pimp thus becomes a way of expressing
that your own experience
does not coincide with the
stereotypical pimp-prostitute
relationship."
This is not significantly different from women's experi-

ence of abuse in marriage. As
long as women remain in the
abu * ve relationship , t h e y ten d
t 0 env t n a t t n e r

^

i husbands

abuse them. However, the difference, which at times may
be slight, between prostitution
a n c j marriage is that the form e r 1S

° nly sexual

exploita
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tion while marriage or a marital-like relationship may or
may not be sexually exploitative. But all prostitution is sexual exploitation, and so every
relationship that sustains it is abusive.
The parallel to marriage is important here because as the
sexuality of prostitution has been transformed into the prostitution of sexuality, sexual exploitation has increasingly become the normative condition of private relationships.
The proprostitution lobby objects to laws against pimping
on the grounds that such laws deny women in prostitution a
boyfriend, a lover, a real relationship, a genuine connection
to another. This objective ignores the exploitation of
women by pimps—the violence and abuse characteristic of
pimps and the fact that pimps earn their living off the sexual
exploitation of women as commodities. It ignores the issue
that faces all women in sexual relationships today—the
question of whether or not their relationships are based on
sexual exploitation or intimacy and love. A lover, husband,
or boyfriend who promotes the sexual exploitation and
commodification of a woman is a pimp, and together, pimping and procuring are among the most ruthless practices of
male power and sexual dominance.
These practices go far beyond the merchandising of
Denial of Bondage
women's bodies for the market that demands them; they
Eleanor Miller, in her book Street Woman (1986), based on crystallize misogyny in acts of male hatred of femaleness, as
Deviant Street Networks: Prostitution in New York (1980) by
rendered into a commodity for whom the marketer and the
Bernard Cohen, differentiates among men who control
purchaser have contempt. Procuring today involves "conwomen in prostitution. She distinguishes between a "man"
vincing" a woman to be a prostitute through cunning, fraud,
and a pimp according to the number of prostitutes they
and/or physical force, taking her against her will or knowlhave: a "man" has one prostitute while a pimp may have
edge and putting her into prostitution. Procuring involves
many. The "man" is said to provide protection and to watch
tactics for acquiring women and turning them into prostituover "his woman" while the pimp considers himself more
tion; pimping keeps them there. That some women, by their
like a manager.
definition, choose to prostitute and choose to be with pimps
Most of prostitution is pimp-controlled, and most women
as lovers or husbands is no more a defense of pimping than
are in emotionally entangled relationships with pimps. As
is a woman's choice to remain in a marriage with a man
Cecilie Hoigard and Liv Finstad have shown in Backstreets: who abuses her a defense of that marriage. •
Prostitution, Money and Lope (1992), the tendency is for The author of the acclaimed biography Susan B. Anthony, Kathleen Barry, a sociologist and an international feminist activist, is
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OTI TRAVELER

A

Revolutionary's
Retreat:
George Sand at Nohant

by
Erica Abeel

Chateau De Nohant,
drawing by
M. JiutLavee
Culver Pictures

For an American driver in an Avis Renault, French highways are a fearsome place. I've got truckers on my tail
and the road signs are as readable as bull's eyes by Jasper
Johns. Only with the help of my own police escort do I
finally arrive at Nohant, George Sand's country estate.
But the moment I turn into the shaded dirt road, I'm
flooded by well-being.
Nohant is in fact a tiny village with a central square,
Romanesque church, and sandstone manor. Gilded by
the hot June sun, the only sound birdsong, it's a rustic
tableau from a vanished era. Sand regularly fled the hurlyburly of Paris for this refuge in her native Berry, a place of
dreaming farmfields bordered with dense foliage that lies
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between the Loire Valley and the Massif Central. Me, I've
come to rub shoulders with the spirit of George Sand. I
want to discover what she has to tell women today.
The prolific writer •was born Amantine Aurore Lucile
Dupin to a family of country aristocracy. Adulated by her
contemporaries, Sand (1804-1876) is now read mainly by
scholars and school children. Her most enduring work is
arguably her life. We're familiar with the George Sand
who cut a swath across 19th-century Paris in redingote
and trousers, inspiring grand passions and fending off billcollectors with her pen. Her first novel, Indiana, made her
a celebrity at 28 with its stinging critique of marriage;
Ulia (1833) scandalized Paris with its erotic candor.

blinds, the sense of community hovering
J over this table. In what isolation artists
I now live on our shores, cloistered with
members of our own little guild. If
there's an intellectual community out
there, will someone please draw me a
map?
I join the crush around Les
Lavandieres, a darkly sinister drawing by
Sand's son Maurice that depicts a scene,
Jtaken from local folklore, of peasant
women killing their bastard babies. Maurice
Tvas the product of Sand's marriage to
Casimir Dudevant, a retired army officer
she later divorced. Sand adored her son—
Stuffed Birds and
Above, George Sand, by excessively, our mental health police would
Gravestones
say—though 19th-century Romantics
I'm too late for the last swing through
Calamatta, 1837. At
were nothing if not excessive. Maurice's
Sand's manor, so I explore neighboring La
right, Frederic Chopin, least cough tormented her, and she defendChatre, an ochre-hued town that spills
ed his modest talent like a python, bullying
downward at odd angles from a central
Sand took the lead in
a publisher into making a book of his
square, as if a subterranean giant had
courting Chopin
drawings of the Berry region. (Curiously,
shrugged. An eccentric Musee George
Sand's relations with her daughter Solange
Sand displays stuffed birds on one floor,
were mostly poisonous.)
and above it a cobbled-together collection
of Sand memorabilia (France venerates every lock of hair
We move to a living room presided over by ancestors'
from its cultural icons; this is a country where St. Ex- portraits. The romantic tumult of her youth behind her,
upery's Little Prince adorns 50-franc notes). Then, in a Sand loved to hunker down at Nohant with good friends
dusk like poured honey—France in June must hoard
and Maurice's family, grandchildren bobbing in her wake.
light—I drive back to L'Auberge de la Petite Fadette, a Her maternal largesse is especially resonant now. We, too,
one-star hotel and restaurant in a building at Nohant. It's
revel in family, both actual and adoptive; it's our anchor
a tryster's heaven. But L'Auberge also welcomes the soli- in a world rife with uncertainty and dislocation. In a subtary traveler come to commune with the "shadowy prestle shift, many of us have abandoned the old couple ideal,
ences" alluded to in the guidebook—and out in full
replacing it with something larger and more inclusive:
force, I discover, in the family graveyard (one tombstone
chosen families. We dream of creating a modern-day verreads: "O« me croit mort,je vis ici"—"I'm believed dead, sion of the life Sand and company enjoyed in these
but here I live").
rooms.
The next morning, to my dismay, a bus disgorges a load
of noisy German schoolkids at the manor. But the mo- The Site of All the Action
ment we enter the stone-chilled vestibule, they fall silent,
We peer into the roped-off boudoir housing Sand's work
maybe sensing the resident spirits. There's a sprawling station: just a dropleaf shelf in a wall cupboard. A humrough-hewn kitchen. Perforated pots for cooking chestbling sight, considering all the equipment our connuts are ranged high on a shelf. Making plum jam was as sumerist culture has persuaded us we need. What an exserious an affair, Sand once declared, as writing a book.
ample Sand offers of discipline and staying power,
(This from a woman who wrote more than 70.) She saw scratching out her immense oeuvre at night, even when all
no contradiction between mucking about in the kitchen
hell was breaking loose during the day—legal wrangles
and pursuing the sublime. Today, in our busier-than-thou
spawned by her divorce, battles with her penny-pinching
era, that happy balance still eludes many of us. Domestic
publisher...even the Revolution of 1848. Once, she
activities are seen only as burdensome, a distraction from
monstrously started a new novel the same night she fincareer advancement. Is this a leftover reflex to the stigma
ished one.
of "housewife"? Or a reflection of our need to work
The wonder is she wrote 70 books while working
doubly hard just to stay in the game? Certainly, it's easier
overtime at love. We've just arrived at the appartment octo celebrate jam-making if you have Sand's staff.
cupied for seven summers by Frederic Chopin, Sand's
most celebrated lover. On a table sits a reproduction of
Life Still Hovers Here
Delacroix's haunting portrait of the composer seemingly
captured in mid-inspiration. I hear strains of the "Harp
The dining room is dominated by a blue and pink glass
Venetian chandelier ("kitsch," comments a German boy). Etude" and sprout gooseflesh
The table is set, as if for this evening's dinner, with place
I suppose Sand anticipated the modern Superwoman
cards for the likes of Flaubert, Turgenev, Alexandre juggling love and a demanding career. Yet what money
Dumas Jils, Delacroix, and Franz Liszt (all at one time
manager wedded to her powerbook could afford Sand's
guests at Nohant). I imagine the cross-pollination of
amorous follies? One glacial winter's night she galloped

Sand's shortlist of lovers included Alfre
de Musset, Prosper Merimee, and Frederic Chopin; she counted many of the
creative giants of the Romantic age as
her friends.
But I'm in pursuit of the woman beyond the cliche. The Sand who
achieved, especially in her later years, a
rare wholeness and richness of life—all
the more striking compared to the sense
of fragmentation dogging many of usl
today. A woman ahead of her time,
course, but perhaps ahead of ours as well.
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seven leagues on horseback to sleep witi
Michel de Bourges, then galloped home
the same night. The gentleman eventually decided he prefered his cozy marriage. In an effort to squelch desire,
Sand had herself bled.

Woman of Many Parts
Sand loved in many modes, as wife,
mother, mistress, friend, fellow artist. I
Rumor had it that she loved the actressl
Marie Dorval. It was Sand who took tlH_
lead in courting the reluctant Chopin, nervily seizing the male prerogative. Later, at Nohant, she retreated to a more familiar female pattern,
providing the chronically-ill Chopin with the familial
calm he needed to compose, catering to his every need in
the way of women down the ages. The difference is Sand
never stopped churning out novels; they 'were two artists
working in tandem.
With the engraver Alexandre Manceau—the more satisfying, if less celebrated, mate of her later years—Sand
pioneered a style of relationship that even today many
women view with ambivalence. Their life centered

Iround Sand's work, which Manceau supported apparently without grudge. One
visitor grumbled that Manceau had converted Nohant into a writing factory:
"[Sand] cannot sit down in any room
without pens, blue ink, cigarette papers,
Turkish tobacco and lined writing paper
suddenly materializing for her. And how
she runs through them!"
From a second floor window, the guide
boints out Nohant's orchards and parks,
commenting that even in her fifties Sand
loved to take icy dips in the nearby Indre
River. I'm reminded of Sand's quip to Flaubert:
"The moment I gave up my youth, I dropped 20
years." What a grand model for today's graying boomers.
An eternal student, at near-60 she studied the botany and
mineralogy of the Berry countryside. And she never gave
up romance. After the death of Manceau (13 years her
junior), Sand pursued a liaison with the painter Charles
Marchal, whom she called "my great big springtime."
Answering her powerful need to love, an object always
hove into view, attracted no doubt by her fame, but also
by her grandeur of being.
The tour over, I sit for a while in the rear
court looking up at the two towering cedar
trees that Sand had planted at the birth of
her children. Dying, she asked to be shown
the trees from her bedroom window. I
grope for some defining notion of Sand to
accompany me back to Paris. Why does she
feel so contemporary? Perhaps it's her emotional resilience, perhaps her ability in later
life to supplant the one-on-one romantic
bond with an extended community of
family, friends, lovers.
Sand is modern in her androgynous nature as well. Her contemporaries were
never certain to which sex she really belonged: One lover lauded her femaleness;
Flaubert called her "that great man." Living
on the borderline of the sexes, Sand scrambled masculine and feminine to achieve her
own wholeness. Quietly, without program
or fanfare, might we be scrambling those
borders ourselves?
I hit the road back to Paris, exhilarated
and a-tingle in my Avis Renault, as if I'd
just come from a dip in the Indre. •
Erica Abed's latest novel, W o m e n Like Us, is
due out in paperback from St. Martin's Press in
July. She is associate professor of French at John
Jay College.

Le Salon De George Sand.
Sand drew an entourage of family
and friends
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Choice
Books
DEFENDING PORNOGRAPHY:
FREE SPEECH, SEX, AND
THE FIGHT FOR WOMEN'S RIGHTS
by Nadine Strossen.
(Scribner, New York, $22 hard cover)
BY MARK HUSSEY

A

ccording to Nadine Strossen,
president of the American Civil
Liberties Union and a professor
of law at New York University, feminists active against pornography threaten free speech about "abortion, contraception...gender roles, sexism, sexual
orientation...and sexually transmitted
diseases" by contributing to a climate
of repression. Her nominal argument is
that government regulation of pornography would be inimical to women's
rights, but the word pornography seldom
appears in this book: Strossen prefers
the terms "sexual expression'' or "sexual speech." Her specific target is an
ordinance authored by Catharine
MacKinnon and Andrea Dworkin that
would enable an individual to bring an
action against a pornographer, under a
detailed combination of circumstances,
claiming harm. Strossen soon makes it
clear, however, that she holds MacKinnon and Dworkin—whom she derisively refers to as "MacDworkin"—responsible for aiding and abetting
religious fundamentalist and right-wing
attacks on art and women's rights.

Strossen's use of the term "sexual expression" allows her to ignore the
specificity of the analyses of pornography in MacKinnon's and Dworkin's
extensive writings. Nowhere in the
book does Strossen actually describe
anything that seemed remotely familiar
48

has rebelled against conventional constraints." It is "the samizdat of the oppressed" and is linked, for Strossen, to
other forms of political dissent. Given
this definition, it is not surprising that
she and others are alarmed at the opportunity for legal redress that
Dworkin and MacKinnon's work
seems to offer people who might prove
real harm. Among the recent spate of
books by women—predominantly academics—who argue against Dworkin
and MacKinnon, Strossen's stands out
by also advocating pornography as a
benefit to the cause of women's equality.
If Strossen's target were exclusively
the anti-intellectual, religious, and conservative backlash against increased expression in all fields by women and minorities, many of the stories she tells
would indeed be ample evidence of
the repressive climate she describes.
But her need to pin the blame tor a
widespread "sex panic" on antipornography feminists leads her so frequently to manipulate her evidence
that her whole premise is faulted.

to me as pornography, and while I can
The first example of this occurs early
certainly join her in deploring governin the book, when Strossen refers to a
ment attacks on artists, I found
discussion about pornography published
Strossen's attempt to link such attacks
by Ms. magazine in 1994. The writer
to anti-pornography feminists not at all Ntozake Shange told of an incident in
convincing.
which a photograph of herself on the
cover of Poets & Writers elicited critical
Strossen conflates "sexual exprescomments from some readers who felt
sion," "sex itself," and pornography.
the image was exploitative. Strossen, as
She argues that pornography is "sexual
evidence of the "anti-sex" position of
expression that is meant to, or does,
women who oppose pornography,
provoke sexual arousal or desire." Prewrites that Andrea Dworkin "confirmed
sumably, for Strossen, everything in a
that she would indeed see Shange's
booth on 42nd Street, where a quarter
photograph as exploitaturns on the video, is
tion." In the Ms. discusequally "sexual expresA proponent
sion, though, Dworkin
sion": the images, for
actually said this: "What
example, of a speculum
of pornography you
just
described,
inserted in a woman's
Ntozake, happens in part
anus, of a woman jerkblatantly
because of the fear other
ing off a pig, of a
women have that somewoman tied up, hooded,
distorts the
thing bad has happened
and hanging by her
to you." Omitting the
breasts from the ceiling,
words of others to words
I have italicized in
as well as images of men
what follows, Strossen
and women "having
make her case.
quotes Dworkin as saysex." I mention these
ing, "It's very hard to
specifics
because
it
look at a picture of a
seems to me misleading
woman's body and not see it with the
that Strossen nowhere describes a
perception that her body is being expornography that would be familiar to
ploited, because so much happens that way
heterosexual men who use pornograin this culture." Later in the Ms. discusphy as what anthropologist Carole
sion, Shange herself said she would
Vance has called a "substitute" for sex.
"love to see the ordinance passed in
Strossen argues that it is essential to
Philadelphia where I live.'
protect pornography because it "always
ON THE ISSUES SUMMER 1995

Strossen's omission of Dworkin's
qualifying phrase is but the first of
many examples of her manipulation of
quotations to bolster her argument that
MacKinnon, Dworkin, and others are
dangerous censors and are anti-sex.
Following a favorable review of De-

THE OXFORD BOOK OF WOMEN'S WRITING
IN THE UNITED STATES
Edited by LINDA WAGNER-MARTIN and CATHY N. DAVIDSON

fending Pornography, the New York Times

Book Review published a letter from
Robin Morgan correcting Strossen's
characterization of her as having "repudiated" her support for MacKinnon
and Dworkin, and pointing out that
Strossen had used a "manipulated excerpt" from a 25-year-old article to
support her claim.
Because Defending Pornography is an

argument, intended to persuade, it is
surprising that Strossen so blatantly distorts the words of others to make her
case. I can only imagine she hoped that
no one would check her sources. One
incident she describes in detail concerns the removal of Goya's painting
Maja Desnuda from a classroom at
Pennsylvania State University. Were her
account of this episode honest, it
would indeed be persuasive support for
her contention that artists "dare not
pursue sexual themes for fear that their
work will appear too controversial to
be funded." Quoting from the account
of the Goya incident given by Professor Nancy Stumhofer, the teacher who
was at the center of this uproar,
Strossen says that Stumhofer claimed
that the painting made her "uncomfortable." But clearly in Stumhofer's own
account, in Democratic Culture, what

made her and her female students uncomfortable were the comments of
male students about the nude woman
in the painting, not the painting itself.
The painting was moved to another
room, and Stumhofer writes, "It was
hard for me to understand how anyone
could construe moving paintings from
a limited access classroom to an open
access reading room in the Student
Center as censorship."
In an effort to promote discussion
about different ways of seeing art,
Stumhofer distributed copies of an extract from John Berger's book Ways of
Seeing. Two men brought a complaint
of sexual harassment against her because of this material, an incident
Strossen cites as an example of how
complaints about "sexual speech" can
backfire on women who make them.
However, Strossen omits this crucial
sentence from Stumhofer's account:
ON THE ISSUES SUMMER 1995

"A superb collection representing the full range
of American women's writing over four centuries—
and a great read besides"
—Carolyn L. Karcher. "A
volume to treasure and teach"—Karla F.
C Holloway. Tbere is no more exciting
collection of Women's Writing in the
United States than this one—a panoply

of delights that I can't wait
to teach from. The selections
(from modern and classic
women writers) show the
rich complexity of women
I at work in every form,
from recipes and erotica through political
treatises and performance pieces"
—Louise Debalvo.
$30.00, 672 pp.

THE OXFORD COMPANION TO WOMEN'S WRITING
IN THE UNITED STATES
Edited by CATHY N. DAVIDSON and LINDA WAGNER-MARTIN

"An indispensable research
tool for Americanists
and feminist scholars
—Elaine Showalter. "Firstrate as a reference text
and as a book to browse,
incredibly well informed and readable
at the same time "—Jane Tompkins.
"We have here the indispensable guide to

the history, accomplishments, themes, and theories
or women s writings in
the United States, from
colonial beginnings to the
present. Every entry is a
gold mine of insight and information '
—Annette Kolodny.
$49.95, 1,056 pp.

CHASING DIRT
The American Pursuit of Cleanliness
SUELLEN HOY

"A tour de force of social history- In tracking down
America's obsession with
scrubbing up, Ms. Hoy uncovers layer after layer of pride and
prejudice that have shaped our entire
national
experience
—Bernard
Weisberger, Contributing Editor, American
Heritage. "Chasing Dirt is neat! Suellen
Hoy has scoured the country for source

material on the history of
cleanliness. She has addressed
her subject with a very dry wit
and impeccable scholarship.
The result is exciting social history: free of jargon dustballs, insightful, cutting close to the bone of our
national fixation" — Ruth Schwartz
Cowan, author of More Work for Mother.
$ 2 5 . 0 0 , 2 8 8 pp.

At better bookstores. To charge, 1-800-451-7556 (M-F, 9-5 EST)
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"Ot course, there was no foundation
for their complaint and it was dismissed, but the unexpected backlash
from these co-workers added to the
stress of the experience."
Strossen's discussion near the end of
s evidence that Catharine MacKinnon is anti-sex and believes "sex"
her book of the Canadian Supreme
degrades women, Nadine Strossen gives 11 quotations, the first five of
Court's l()l)2 Butler decision might
which are referenced to a Playboy article. When I looked up these
seem at first glance a clinching argufragments in their original, they all were differently inflected. For instance Strossen
ment against government regulation of
says MacKinnon believes "what men want" is to abuse women in various ways.
sexual expression (were that even what
When the missing introductory clause is restored, MacKinnon's point reads quite
Dworkin and MacKinnon advocate),
differently: "From the testimony of pornography, what men want..." (italics added).
yet again what Strossen omits undermines her case. Having said that the
Many other quotations and epigraphs are cited from Playboy, Esquire,
Butler decision incorporates the "Macor daily newspapers, thus demanding probably more effort than the average
dworkinite concept," Strossen does not
reader is prepared to make to check them. But there are enough cited directly to
point out that Dworkin actually opposed
enable readers to see the strategy of manipulation clearly. For example Strossen
the Canadian Women's Legal Education
criticizes MacKinnon for writing that "[s]exual words and pictures...have sex."
and Action Fund position in the case
The quote is lifted from MacKinnon's Only Words where she is discussing certain
against Canadian pornographer Donald
letters, sent by a man to three cheerleaders that concluded, "I'm going to fuck
Butler because she does not believe in
you even if I have to rape you. MacKinnon's point is that "[s]exual words and
the efficacy of obscenity laws. As others
pictures, delivered in context, work the way pornography works: they do not
have written, Canadian customs regulamerely describe sexuality or represent it. In a sense, they have sex" (italics
tions are the same after Butler as they
added).
were before. Customs seizures of books
Strossen also criticizes antipomography activists for apparently allying
and magazines destined for Little Sisters
themselves with conservatives and fundamentalists. In one instance, she attempts
bookstore in Vancouver, for example,
to show "the commonality of the antiabortion and antiporn views" by quoting
had been challenged by its owners since
Andrea Dworkin at length. In yet another example of what must be a deliberate
1985. According to an article in the
strategy of ignoring sources to make a point, Strossen writes that Dworkin has
New Yorker by lawyer Jeffrey Toobin, Jadescribed caesarean sections as a "surgical fuck" and then goes on to quote
nine Fuller of Little Sisters said that she
Dworkin's "horrific description" of pregnancy "as confirmation that the woman
had hoped Butler would be a help to
has been fucked." The original text is from Dworkin's Pornography: Men
them. Toobin also records MacKinnon's
Possessing Women (not Intercourse as Strossen's note says). Dworkin was not
calling a decision after Butler against the
describing pregnancy per se, but a pornographic magazine called Mom, subtitled
Glad Day bookstore '"outrageous" and
"Big Bellied Mamas." Dworkin's discussion of this porn layout, which uses a
homophobic. Toobin's article makes
heavily pregnant woman, is framed by an interview with a male doctor who
clear that Dworkin and MacKinnon
describes "unnecessary c-sections" being performed to preserve the vagina
were not in agreement on this issue.
"for sexual activities." So much for context.
—MARK HUSSEY
Ultimately, Defending Pornography is
soundbite journalism. Missing is any
analysis of power or a recognition that already privileged by the gendered so- Strossen's book does not engage with
in the society in which we actually live cial relations that exist. Whatever one them. In an epigraph to her introducthe abstract principle of absolute free- may think of the analyses of power and tion, Strossen quotes Feminists for Free
dom of speech will tend to work to gender, sexuality, and legal discourse in Expression as saying "there is no agreethe advantage of those whose speech is Dworkin's and MacKinnon's writings, ment or feminist code as to what images are distasteful or even sexist." Defending Pornography strives to make the
case that any effort to come to such an
Celebrate Your Sexuality.
agreement is only moralistic and antiProudly. Joyously.
thetical to feminism. Thinking of that
image of a woman hanging by a rope
At Eve's Garden, an Elegant Sexuality
bound around her breasts, it seems to
Boutique Created by Women for Women
me that such an effort would be only

Indifference to Sources

A

and Their Partners.
Send $3.00 for our 32-page illustrated mail-order catalog
(deduct from 1st order) recommended by sex educators.
therapists and counselors. Visit with this ad for a free copy.

eve's#garden
We grow pleasurable

things for women

19W. 57th St., Ste. 420OI, New York, NY 10019 • 212-757-8651
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ethical. •
Mark Hussey is associate professor of English at Pace University in New York.

Founding editor o/Woolf Studies Annual, he has written or edited several books on

Woolf including Virginia Woolf & War
(Syracuse University Press) and Virginia
Woolf A to Z (Facts on File).
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SILENCE

JOANM.DRURY
THE OTHER SIDE OF SILENCE
by Joan M. Drury (Spinsters Ink, Minneapolis $9.95 paperback)
BY MAUREEN T. REDDY

W

hen I first started reading
crime novels in the early
1980s, the feminist presence
in this genre was minimal. Indeed, traditional definitions of the genre suggest
that its underlying values are antithetical to those of feminism: Conventional
crime novels move from temporary
disorder to a restoration of the social
status quo, generally aided by a single
figure—the detective—who embodies
masculine authority and whose voice
ultimately drowns out all others in its
announcement of the truth. Why
would feminists be interested in sustaining an order that oppresses women?
The answer implicit in the now vast
field of feminist crime fiction is "We're
not." Instead, feminist writers of crime
fiction—Sara Paretsky, Barbara Wilson,
Marcia Muller, Sue Dunlap, Barbara
Nealy, to name just a few favorites—altered the genre, utterly subverting the
usual disorder-to-order plot. One
striking feature of this feminist
counter-tradition in crime is its exploration of the issue of authority itself
and its attention to many different voices, with multiple versions of "truth."
Feininist writers of crime fiction also
often explore broad social issues in
their novels. Lesbian feminist crime
novels in particular tend to foreground
the political contexts of individual
crimes. Barbara Wilson, for example,
linked a murder in one of her mysteries to U.S. support of the Marcos
regime in the Philippines and centered
another around feminist pro- and antipornography debates.
Joan M. Drury's first mystery novel,

per column by Tyler Jones, Drury's narrator/hero. Called "Womenswords,"
the column uses the death of Dr. Jason
Judd, publicly a prominent San Francisco physician and privately an abuser
of his family, to talk about the spectrum of violence against women. This
column, together with the novel's epigraph from George Eliot ("...we
should die of that roar which is the
other side of silence"), quickly establishes a central theme: Women need to
break the silence that shields abusers.
But, one might ask, isn't that theme
already familiar? Hasn't there recently
been a rising chorus of voices, led by
feminists, speaking out against "domestic" abuse, including battering and incest? Yes, but those voices have not yet
reached a "roar," and the abuse continues. And since feminist crime fiction
accounts for the earliest and most extensive treatment of violence against
women in popular literature, its collective voice has an historical resonance.
The title ofTyler's column ambiguously
presents two choices for women who
refuse silence: speaking out ("women's
words") and fighting back ("women's

Do you know where we've been?
Changing Differences
Women and the Shaping of American Foreign Policy,
1917-1994
RHODRI JEFFREYS-JONES
"Explores a subject that has been ignored too long—the important role that women liave played
in shaping American foreign policy. Rltodri Jeffreys-]ones has opened the door to a subject that
will draw considerably more attention in the future."—NANCY LANDON KASSEBAUM,
UNITED STATES SENATOR, KANSAS
HARDCOVER, $24.95

New in Paperback

Center Stage
Helen Gahagan Douglas—A Life
INGRID WINTHER SCOBIE
"This chewy, gossipy, scholarly and challenging biography brings to
the 1990s a'new' Helen Gahagan Douglas, the powerful and engaging politician many Californians remember as the candidate smeared
beyond recognition in 1950 by the red-baiting brush of her opponent
for the U.S. Senate, Richard Nixon."—SAN
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The Other Side of Silence, is a welcome

addition to lesbian-feminist crime fiction. The novel opens with a newspa-

swords"). Hence, Drury s novel tackles
the range of possible responses by
women—including violence.
Tyler, a lesbian writer and recovering
alcoholic who volunteers at a shelter
for battered women, stumbles upon the
body of Jason Judd while walking her
dog early one morning. She becomes
the police's prime suspect when they
learn she had a civil suit pending
against Judd, who once broke down
her door after she offered his wife shelter. In self-defense, Tyler decides to investigate Judd's murder, her resources
and contacts as a journalist offering the
tactical edge she needs.
This plot device—explaining the
amateur detective's investigation by
making her a suspect—is an old one,
but Drury gives it a sharp feminist
twist. Interviewing members of Judd's
family and others who knew him, researching his adult children's activities,
tracing a money trail that leads to a
drug underworld, and patching together bits of information gathered from a
wide network ot acquaintances, Tyler
eventually figures out what probably
happened to Judd. But instead of pre-
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THE DESCENT OF THE CHILD
Human Evolution from a New Perspective
ELAINE MORGAN
"A higkly readable
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development — so
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good it can be rec-

Elaine Morgan tells
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story

that
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wonder of the greatest of all miracles, the

ing material on the days, weeks, and

generation of new life and its gradual

months of development....We can learn a

development into an adult human. This is

lot from and about babies and children,

a

and Morgan is a first-rate guide —Kirkus

Educational Supplement. S19.95, 197 pp.

wonderful

little

booh"—Times

TURNING POINT
The Myths and Realities of Menopause
C. SUE FURMAN
"A brilliant job of trans-

appealing and help pre-

lating the scientific liter-

pare the reader for

ature on menopause

understanding the com-

into a clear, concise,

plex physical process that

and, above all, interest-

menopause

ing

for the

absorbing account of, as

reader. Her

well as an informative

survey

general

introductory discussions of the chemistry

guide to a natural transition in life' —
Kathryn Carpenter, Booklist.

common myths about menopause are very

S19-95, 208 pp.

AMERICA'S COMPETITIVE SECRET
Utilizing Women as a Management Strategy
JIDYB. ROSENER
Judy Rosener here offers an

tions, a "woman s style"

illuminating look at men

works best. Rosener con-

and women in business—in

cludes that if we use this

particular, at their manage-

insight to better employ our
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that one approach is better
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over the rest of the world.

a "man s style works hest, in other situa-

425.00, 288 pp.
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Women, not abstract
ideals, come first.

the first in a series and she's anxious to
establish Tyler's milieu. Readers may
want Tyler to be a continuing character, but they can wait to discover more
about her in future novels.
I think readers will be haunted, as I
am, by the novel's central ethical dilemma: Can women/swords deliver justice
more swiftly than women's/words?
Can feminists condone violence in the
name of justice? Unlike conventional
crime novels that close in at the end,
neatly answering all questions, Drury's
book pries open important questions.
This in itself makes Tlie Other Side of
Silence a worthy addition to the shelves
of feminist crime novels. •
Maureen T. Reddy is the author of Cross-

ing the Color Line: Race, Parenting &
Culture (Rutgers University Press) and co-

editor of Mother Journeys: Feminists
Writing about Mothering (Spinsters

A! belter bookstores. To charge, 1-800-451-7556 (M-F, 9-5 EST)
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The Other Side of Silence is not a per-

fect mystery, but its faults aren't too
loud. Drury could have trimmed a few
characters and plot twists. At times, I
found myself struggling to keep some
of the minor characters straight: Is the
new woman who shows up the one
from the shelter who has a crush on
Tyler or the rich woman hosting a
fundraiser, or maybe the friend who
works in L.A.? The section involving
Tyler's mother and her political activities could have been dropped since the
red herring this subplot provides isn't
very convincing. Perhaps Drury packs
numerous details about Tyler's life into
the novel because this is intended as

is....An

01 love, hormone cycles, and the sources of

than the other. Rather, in some situations,

senting what she learns to the police
and clearing herself by solving the
crime, Tyler ultimately chooses to keep
the information to herself. After learning that the police don't have enough
evidence to charge her with the murder, she has no wish to help them discover who really did it (despite her
mild crush on the attractive detective
heading the investigation). Her decision stems from her conception of justice and ethics, in which women, not
abstract ideals, come first.

P R E S S
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JACK KEROLJAC

IS
PREGNANT

RESPONSIBLE INVESTING
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SINCE 1982 we have been meeting our clients1
financial goals while screening their investments for social issues. We'd like to put our
consistent performance record and noteworthy client service to work for you.
AURELIE SHEEHAN
FRESH GIRLS

by Evelyn Lau (Hyperion, New York, $17.95
hardcover)

JACK KEROUAC IS PREGNANT
by Aurelie Sheehan (Dalkey Archive Press,
Normal, IL, $19.95 hardcover)
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ehind closed covers, there's a
hoard of prostitutes. Literally:

has been transformed from a woman
society's dapper gentlemen dreamt
Fanny Hill, Moll Flanders, Nana,
about saving, into a literaryfigureconAnna Christie. Among those who didn't firming the importance of romance—
wangle a marquee billing,
yes, Romance—in "women's
there's Liza in Dostoevsky's
lives. Hollywood has goodTHE
Notes from the Underground,
PROSTITUTION naturedly pitched in with
Nathalie in Isak Dinesen's
its generic image of prostiOF
"The
Old Chevalier,"
tutes as glamourous, sensuMadame Irma's girls in Jean
ous, provocatively sentient
ROMANCE
Genet's "The Balcony." Excreatures. In The Owl and
tend the chorus line of illicit women the Pussycat, Pretty Woman, and Trading
and one can add high-class courtesan Places, for instance, the prostitute chartypes, Mary Magdalen understudies, acter (still the ultimate damsel in disand assorted other Scarlet Women. tress) manages to find love—monogaLong before Victorian ladies were ad- mous love, natch—by the time the
vised to lie back and think of England, credits roll north. Commendable sexua host of famous women were earning al performance has its rewards.
a downright patriotic living.
Nowadays, naked lust is okay: It's
Like the widow and spinster aunt in been mainstreamed as one of many ac19th-century literature, the prostitute ceptable passions. Sex without a sechelped define (in the negative) ond date is socially permissable. Just
women's roles in society at the same not, ironically, for prostitutes. At least
time as she reflected the ills of society not in the stories of two young women
back to its "real" participants—those writers, Aurelie Sheehan and Evelyn
engaged in family-building. But the Lau. (Lau, who was herself a teenage
prostitute was more than a stock vic- prostitute in Toronto, recounted her
tim of poverty or a moral reprobate. two years on the streets in Runaway, a
Sometimes she represented a form of movingly candid memoir that became
comeuppance for women who gave a 1989 Canadian bestseller.) These two
their sexual interests free rein; caught authors have managed to turn their
in the proto-capitalist struggle be- own narrative tricks: The prostitutes in
tween good and evil, she personified their stories aren't vehicles for social
social despair, silhouetting the larger commentary but hapless, helpless viciniquities and prejudices of society. tims of romance. They yearn for intiOther times, as with Dostoevsky and macy, tenderness, and inspired patience
Dinesen, she served as a moral force, in lovemaking. Instead of throwing
helping anchor and occasionally in- away their lives by becoming prostistruct anguished protagonists. If soci- tutes, Sheehan's and Lau's characters
ety was built on the backs of prosti- become prostitutes when their futures
tutes, as someone famously said, are no longer ensured—that is, when
literature's prostitutes both represented no one loves them.
that hypocrisy and upended it.
In Fresh Girls, Lau writes about girls
Yet slowly, incredibly, the prostitute and women who are masochistic, forO N T H E ISSUES S U M M E R 1995
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lorn, mechanical in bed. At best, the
stories are sketches. The women are
bereft of personality. They're simply
put through their paces. In "Roses,"
perhaps the most complete story of the
lot, an 18-year-old girl falls for an
older, shy psychiatrist. She has no illusions: "I understood that without the
autumn leaves, the browns of the hundreds and the fiery scarlets of the fifties,
the marble pedestal beneath me would
begin to erode." She's idealized, idolized even, but in a twisted act of transference the psychiatrist is drawn to his
young lover primarily because she's
unapproachable without money. Yet
Lau's protagonist views the psychiatrist
as unattainable. Unable to get past his
pose as a fit lover, she accepts his abuse
as a necessary part of his therapy: "He
said that he had cured himself of his
obsession with me during the beating,
he had stripped me of my mystery and
slapped me human." Yet, implicitly, she
hopes her psychiatrist-lover will scare
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away her need—the need of a modern
prostitute, Lau suggests—to be loved
unconditionally. The beating is her
punishment for wanting love.

I

n other stories, young prostitutes
still in their "Lolita years" visit the
empty mansions of dry old men
who sometimes touch them, sometimes go through their routines without copping a feel. The endless advances, complaints, reassurances, and
retreats these girls tolerate from their
"clients" are a mockery of courtship—
something we realize these nubile girls
will never know as such. Adding further insult, each customer is a reminder
of the woman's absent "husband."
In "The Session," Mary, the central
character, is a dominatrix. She fantasizes about her boyfriend, who hasn't
yet professed his love, before rushing
off to see her masochistic lover. Cheated by romance, Lau's lonely women
want to be wanted not by any John,
dick, or harry, but by their Intended.
The assumption, of course, is that a
man must be masochistic to love someone like Mary because her love debases
him. When Lau's characters can't find
romantic love, restraint falls away and
they drift into prostitution. Without
the safety net of commitment, these
women wind up spread like starfishes
on the beds of "regulars" who take no
responsibility for what happens next.
In Jack Kerouac is Pregnant, a pastel

collection of delicate, sometimes precious stories, Aurelie Sheehan traces
her characters' inability to understand
their feelings, especially about love.
Her characters are the sort who may
well have spent the winter they were
seven standing before a mirror learning how to curtsy. Now they have to
face the slick looking-glass of relationships and life's slow lessons, uncertain whether to expect a curtain call
in the end.
Two of the stories in this collection
involve prostitutes. "A Shape in the
Water" is a despairing record of stagnation in the life of a prostitute named
Kasha. Some time ago, Kasha loved
Desmond. Desmond, who later became a soldier, knew that no other
woman would satisfy him: "No society
gal could do it, no coiffured blonde
horsewoman or quick-witted Vassar
grad. No joy in the kill, the conquest,
the action." Desmond could only love
Kasha—the conquest of making a

prostitute fall in love with him perhaps
providing the requisite "kill." But
where he wanted action, she dreamt
about a tender relationship; where he
saw conquest, she sought love. Their
relationship didn't last and now, years
later. Kasha is desolate. She wants to
"talk to men and women as if she were
one of them," but automatically, unintentionally "strikes a pose." Like
Madame Bovary, Kasha lives life as a
series of poses. She has forgotten how
to be human: She's a caricature of a
woman who needs to be noticed.
Meanwhile, in "Lost in the Last Act
of La Traviata," Sheehan's main character goes to the opera after schlepping
from one temp agency to another
looking for work. She daydreams
about her boyfriend Vincent, who
barely notices her absence. She thinks
about Violetta in La Traviata—the virtuous whore who's willing to sacrifice
everything for the man she loves.
Primly, she mulls over Violetta's situation and her own, realizing that what's
missing for both is the enduring profit
of love. Ultimately, even though Sheehan's character romanticizes her own
romantic mistakes, as opposed to the
"unrehearsed, slutty gestures" of a
high-class trollop, she knows thatVioletta's story is "the short libretto of
[her] relationship with Vincent." Without the benefit of love, optimism fades
swiftly.
Most of the stories in these collections are dark, monkeyed sermons
about the debilitating result of romance
gone awry. Women exorcise their desire for affection by forcing themselves
to bend to the will of the men they
love. Women can be whisked back to
the land of the living—a wry gesture,
at best—only through romance, or by
romantic johns. In the last story of
Lau's collection, a woman finally reaches an insight of sorts: "I know what
will happen from here. There are only
so many plot possibilities, only so many
combinations of scenarios and outcomes." No surprise that this is the
case for nearly all the characters in
these stories. It's a telling commentary
on contemporary romance that in
writing about emotional despair, Sheehan and Lau have managed to make
prostitution a deserving profession for
women who simply can't find love. •
Nina Mehta is the book review editor of
O N THE ISSUES.
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PALESTINE

(continuedfrom page IS)

in Gaza, wears a head scarf but considers herself enough of a feminist to have
taken the virtually unheard-of step of
keeping her maiden name after marriage. "Because of the nature of the
Gaza Strip, anything the Koran says is
difficult to change. It's difficult to modify it socially. But I don't mind making
some concessions." One example: promoting women's careers that can be
based out of the home.
One of Palestine's most famous
women, Intisar Al-Wazir, 52, the
widow of Arafat's slain right-hand man
known as Abu Jihad, says she doesn't
think the Islamic parties will pose a
threat to social freedoms, such as education and health. Now Minister of
Social Affairs in the Palestinian Authority, Al-Wazir does not believe a fundamentalist agenda would be forced on
the general population.
"There is no way this would happen," says Al-Wazir. "We can find a
way to satisfy everyone. Palestinian society is predominantly Muslim anyway,
so I'm sure we can find a compromise
so that everyone is happy." She and
other prominent Fatah women point
to the agenda of their male counterparts as proof that the Iranian or Saudi
Arabian experience won't be played
out here.
Al-Wazir says men in Fatah tend to
promote participation of women in
positions of power with the line that it
is their duty to do what they can to
"build the state," and indeed SheikhAli's husband, Yousef Issa, said just that
while she •was being interviewed for
this article. "I believe in women's
rights," he said. "Women are half of
this society and it is important for
them to have a political role."
For most of these women it boils
down to finding the right balance.
"We just have to find a compromise,"
says Al-Wazir. "For instance, we cannot
say we are against men marrying four
women, but we can put obstacles in
front of added marriages, like focusing
on the rights of the first wife and the
children."
Women's organizations are busy
working separately and in tandem to
be an effective voice in politics and
government. Locally, they hold seminars on leadership training and women
and property rights, and send field
workers to villages and refugee camps
ON THE ISSUES SUMMER 1995

As
negotiators
continue to
seek a new
shape for the
future, both
Palestinians
and Israelis
try to pursue
their daily
lives, here in
East
Jerusalem.
EyalWarshivsky,
Al'/Wide World I'hotoi

to teach women about the upcoming
elections and encourage them to vote.
Internationally, they work closely with
woinen's organizations from around
the world that hold global workshops
on empowering women, family planning and economic self-sufficiency.
"We want to make sure that women
participate in the national political decision, that they vote and that they are
visible in the government," says Siham
Baruthi, a member of the Technical
Committee set up by the coalition to
draft the women's rights document.
"We'll be very busy from now until
the elections.''
Women say they still have a long
way to go in areas such as prosecuting
the illegal (but often unpunished)
honor killings and gaining the freedom
to seek a divorce without social ostracism. But women say they plan to
safeguard the strides they have already
made by setting up the structures
needed to ensure that what was
achieved during or because of the intifada—such as increased economic independence and a sharing of power in
politics—won't be lost to a fundamentalist Islamic agenda.
Baruthi says the coalition hopes to
put female candidates in to run for
seats in the Palestinian Parliament.
Much of what will happen depends on
negotiations with Israel over who is eligible to vote and what the legislative
council will be like. The Palestinians
are demanding a 100-member parliament so that the government will be
large enough to represent all the political factions, including women. Israel

counters that the elected body should
be a 24-member council. So far, AlWazir is the only woman running for
office, although Ashrawi says she is
considering the idea.
Saddled with political and economic
problems, the Palestinian Authority has
yet to address encoding women's rights
into law. It may be a while before they
can. In the meantime, coalition women
say they will continue to work for
small grass-roots victories, groom candidates for elections and government
positions, and stay organized and alert.
"While I don't believe that the battle
is half won even," says Ashrawi, "it will
be very difficult for them to contain
[us]...and to force women back into
the kitchen." •
Deborah Horan is a Jerusalem-based journalist and freelance writer. She currently
writes for an Amsterdam-based news wire
and several American newspapers. Her articles have also appeared in the Washington

Monthly magazine and Psychology
Today.
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COUPLES

(continuedfrom page 2))

interest, add levels of complexity, uncover new common interests. "We're
on our third marriage," a woman said
of her 25-year relationship.
Reinventing couple love is greatly
facilitated if each person also has a
repertoire of other emotionally satisfying relationships. "Obsession with romantic love relationships has "led us to
confuse all emotional bonds with sexual bonds...as a result we seem to avoid
strong but deeply rewarding emotional
attachments with others of our own
sex.. .We need to put more energy into
nonromantic relationships...," Geraldine K. Piorkowski, Ph.D. wrote in
Psychology Today.
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To remain satisfying, couple love
needs to be part of a continuum of relationships that expands outward into
circles of friends and the community.
"If it weren't for my friends, I could
never put up with my husband," says
one woman, married 17 years. "They
satisfy a whole range of emotional
needs that my mate doesn't even
know exist." Her friends link her to a
wider world as well, serving as colleagues, travel companions, and political allies.
Platonic female friendships are a
source of tremendous emotional satisfaction for many women, bell hooks
notes that we learn to care for ourselves by caring for our female
friends, uic
> •

It you re in a
couple, you're one person
away from being single,"
notes Mary Hunt. "We
need to expand the
definition of 'significant
other.'"
The problem is that American relationships are being shoved into a smaller and smaller time frame. Couples
have little time together, and friends
are harder to squeeze in. This is not
only emotionally unhealthy for individuals and couples, the tiny circle of
intimates discourages involvement in
the community. Consider how often
the decision to attend a meeting, join a
committee, or get active in a political
movement, is predicated on having a
friend—or a circle of friends—willing

to go along. Networks of friends and
colleagues are often the bridge for extending personal love and caring to the
larger social scene.
Love has always been a power source
for women. In the past, it was sometimes our sole means of influence.
Comfortable and experienced with the
power of love—in romantic, familial,
and parental relationships—it's not too
big a stretch to imagine women tapping love as a political catalyst that can
create change in the familial, tribal and
global arenas.
To preserve the joys of our couple
relationships, and preserve ourselves
and the world around us, bell hooks
implies we may need to create radical
circles of love, insurrectionary groups
—like those of the early Christians or
Buddhist monks—that both protect individuals and work for fundamental
change.
hooks notes that the "civil rights
movement transformed society in the
United States because it was fundamentally rooted in a love ethic...
Again and again, [Martin Luther]
King testified that he had 'decided to
love'...It is truly amazing that King
had the courage to speak as much as
he did about the transformative power
of love in a culture where such talk is
often seen as merely sentimental."
Turning a community of friends into
a political cell (and vice versa) is part of
the American feminist tradition. A
number of the original feminist consciousness-raising groups of the 1970s
evolved into close friendship networks
that have lasted for decades and helped
those involved stay creative, politically
active, and relatively sane amid divorces, abuses, custody cases, harassment lawsuits, and career ups and
downs.
Choosing love, hooks notes, we also
choose to live in community, and that
means that we do not have to change
by ourselves. Creating tribes of common interest, neighborhood communities, political cells, circles of love, gives
us a reservoir of love to drink from
when we find ourselves outside of a
couple—or parched from the innate
limits of the twosome. •
Ronni Sandroffis editor of this magazine.
She and Leonid Kulbcrg Inwc been married
for 30 years, ij the time spent in their current and all previous marriages arc added
together, as they think is only right.
ON THE ISSUES SUMMER 1995

PROZAC

(continual) from page 40}

neuroleptics for many years. Of the
many side effects of neuroleptics, some
are more frequent in women: these include lactation, weight gain, and certain kinds of involuntary movement
disorders. The greater toxicity of neuroleptics in women may be due to the
fact that determinations of the doses
needed for the drugs to be effective
have been partially based on their ability to curtail aggressive and violent behavior. Since these symptoms are more
prevalent among male patients, women
who need these drugs are treated with
larger dosages than they may require
and for symptoms that they do not
have, and consequently, are exposed to
unnecessary side effects.
In response from pressures from The
Women's Congressional Caucus in
1993 and the Working Group on Clinical Trials the FDA hasfinallybegun revising several policies in regard to drug
trials for women. But the economic
factors driving the medical practice
favor a one-size-hts-all drug dosage system. Studies have shown both gender
and ethnic group variations in drug
sensitivity, rate of metabolism, and the
presence or absence of enzymes necessary for breakdown of the chemical
agents in the body. These cast serious
doubt on the wisdom of universal medication or common dosage for all individuals afflicted with the same disease.

The Borders of
Prozac Nation
While psychoactive drugs have undeniably helped women with psychiatric
illnesses, they remain disappointingly
limited in their effectiveness. Fifty
years after the advent of modern psychopharmacology, and in spite of the
potentially huge market and profits,
only a very limited class of usable active agents have been identified. Over
the years, new psychotropics have been
introduced, withdrawn and even reintroduced because some practitioners
have identified patients whose illness
have been responsive to the specific
drug or a combination including the
drug in question. The multiplicity of
names and colorful pills reflect the
number of pharmaceutical companies
producing "me too" drugs, rather than
an abundance of choices.
Prozac and its look-alikes do repreONTHE ISSUES SUMMER 1995

sent a modest advance. Treating depression in patients with heart disease has
become less worrisome because SSRIs
do not have some of the unwanted side
effects of the older anti-depressant
drugs. But the SSRIs are no cure-all
for depression. Some patients are already requiring more than the one pill
a day—the dose once thought to be
adequate. The long term effects of the
medication are not as yet known. In
about one-third of depressed patients,
Prozac is ineffective in any dose.
So Prozac is not the long awaited
Soma of the Brave New World or the
magic arrow to straighten the distorted
personality. Just as years of cosmetic
surgery have not added to our knowledge about the causes of aging or even
postponed it, cosmetic pharmacology—even if materialized—will not be
the antidote against the systematic poisoning of women's lives or the limitation and constraints imposed on their
pursuit of self-realization. Even if, as
Kramer promises, women become
more adept at finding spouses or develop "a sense of self" strong enough to
leave an abusive relationship, they will
not be able to stop their former husbands from stalking and killing them.
Professional women may be able to
point to the glass ceiling, but no miracle drug will guarantee that they will
not have their career ladders pulled
from under them. Equal pay for equal
work is not a goal that each women
can pursue in her own isolated job regardless of how empowered she may
feel by taking the fruits of cosmetic
pharmacology. In an interview in
which Kramer discusses his own status
as a best-selling author and celebrity,
he notes that: "It changes you very
profoundly to be even modestly successful in America. You almost forget
certain insecurities." It may be necessary to remind Dr. Kramer that
women's insecurity and timidity are
caused by their repeated experiences of
failure, the continuous thwarting of
their will, the curtailment of their freedom, and their inability to make choices regarding their bodies and their
lives. Success, even in small doses, but
given more frequently, will obviate the
need for the promised miracles of cosmetic pharmacology for women. •
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(ctmlinued from page M)

years on the faculty at Mills College. I
was also shabbily treated by key members of the Mills administration, which
contributed to my early retirement in
1991 at the age of 53. Although I have
applied for research grants many times,
I have received only two substantial
grants to date. I have been turned
down for every fellowship I ever
applied for
I sometimes wonder
what I might have accomplished had I
received the rewards that a man in my
position would have enjoyed."
Dr. Catharine R. Stimpson notes
that: "Women's Studies has met with
plenty of opposition ... However, the
mistakes Women's Studies has made
cannot account for the extent of the
opposition. The resistance to the field
(includes): one, the widespread belief
that women of all races, like minorities
of both genders, are irrational, castrators of reason, by nature nonacademic;
and two, the (fear that thinking about
women) will result in disturbances of
the status quo.
In 1969-1970, I taught one of the
first accredited women's studies courses
and co-founded one of the first
women's studies programs in the country. I also published a great deal in both
academic and feminist journals, and in
the mainstream media. Nevertheless,
my battle for tenure was uphill all the
way, and I had to fight: hard, for the
right to keep my tenured position, and
for each and every promotion thereafter. I'll never forget the questions my
colleagues asked when I'd formally
appeal each of my non-promotions.
'But you're only publishing things
about women! That doesn't count,' or
'You're publishing too much,' or 'Your

"I believe that the future of healing ourselves as
women and of bringing healing to the earth itself,
lies in expanding—not constricting—our models
of work. Expanding the boundaries of our
hearts so that we become more, not less, connected
to those who entrust themselves to us.
-MIRIAM GREENSPAN
reading lists have the wrong books on
them.' It took 22 years of constant battling to finally be promoted to full professor. However, despite numerous formal applications, I was never allowed to
teach graduate students at my own
university. No explanation given, none
required."

The 1980s:
Psychiatrist Dr. Nanette Gartrell completed her psychiatric residency at Harvard (1976-1979) and then served on
the American Psychiatric Association
task force to develop a curriculum on
the psychology of women for psychiatric residency programs. Gartrell
writes: "When we submitted our
detailed 200-page proposal two years
later (1980-81), APA officials were
incensed over a single sentence written
by me: 'Homosexuality is a normal
variation in sexual expression.' The
magnitude of the backlash surprised
me. Never mind that homosexuality
had been eliminated from the DSM
(Diagnostic Manual) six years previously. Prominent female psychiatrists pressured me to delete the sentence, warning that my professional career could
be ruined if I did not comply. Meanwhile, several male psychiatrists rewrote
my sections and submitted their ver-
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sions for publication under my name. I
was also subjected to a long-term
smear campaign.... Despite these tactics, I refused to capitulate. I resigned
from the task force, withdrew my contributions to the curriculum, and
removed my name from authorship.
Many colleagues followed suit. Sadly
for women psychiatrists, the curriculum was never published. I became
completely disillusioned about the possibility of making any changes within
organized psychiatry without major
resistance."
Teresa Bernardez also encountered
trouble in her own Department of Psychiatry. A new chairman maintained
she wasn't a "mainstream psychiatrist,"
because she "did not treat depressed
women with drugs and because I was
against involuntary hospitalization. I
had to defend my position through a
grievance, which I won. My position in
protecting patients who had been victims of therapists' abuse had already
(resulted in) a series of disputes with a
few faculty members. These battles
demonstrated to me the violence hidden under the professional demeanor of
these men, the virulence in their hatred
of women when they were in danger of
being uncovered." Bernardez left the
Department of Psychiatry "with their
arcane views and biological reductionism" which was "toxic to me."
What is utterly amazing is the extent
to which these women were punished
for being creative, compassionate, brilliant, moral, and for daring to persevere. Equally amazing: despite this,
these pioneers never stopped working,
never stopped finding each other,
teaching their classes, doing their art,
and their research, healing their
patients, making their speeches,
encouraging each other, building feminist networks.
Gloria Steinem writes: "Hearing
women stand up and tell the truth
(about their abortions) in public, in
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1969 changed (my) life.... Feminism
has given me a life. And saved my life.
The last step of healing is to use your
experience to help others." bell hooks
writes: "Damaged spirits rarely choose
revolution.... It had become more
than evident that individual black
females suffering psychologically were
not prepared to go out and lead the
feminist revolution.... (The) Contemporary feminist movement radicalized
the notion of mental health. Feminist
understanding that women would need
to heal from the psychological wounds
inflicted by sexism...created a cultural
revolution." Psychologist Dr. Lenore
Walker writes that "without her feminist therapy peer support group in
Denver (she) could not have continued
her difficult but very rewarding work"
(with battered women).
So, did we "win" or "lose?" We did
both and neither. As psychotherapist
Sandra Butler writes: "Nothing that
sexually victimized women needed
existed, so we had to create it. And we
did...my feminism is a practice, not an
ideology. It is no longer about success
and failure, but instead is a way of life
that is demanding, scrupulous and

DANGER

unsentimental."
Most Foremothers eventually withdrew from, (or never sought to enter),
the narrow, patriarchal hierarchies/
bureaucracies so hostile to women and
to feminism. They didn't go away, and
they didn't give up. Instead, they
expanded, deepened, became rooted in
more organic, entrepreneurial, ways of
being. They became (or remained)
writers, therapists, lecturers, artists, freestanding "agents of change," loosely
confederated, tribal, fragile.
They followed their hearts and their
minds and found little competition.
Many began publishing with non-academic or with small presses, self-publishing, writing for large, national magazines. Many created new and unique
professional networks, both psychoanalytic, and anti-psychoanalytic in orientation. Some began (or continued)
serving incest and rape survivors, battered women, mentally-ill and homeless women, refugees, lesbians, alcoholics, disabled, and elderly women and
each other.
I'll let some Foremothers have the
last word(s):
Z Budapest: "Maintaining spiritual

(continuedfrom page 41)
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is "contrary to every defense from your
own home," Lutz said. Even in states
requiring an attempt to retreat under
self-defense law, the exception is usually "in a [man's] castle" or home.
According to attorney Sue Ostoff,
"The problem is not the codes, but the
application of the codes." But Tendy
disagrees: "Rules regarding battered
women's cases have got to change."
Vicki Lutz believes that changes will
occur only if there is a "groundswell."
She noted that the repeated rallying of
scores of activists in Ulster County
resulted in several articles in The New
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The appeals process in Pyne's case
may effect some change, depending on
the comments and rulings made by the
appellate court judges. Tendy has
requested a dismissal, which forces a
word-for-word reading of the trial
transcript by these judges. He feels
that, "when you read the entire record
you can smell the unfairness." •

health is integral to mental health...
spirituality is important to women and
it is suicidal not to include it in political work."
Judith Lewis Herman: "My only
regret is that I wish we were much further along in what we had to offer. It's
hard to turn around to people who are
suffering and injured and say to them,
'What you need isn't out there, you
have to go organize it.'"
Ellen Kashyk: "I've seen it too many
times by now, a woman trying to run
faster than the speed of sorrow. We
have the words to speak to each other
now, but often what we have to say
with those words is still unbearable. We
are paying careful attention, but what
we see not only ruins our eyes, it can
break our hearts."
Teresa Bernardez: "To my astonishment, I am not afraid of old age and it
is to my sisters that I owe this continuous rebirthing, this ending of exile." •
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Leah Rose writes from Ulster County, NY.
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CUTTING SOME SLACK
JENNIFER CONNERMAN

Your Hymen:
The Inside Story

in keeping this myth alive. First intercourse seems more
momentous if there's physical anguish—that is, actual
pain—to mark the loss of virginity. If a girl believes it
always hurts the first time, she may wait longer to have
intercourse, or be choosier about her first partner. Sentimentalizing virginity also tends to delay its ending.

Rumor Has It
Whispered rumors in the backs of classrooms spread the
myth of a painful first intercourse, while popular slang
expressions like "popping the cherry," with its image of
spurting red, provide graphic reinforcement. At the start of
the 20th century, "cherry" meant a virgin of either sex,
according to the Oxford Dictionary of Modern Slang. "Lost

J^ fter years of agonizing and anticipating, it's finally
/ ^ k about to happen. The room is pitch black and
/ ^ the boy gropes nervously for a condom. It takes
I
^k seven tries before he manages to slide it on,
m
«J^»and immediately, he panics that it's inside out.
The girl, meanwhile, lies on her back, teeth clenched. She
tries to stop her hands from jittering and her mind from
racing. But all she can think about is her hymen. As the
boy attempts to break through the mysterious wall he's
heard so much about, the girl sucks in her breath and prays
it won't hurt.
What neither virgin realizes though, is that the hymen is
actually one big myth. There's no wall to be breached, no
guarantee of pain, no promise of blood. In fact, studies indicate that most girls do not even feel their hymen when it
"breaks."
Nonetheless, the myth of a painful, bloody first intercourse persists. And it's a myth with international
appeal, since an "intact" hymen is universally
seen as definitive proof that a girl is a virgin.
In the Middle East, for instance, where a
bride's well-being and even her life can
depend on her in-laws' belief in her innocence, families sometimes send their
daughters to Switzerland before marriage
for costly reconstructive hymen surgery.

his cherry" was a common, if vulgar, way of saying that a
man was no longer a virgin. But by the time of the sexually
liberated 1960s, when "popping [someone's] cherry"
emerged as a hip phrase to describe intercourse with a virgin, the virgin was almost always a girl and the boy almost
always the one doing the "popping." "Cherry" became a
synonym for the hymen and the cherry-popping phrase
was so widely used
that it even earned a place in
the Oxford English Dictionary.

In 1990, the little-known heavy
metal band Warrant transformed this
sexual metaphor into a box-office smash.
"She's my cherry pie," crooned the band's
long-haired singer as Warrant's hit song, "Cherry
Pie," blasted from radios across the country. Lest
anyone miss the sexual subtext, the video featured a
roller-skating waitress dropping a slice of cherry pie on
her crotch. Maybe Warrant meant to make sex look
tasty, but as the pie's contents oozed all over the white
apron, millions of MTV's teenage viewers may have been
learning to equate first-time sex with blood—something messy, awkward, and red.
So how can girls learn in advance that the
hymen doesn't necessarily "break" and bleed during first intercourse? Sex Ed doesn't seem to do
it. AIDS, abstinence, and contraception are the
topics most often covered in these classes, according to a 1994 survey conducted by the Sex Information and Education Council. Rarely addressed is
Myth Interpretation
the most pressing question for teenage girls: Is it
One of the first modern experts to challenge
going to hurt? The fact that there are many different
the hymen myth was sex researcher Mary
types of hymens—some with many openings, some with
Calderone. "When a woman willingly has sexual interonly one; some taut, some elastic—is hardly ever taught.
course for the first time, the hymen seldom tears, but is
stretched or forced open farther," she said in 1981. "In the
Consequently, the popping cherry myth is often a girl's
flush of sexual excitement this opening up is hardly felt, and
only abiding "lesson" on the hymen. Taught to expect pain,
the amount of bleeding is slight or none." Calderone notes
girls are less likely to speak up if penetration hurts. The
that when there is pain, it is usually due to "muscular tenmyth also increases the likelihood that it will. Boys think
sion," not the tearing of the hymen.
they have to be extra rough to break through a tough barrier. And girls clench their muscles in anticipation of pain,
Masters and Johnson confirmed Calderone's finding in
their 1982 study, Sex and Human Loving, and, in 1994, Shere increasing the odds that penetration will hurt.
Hite found that of the thousands of women surveyed for
Few people of either sex recall the experience of losing
The Hite Report on the Family: Growing Up Under Patriarchy,
their virginity as being particularly pleasurable. More often,
only 18% felt "any painful tearing or saw any blood on first
it is described as confusing, terrifying, embarassing, nerveintercourse."
wracking. False assumptions about the hymen can only
So why are most girls still stricken with the fear that "it
make the experience worse for everyone concerned. •
always hurts the first time"? Why has the myth of a painful
first intercourse refused to die? In part, because those who
fennifer Gonnerman is a freelance reporter who has ivrittenforThe
prize the idea of female maidenhood have a vested interest
Village Voice, Ms., and New York magazine.
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